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Abstract xi

This thesis also presents an approximate search method for the cover tree search structure.

The performance of this method is shown to be superior to existing approximate search

methods for cover trees, and significantly better than LSH based search at high recall

levels.

Finally, an improved method for k-NN graph construction is presented. This method uses

cover trees to achieve superior performance to other algorithms at a wide range of scales,

demonstrating high performance even on 1 million sized datasets.

These techniques provide a number of improved methods for similarity search, which are

particularly useful in situations where analysis or construction cannot be done o✏ine. The

methods provided improve upon the state-of-the-art in several cases, and can be applied

to many data analysis and machine learning algorithms.



Chapter 1

Overview

In many areas of computer science and machine learning research, querying a database

for similar items is a foundational step of data analysis. Establishing connections between

similar pieces of data allows important insights to be gained, and is applicable in areas

of machine learning including clustering and data analysis, classification, dimensionality

reduction and visualisation, planning, machine vision, and robotic control. As the size

of data increases, it becomes even more important to find the relevant information for a

given situation. The task of finding relevant data is often called nearest-neighbour search

(NNS), or similarity search.

Fast NNS is particularly relevant to areas of research around autonomous robotics. In the

area of machine vision, NNS can be used to classify, label and associate objects (Dean et al.,

2013, Garćıa-Pedrajas and Ortiz-Boyer, 2009, Siagian and Itti, 2007). In the area of control

algorithms, NNS can be used to build direct models from the robot’s experience (Hafez

and Loo, 2015, Mart́ın H. et al., 2009). As robotic systems become more autonomous and

run for longer periods of time, more data can be collected and stored.

NNS can be seen as an important underlying component or building block, which is used

in many algorithms and applications in the areas of machine learning and robotics. The

non-accelerated solution for a single NNS query has a running time of O(n), making

it unsuitable for fast queries on large datasets. Improving accelerated search methods

for NNS is an actively advancing and relevant topic. Addressing the scalability of the

1
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underlying NNS algorithms then directly a↵ects the scalability of a multitude of algorithms

and applications which depend on it.

Motivated by the importance of NNS in machine learning and data analysis and the

growing speed of data collection, an important question is how can the scalability of NNS

be improved? In this work, methods are developed to address the underlying need for

more e�cient NNS algorithms. These methods include both approximate and exact NNS,

and improvements over current algorithms are demonstrated. Some of the applications of

these algorithms are covered in the following section.

1.1 Applications of Nearest-Neighbour Search

As this work is primarily concerned with the improvement of underlying search algorithms,

it is useful to examine the applications of NNS and take note of the common requirements

for fast, large-scale search algorithms. This section describes a few applications of NNS,

and the computational requirements these applications have.

Bottom-up data clustering algorithms, such as DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996), rely on k-

nearest-neighbour (KNN) graphs in order to construct clusters. For DBSCAN, the KNN

graph contains information about the local density of information for each point. Assuming

clusters are denser toward their centres, this information can be used to label points which

are “inside” clusters, and points which are “on the edge” of clusters. Points on the “inside”

of clusters can then be grouped together and labelled as distinct clusters, and “edge” points

can be assigned based on their neighbours. For this application, it is desirable to query

the nearest neighbours for the entire dataset. On larger datasets, this means that queries

must execute very quickly, otherwise the amount of time taken to build the graph will

make clustering impractical.

NNS is often used for classification (Garćıa-Pedrajas and Ortiz-Boyer, 2009, Liu and Cao,

2015). K-nearest-neighbour (KNN) classifiers can provide high levels of performance from

raw labelled data without complicated learning processes required. This is achieved simply

by embedding labelled examples into a search structure, and returning the k closest results

upon query. The labels of these results then allow an estimate for the label of query point.
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With enough data samples, KNN based classification can be very competitive with state-

of-the-art classification methods, while also being simple to apply.

NNS-based classification can also be used to pointwise-approximate complex continuous

functions by making the labels continuous values. An example application of this in ma-

chine learning is the kNN-TD learning algorithm (Mart́ın H. et al., 2009). kNN-TD was

highly successful in solving control problems in reinforcement learning competitions. How-

ever, the use of KD-trees and grid-spaced interpolation points limited its applicability to

high-dimensional data. The kNN-TD algorithm showed very high performance in control-

based applications, but had a limited real-world applicability because the NNS methods

used scale exponentially in time and memory use with the input dimensionality. In order

to apply KNN-based reinforcement learning to robots with complex dynamics and high

degrees of freedom, an e�cient and scalable KNN search and storage structure is required

for this online learning algorithm.

Many state-of-the-art vision-based navigation algorithms also use a variation of NNS for

re-localising. Particularly as a part of Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM)

algorithms, a topological graph of location features is often stored to match against, in

order to close loops in navigation or re-localise when lost. E�cient similarity search is

important for mapping. These topological maps will become very large as machines gain

more autonomy in exploration and navigation of their environment. Algorithms must

therefore scale e�ciently to deal with larger topologies in an incremental manner.

Often, data visualisation techniques use NNS to preserve structure in low-dimensional

visualisations. Examples of these are Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), LLE (Roweis and

Saul, 2000), and t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008), which each process a set of

nearest neighbours for all points when constructing low-dimensional visualisations. A key

requirement for this kind of analysis is that the KNN graph can be constructed quickly.

This places focus on both the search structure construction time and the resultant query

time used to construct the graph, requiring both to be very fast.

Recent combinations of classification and manifold techniques have produced promising

results for streaming problems. The incremental Isomap algorithm (Shi et al., 2005) was

used on streaming X-ray images to classify respiratory movement with state-of-the-art
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accuracy (Fischer et al., 2014). However the algorithm uses a brute-force method for

creating the KNN graph required for Isomap, which limits its scalability as the size of

the data stream grows. In this case, both the search and insertion times for KNN graph

updates are important, and the data structure must deal with incremental construction

e�ciently.

1.1.1 Motivation: Improving NNS for Machine Learning Applications

We can see from the applications of NNS that requirements for search algorithms can

vary significantly. For some applications such as clustering and low-dimensional manifold

embeddings, the entirety of the search algorithm’s execution time from search structure

construction to querying the whole dataset is very important. This motivates the explo-

ration of faster methods for constructing and querying in high-performance approximate

search structures. These themes are further explored in Chapters 3, 4 and 5.

Reinforcement learning based control, topological SLAM navigation, and incremental man-

ifold learning techniques are all online NNS-based algorithms. For these methods, data

arrives during learning, and inserts and queries on the search database are interleaved.

This creates a requirement for e�cient updates and queries of the search structure even

when the distribution of the data might change significantly over time. In the case of incre-

mental Isomap and some other algorithms, an e�cient update algorithm for k-NN graphs

is needed as well. These requirements motivate the solutions investigated in Chapters 5

and 6.

1.2 Contributions

This section outlines the main contributions of this thesis, and provides references to

the appropriate chapters for each contribution. Each of the contributions described has

been developed to improve performance for the machine-learning oriented applications of

NNS which have been described in this chapter. Together, these contributions aim at

making a significant impact on research in the area of NNS, providing new frameworks

and results for NNS optimisation, k-NN graph construction, and approximate NNS query
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methods. These methods improve search structure construction time, query e�ciency, and

incremental k-NN graph construction time, allowing for faster and more scalable NNS on

large datasets.

1.2.1 Subsampled Locality Sensitive Hashing (Chapter 3)

A popular method for reducing the complexity of data in order to perform NNS is to

use random projections for dimensionality reduction (Liu et al., 2005). We develop and

explore the performance of a sub-sampling method as a replacement for random projections

(Chapter 3). This method does not perform projections, and so calculation time can be

independent from dimensionality of the data. We show that for data-sets up to the order

of 104 elements, and for high-dimensional datasets, this method is faster than the state-

of-the-art for performing NNS.

In addition, sub-sampling reduces database construction times significantly, making it suit-

able for ad-hoc search. In one particular test (raw image search), sub-sampling performed

both database construction and the search in less time than it took the fastest competi-

tor to perform construction only. The construction times observed are fast enough that

sub-sampled LSH searching could be applied directly to real-time image processing.

One weakness of subsampled LSH is that it has a relatively lower recall and precision than

the other LSH methods tested. In order to improve this, supervised methods for optimising

LSH were investigated as a followup study. The improvement of LSH optimisation methods

in Chapter 4 forms the next major part of this work.

1.2.2 Approximate Boosted Similarity-Sensitive Collections (Chapter 4)

Applications of NNS such as k-nearest-neighbour classification and internet search queries

require highly e�cient query mechanisms, but do not place limitations on search structure

construction times. In these cases, learning-based approaches to optimising approximate

similarity search can significantly improve performance. A collection of results have been

published in this area, using pairwise error weights on data-points to aid optimisation (Gao

et al., 2014, Liu et al., 2016, 2013). In order to reduce the complexity of optimising,
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previous approaches sparsely sample the training data pairs rather than using all of the

information available to them.

We develop an approach to approximating a large portion of the pairwise error weights,

reducing memory usage to linear in the number of data-points (Chapter 4). We also

show that the resulting framework improves the resulting algorithmic complexity of LSH

optimization, and can be applied to existing algorithms with a resulting improvement in

speed.

We also give a new general optimisation algorithm, “SimpleBoost” which is able to opti-

mise any randomised approximate similarity structures, and show that it outperforms the

previous state-of-the-art for general LSH optimization in terms of speed, precision, and re-

call. To show the generality of this algorithm, SimpleBoost is demonstrated to be e↵ective

in optimizing LSH-Forest search performance. By contrast, the previous state-of-the-art

optimiser could not improve over random collections for LSH-Forest due to its stronger

assumptions on the type of search algorithm used.

1.2.3 Approximate Cover Tree Search (Chapter 5)

We present an approximate search algorithm for cover trees (Beygelzimer et al., 2006), with

a theoretical basis for lower-bound performance in Euclidean space. This search algorithm

has a single parameter controlling approximation, which gives a smooth trade-o↵ between

search accuracy and query speed. Comparisons with a state-of-the-art LSH method show

that for high accuracy levels, approximate cover tree search is very competitive in terms

of performance. Cover trees also provide a significant space advantage over table-based

lookup structures, as the tree is represented directly and in linear space using data points,

with a minimal space overhead.

1.2.4 Exact Streaming All-Nearest-Neighbours (Chapter 6)

Recently, several advanced manifold embedding algorithms have been developed which

make use of an incrementally updated k-nearest-neighbour graph in order to do online

analysis of data streams. The incremental Isomap algorithm (Gao and Liang, 2015, Shi
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et al., 2005) which has been applied to image processing (Fischer et al., 2014). The

incremental Isomap algorithm proposes streaming based improvements to all parts of the

original algorithm except the graph construction step. When applied to image processing,

this approach has obvious performance limitations for longer data streams.

Motivated by this, we develop a variant of spatial tree search and insertion which improves

the performance of adding points to a directed k-nearest-neighbour graph (Chapter 6). The

solution works by bounding candidate search using the existing KNN graph structure, so

that only changes to the smallest relevant sub-graph are considered at each level of the

spatial tree search. Results show that this improves runtimes over brute force search sig-

nificantly, allowing algorithms using dynamic KNN graphs to scale to much larger datasets

in real-time.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The idea of searching for items in a database which are similar to a given query item

comprises a significant amount of business today. This task is performed everywhere from

web document search to music recommendations, and the high volume of queries to be

processed drives new development and research into faster and more memory e�cient

query methods.

The utility of similarity search becomes immediately apparent whenever we think of a

situation in which some words of a book, movie, or quote are partially remembered, and

we desire to find the source information. In this case, a web search will perform a similarity

query between the half remembered words, and the collection of documents which have

been indexed by the search engine. From a technology perspective, this type of task

introduces several complex requirements.



Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 The Nearest-Neighbour Search Problem

The question of finding items that are close to some query point in Euclidean space occurs

often in data analysis. This could be for example-based classification (Garćıa-Pedrajas

and Ortiz-Boyer, 2009), clustering (Ester et al., 1996), data summarisation and compres-

sion (Gersho and Gray, 1991), or dimensionality reduction and visualisation (Talwalkar

et al., 2008, Tenenbaum et al., 2000). In all cases, the question posed can be reduced to:

what is the closest item (or items) in my dataset to the given query point in my chosen

measurement space?

To state this formally, the 1-nearest-neighbour query problem is defined in the Euclidean

l
2

space for a query q as returning the dataset item di 2 D which minimises ||q � di||.

Frequently, more points than just the single nearest neighbour are used in analysis algo-

rithms. A natural extension of 1-nearest-neighbour is to define the problem for the set of

k-nearest-neighbours to some query point q. This is usually abbreviated to k-NN search.

k-NN search is a basic building block for clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN (Ester

et al., 1996), where the density of several nearest neighbours is used in establishing cluster

bounds.

Analytical solutions for faster k-NN search can be complex. The local properties of datasets

include changes in density which a↵ect the optimal search and construction settings of

8
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many algorithms. As a simplification, most algorithms target ✏-nearest-neighbour search.

This type of search returns all neighbours within distance ✏ of the query point q. The

value of ✏ can then be chosen to guarantee high performance in most cases, with corner

cases being handled by extending the ✏ search. In the following chapter we discuss several

of algorithms for ✏-nearest-neighbour and search, with the understanding that the ✏-only

algorithms can usually be extended to solve search either exactly or approximately.

2.1.1 Measures of Similarity

The similarity of two items of data can be measured in many di↵erent ways. Often the term

distance is used to denote a measure of dissimilarity (Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011). Usu-

ally, we try to define a similarity or distance measure which gives the most similar results

to our intuitive sense of similarity between objects. In some areas of study, measures of

similarity do not even need to be symmetric, such as Kulbeck-Leibler divergence (Kullback

and Leibler, 1951). However, most measures of similarity are chosen to form a metric space

with symmetric measures of similarity. A metric space has a distance function defined for

all points, d(x, y), such that:

d(x, y) � 0 (2.1)

d(x, y) = d(y, x) (2.2)

d(x, y) = 0 () x = y (2.3)

d(x, y) + d(y, z) � d(x, z) (2.4)

Commonly used measures of similarity for search include the Euclidean or l
2

distance,

the city-block or l
1

distance, the �2 distance (Gorisse et al., 2012), and the earth-mover’s

distance (Izbicki and Shelton, 2015, Lv et al., 2004). These measures are all metric spaces,

and so similarity search methods which operate on general metric space properties can

work on all of these measures. Methods of speeding up search on metric spaces usually

use the definition of ball distance for search structures. Due to the generality of metric

spaces, it is di�cult to define other search structures than those constructed using ball

search.
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The Euclidean and city-block measures are additionally part of a set of vector spaces with

stronger guarantees with regards to measure and projection. These are part of the lp

spaces, defined as having the distance measure:

dp(x, y) = [
X

i

abs(xi � yi)
p]

1
p

Using a value p � 1 forms a Banach vector space. Banach lp spaces have additional vector

space properties which allow operations such as projection and can define angles between

vectors. These properties can often be helpful in improving bounds on similarity search

time, but put restrictions on the distance measure used.

In practice, it can often be easier to define a feature extraction pre-processing step before

measuring distance. This step is designed to reduce the input data to a set of features

where a simpler distance metric achieves the desired results. The Euclidean metric is often

favoured for distance calculation, as the meaning of distance is more intuitive in this space.

2.1.2 Feature Extraction for Similarity Search

When data is represented by an appropriate feature set, the Euclidean similarity of two

items can be interpreted as an approximate measure of class similarity. Examples of these

feature sets include GIST and SIFT visual features (Lowe, 1999, Siagian and Itti, 2007)

for images. These features provide a clustering of similar visual objects and scenes in

Euclidean space, allowing content search for images using Euclidean distance. Similarly

for text data, TF-IDF features provide a sparse representation of content which can be

compared using Euclidean distance (Sparck Jones, 1988).

SIFT features were originally developed for object recognition and computer vision (Lowe,

1999). Sift features operate from a code-book of “distinctive” image features, identifying

whether these features exist in an image. For image categorisation and comparison, a

histogram of these features over the whole image can be used. SIFT histograms are

somewhat less dense than other measures such as GIST, especially at higher codebook

sizes. This allows SIFT features to be used for localisation problems such as SLAM in
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addition to direct image similarity comparisons (Chen and Chan, 2007). SLAM localisation

algorithms also use image similarity (or partial similarity) matching to detect loop closures.

GIST features reduce image data to a lower-dimensional information vector which sum-

marises important statistics of the image (Siagian and Itti, 2007). These statistics capture

orientation and texture at multiple scales, giving a more appropriate Euclidean measure

of the similarity of content in images. The representation of multiple scales is achieved

by convolution with a set of filters at multiple scales of the input image, before averaging

values for various segments of the image. GIST features are used for many image search

databases as they provide a relatively straightforward, high-quality Euclidean similarity

measure (Jegou et al., 2011a, Russell et al., 2008).

Text similarity is often measured by a very sparse, high-dimensional representation named

TF-IDF (Sparck Jones, 1988). This stands for “Term Frequency-Inverse Document Fre-

quency”, and is comprised of two parts. Text frequency measures the number of times

a word (or phrase) occurs within one document. These frequencies help to understand

which terms are characteristic of single documents. Inverse document frequency measures

how commonly words (or phrases) occur across many documents. As the frequency count

is inverse, words common to many documents have their relative importance for the fi-

nal feature vector reduced. The TF-IDF combination e↵ectively singles out characteristic

words (or phrases) which are not common to all topics and documents as important feature

candidates.

As a collection of documents can contain a huge amount of words (or phrases) even after

culling those determined to be uninformative for the task at hand, TF-IDF feature vectors

are usually very sparse. As an example, “crystal” may be mentioned many times in a

materials science document, but not at all in a computer science document. This means

there are no entries for “crystal” or many other discipline-specific terms in the computer

science document’s TF-IDF vector. TF-IDF is a useful example feature set for investigating

similarity search performance on high-dimensional, sparse data.
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2.2 Exact Methods for k-Nearest-Neighbour Search

In this section, we review the development of exact methods for search. A naive approach

to search would be to compare the query item q to all data items in D, resulting in |D|

distance calculations for every query. For large datasets, running multiple queries can

quickly become computationally expensive with this naive linear approach.

A number of methods have been developed to segment and search the data space e�ciently

for nearest-neighbour search. These generally use hierarchical representations of the data

space, allowing large sections of it to be left unsearched when a query is executed. The

algorithms reviewed here are KD-trees, Metric trees, and Cover trees. While variations on

each of these algorithms exist, these algorithms represent a summary of the historically

significant steps forward in improving the e�ciency of exact nearest-neighbour search.

2.2.1 KD-trees

KD-trees were applied to accelerate search for the problem by Friedman et al. (1977).

This successfully reduced search time from O(n) to O(logk(n)) by dividing the search

space up into an e�ciently searchable tree structure (Zolnowsky, 1978). This e�cient

search structure brings a 2n memory cost associated with creating the nodes of KD-tree.

Algorithm 1 gives the recursive procedure for constructing a KD-tree. Variations on KD-

trees exist which seek to divide along the best axis according to better metrics for search

performance. These variations generally improve performance somewhat, at the expense

of slightly slower tree construction.

In Algorithm 1, pseudocode is given for KD-tree construction based on the description of

Kibriya and Frank (2007), which uses an adaptive widest midpoint decision plane. The

decision plane defined by KD-trees limits their use to vector spaces, where such planes can

be defined. More general metric spaces cannot be directly indexed with KD-trees without

modifications, as there may not be a notion of orthogonal basis in these spaces. In the case

of general metric spaces, partitions must be defined in terms of distance to a point or set

of points. Calculating distance is generally more expensive than calculating axis-aligned
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splits, so KD-trees can be much faster for low-dimensional Euclidean search. This makes

KD-trees very e�cient for processing 3D point-cloud data.

Algorithm 1 KD-tree construction using Sliding Widest-Midpoint decision boundaries.

Require: Data: The dataset to be processed by this node.
Require: LowerBound: Upper bounds for Data.
Require: UpperBound: Lower bounds for Data.
Require: LeafSize: Maximum leaf size.
function MakeKDTree(Data, LowerBound, UpperBound, LeafSize)

result  KDTreeNode()
if sizeOf(Data) <= LeafSize then

result.data  Data
else

splitDim  indexOfMax(UpperBound � LowerBound)
splitVal  (LowerBound[splitDim] + UpperBound[splitDim])/2
while countTrue(d[splitDim] > splitVal for d 2 Data) == 0 do

decrease splitVal
end while
while countTrue(d[splitDim]  splitVal for d 2 Data) == 0 do

increase splitVal
end while
result.splitVal  splitVal
result.splitDim  splitDim
leftBound  UpperBound.copy()
leftBound[splitDim]  splitVal
rightBound  LowerBound.copy()
rightBound[splitDim]  splitVal
leftData  {d 2 Data where d[splitDim]  splitVal}
rightData  {d 2 Data where d[splitDim] > splitVal}
result.left  MakeKDTree(leftData, LowerBound, leftBound, LeafSize)
result.right  MakeKDTree(rightData, rightBound, UpperBound, LeafSize)

end if
return result

end function

Search in a KD-tree can be performed e�ciently given a neighbour radius ✏ and query point

q. At every level of the tree, the splitting plane is checked to see if it intersects with the

✏-radius sphere centrered on q. If the sphere intersects the splitting plane, both children

of the current node are included in the search. Otherwise, only the child intersecting

the sphere is included in the search. The ✏-nearest-neighbour search can be e�ciently

extended to search by keeping the k closest neighbour candidates in a heap, and setting

✏ to be the neighbour with highest distance from the query point. If there are less than
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k neighbours found so far, ✏ is set to 1. The algorithm for ✏-nearest-neighbour search is

given in Algorithm 2. For e�ciency, squared distances only are calculated.

Algorithm 2 KD-tree search for k-nearest-neighbours.

Require: Query: The query point to be matched.
Require: k: The number of neighbours to return.
Require: KDRoot: The root node for the KD-tree.
function SearchKDTree(Query, k, KDRoot)

result  MaxHeap()
Fill result with k sets of {1, NULL} pairs of {weight,data}
candidates  MinHeap()
candidates.push({0,KDRoot})
while candidates.peek().weight < result.peek().weight do

current = candidates.pop()
while current.KDTreeNode has left and right children do

node = current.KDTreeNode
dist = current.weight
if Query[node.splitDim] > node.splitVal then

farChild = node.leftChild
current = node.rightChild
dist + = (Query[node.splitDim] � node.splitVal)2)

else
farChild = node.rightChild
current = node.leftChild
dist + = (node.splitVal � Query[node.splitDim])2)

end if
candidates.push({dist,farChild})

end while
for d 2 current.KDTreeNode.data do

dist  ||d�Query||2
if dist < result.peek().weight then

result.pop()
result.push({dist,d})

end if
end for

end while
return result

end function

Due to the way KD-trees separate the search space, the dimensionality of the data appears

in the exponent of the KD-tree search complexity. This means that for high enough di-

mensionality data, brute force search could have a lower time complexity. To illustrate the

e↵ects of dimensionality on KD-tree search time visually, Figure 2.1 shows the matched
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leaves for one and two dimensional KD-tree searches on example data. As the dimension-

ality of the data increases, we can see that the number of candidate tree leaves considered

increases even more quickly. This limitation prevents the e�cient use of KD-trees for data

types such as images and TF-IDF coded documents.

Figure 2.1: KD-tree queries on 1D and 2D data, for k = 3. Lines indicate tree deci-
sion boundaries, red-dashed lines are inspected in the example query. As dimensionality

increases, the average number of leaves searched (cyan shaded areas) also increases.

2.2.2 Metric trees

Metric trees, also called vantage-point trees or ball trees, were developed to scale exact

search to higher dimensions more e�ciently than previous methods (Yianilos, 1993). The

primary di↵erence between metric trees and KD-trees is the use of bounding balls rather

than bounding planes to determine data separation. The use of a radial division rather

than the KD-tree’s hyperplane division also allows metric trees to be constructed on more

general metric spaces as well as vector spaces. This gives metric trees more flexibility

in their applications for similarity matching. Focusing on large scale search, metric trees

o↵er O(cd log(n)) query complexity for some constant c, provided that n > log
2

(d). Metric

trees which use data points as centroids generally have a memory usage of n graph nodes,

since every node in the tree uses up a unique database point. Several variations of metric

trees exist, with varying benefits and complexities.
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Pseudocode for metric tree construction is given in Algorithm 3. The splitting criterion

for nodes has again been based on the description given by Kibriya and Frank (2007).

Constructing a node consists of recursively selecting the point in the node’s subset of data

with the largest distance to the dataset mean as the centre of the ball for the current split.

The radius is set to half the distance from the centre of the ball to the furthest point from

it in the node’s subset of data. The data is then split between children of the tree node

according to being inside or outside of the constructed ball.

Algorithm 3 Metric tree construction using furthest-from-the-mean ball construction.

Require: Data: The dataset to be processed by this node
Require: Mean: the mean value of the data.
Require: LeafSize: Maximum leaf size.
function MakeMetricTree(Data, Mean, LeafSize)

result  MetricTreeNode()
if sizeOf(Data) <= LeafSize then

result.data  Data
else

splitPt  Data[indexOfMax(norm(Data � Mean))]
Data.delete(splitPt)
splitVal  maxd2Data(||d� splitPt||)
result.splitPt  splitPt
result.splitVal  splitVal
leftData  {d 2 Data where ||d� splitPt||  splitVal}
rightData  {d 2 Data where ||d� splitPt|| > splitVal}
result.left  MakeMetricTree(leftData, Mean, LeafSize)
result.right  MakeMetricTree(rightData, Mean, LeafSize)

end if
return result

end function

Metric tree search proceeds similarly to KD-tree search, where nodes of the tree are in-

cluded in the search if they intersect with the ✏-search radius. The metric tree search

algorithm is given in detail in Algorithm 4. Metric trees use locality-based data splits

instead of axis aligned splits as KD-trees do. For this reason, metric trees can scale more

e�ciently to higher-dimensional data. One downside to the metric tree is that calculating

the distance to the centre of a ball is more computationally expensive than checking which

side of an axis-aligned plane a point is on. Unlike KD-trees however, metric trees compare

a distance to a point in the dataset at each level of the tree. This allows us to start filling
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the heap as we are descending the tree, so the check for a ball radius serves a double

purpose and helps prune the search space earlier in the algorithm.

Algorithm 4 Metric tree search for k-nearest-neighbours.

Require: Query: The query point to be matched.
Require: k: The number of neighbours to return.
Require: MetricRoot: The root node for the metric tree.
function SearchMetricTree(Query, k, MetricRoot)

result  MaxHeap()
Fill result with k sets of {1, NULL} pairs of {weight,data}
candidates  MinHeap()
candidates.push({0,MetricRoot})
while candidates.peek().weight < result.peek().weight do

current = candidates.pop()
while current.MetricTreeNode has left and right children do

node = current.MetricTreeNode
parentWeight = current.weight
dist = ||Query � node.splitPt||
if dist > node.splitVal then

farChild = node.leftChild
current = node.rightChild

else
farChild = node.rightChild
current = node.leftChild

end if
if dist < result.peek().weight then

result.pop()
result.push({dist,node.splitPt})

end if
dist = max(dist,parentWeight)
candidates.push({dist,farChild})

end while
for d 2 current.MetricTreeNode.data do

dist  ||d�Query||2
if dist < result.peek().weight then

result.pop()
result.push({dist,d})

end if
end for

end while
return result

end function

While the dimensionality of the data still makes a significant impact on query complexity,
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metric trees have much lower penalties associated with high-dimensional data than KD-

trees do, allowing them to be used in large-scale database search. An example of metric

tree search is given in Figure 2.2. We can see by comparison to Figure 2.1 that the

division of space in the metric tree example adapts to local data density far quicker than

the KD-tree example.

Figure 2.2: Metric tree queries on 2D data, for k = 3. Lines indicate tree decision
boundaries, red-dashed lines are inspected in the example query. The number of leaves

searched (cyan shaded areas) is on average significantly less than KD-trees.

2.2.3 Cover trees

Cover Trees were developed by Beygelzimer et al. (2006) as an evolution of navigating

nets (Krauthgamer and Lee, 2004). Cover trees have a better theoretical search bounds

than navigating nets, although both algorithms are based on the same core idea. Cover

trees (and navigating nets) apply a hierarchical system of ✏-nets for generating a tree-like

search structure, allowing better search bounds than previous algorithms. We use the

recent nearest-ancestor cover tree insertion algorithm developed by Izbicki and Shelton
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(2015). Nearest-ancestor trees are shown by Izbicki and Shelton (2015) to be more e�cient

for both construction and querying than the original implementation.

Figure 2.3: Cover tree queries on 2D data, for k = 3. Red-dashed lines are branches
tested by the query. The leaf areas searched have been shaded in cyan. While the area

of leaves searched is large, the number of points inspected is quite small.

An ✏-net is a set of points drawn from the data with two properties (Sutherland, 1975).

The first is that it must be an ✏-covering, which means that for any item of data in the

set, the distance to the nearest point in the ✏-net must be less than ✏. The second is that

the set must be an ✏-packing, which means that any two points in the set must have a

distance of more than ✏ between them.

Together the definitions for an ✏-net ensure that for any query point q, the ✏-net points

within ✏ of q cover every data point within ✏ of q. This means that if ✏ is set to be the

maximum query distance for a nearest-neighbour search, the ✏-net provides an e�cient

covering of possible nearest-neighbours.
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Applying ✏-nets hierarchically, doubling ✏ at each step, allows a tree-like structure to be

created. In this structure, a query on a higher cover in the tree establishes which candidates

to be queried on a lower cover in the tree. The covering redundancy allowed by the ✏-net

also means that unlike other tree structures, some nodes have multiple possible parents.

Izbicki and Shelton (2015) solved this by requiring that for any node, its ancestor at any

level of the tree must be the closest node on that level. This has the additional benefit of

localising children of nodes more tightly, providing some performance improvements.

Algorithm 5 Cover tree insertion for simplified cover trees.

Require: Query: The new query point.
Require: rootNode: The root node for the graph.
Require: leafSize: The maximum leaf size for the graph.
function CoverTreeInsert(Query, rootNode, leafSize)

if sizeOf(rootNode.children) == 0 then rootNode.leafData.insert(Query)
if sizeOf(rootNode.leafData) > leafSize then

Insert rootNode.leafData[0] as a child of rootNode.
for i 2 1..sizeOf(rootNode.leafData) do

CoverTreeInsert(rootNode.leafData[i],rootNode,leafSize)
end for
rootNode.leafData.clear()

end if
else

candidate = minchild2rootNode.childrenDist(Query, child.centroid)
if Dist(Query, child.centroid) < child.coverSize then

child.maxChild  max(child.maxChild,Dist(Query, child.centroid))
CoverTreeInsert(Query,child,leafSize)

else
Insert Query as a child of rootNode.

end if
end if

end function

Figure 2.3 illustrates the leaves explored for a query at the bottom level of the cover

tree. Compared to metric trees and KD-trees, cover trees have better performance guar-

antees as the data dimensionality increases. The complexity bound for search time with

cover trees is then O(c12 log(n)), where c is the expansion constant of the dataset being

searched (Beygelzimer et al., 2006). The expansion constant of a dataset is the mean

number of points of an ✏
2

-cover that fit inside a single ball of size ✏. This value is related

to the branching factor of the cover tree for a particular set of data.
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Algorithm 6 Cover tree insertion sub-function for nearest-ancestor cover trees.

Require: data: The data to be inserted into this node.
Require: rootNode: The root node of the tree to insert in.
Require: LeafSize: Maximum leaf size.
function BatchConstruct(rootNode, data, LeafSize)

rootNode.maxChild  maxd2data(Dist(rootnode.centroid, d))
if sizeOf(data) < LeafSize then

rootNode.leafData = data
else

dists  array(sizeOf(data))
dists.fill(1)
labels  array(sizeOf(data))
labels.fill(�1)
i  0
while �1 2 labels do

d data[i] where labels[i] = �1
Create new child node of rootNode with centroid d
for p 2 data do

dst  Dist(p,rootNode.centroid)
if dst ¡ rootNode.children[i].coverSize and dst ¡ dists[p] then

labels[p]  i
dists[p]  dst

end if
end for
i++

end while
for i 2 1..sizeOf(rootNode.children) do

childData  data[j] where labels[j] = i
BatchConstruct(rootNode.children[i],childData,LeafSize)

end for
end if

end function

Algorithms 5 and 6 give the pseudocode algorithms for insertion on a simplified cover tree

and batch construction of nearest ancestor cover trees. These have been modified from

the description given by Izbicki and Shelton (2015) to include the ability for leaves to

contain a flat set of datapoints. In practice, this can make queries faster by reducing the

branching and logic involved in navigating the tree. It is important to note that the cover

trees also provide a bound of O(c6 log(n)) on insertion and unlike simplified cover trees,

nearest-ancestor cover trees need to be rebalanced if insertions are made after creation. By

comparison, metric trees and KD-trees can become unbalanced from new data inserts and

for some data versions of these, rebalancing may not be possible. Unbalanced trees lead
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to either slowdowns in search speed or the need to rebalance the entire search tree. This

advantage makes incremental or streaming uses of similarity search much more e�cient

with cover trees than with binary partition based trees such as metric and KD-trees.

Algorithm 7 Cover tree search for k-nearest-neighbours.

Require: Root: The root node for the currently explored sub-tree.
Require: kNeighbours: A distance ordered max-heap of neighbour candidates.
Require: K: The number of neighbours to find.
function QueryCoverTree(Query, Root, kNeighbours, K)

if Root.parent == NULL then
//Do this once when we first start the query at the real root.
kNeighbours  K copies of {1, NULL}
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)
kNeighbours.pop()
kNeighbours.push(dist,Root.centroid)

end if
dist  {}
for child 2 Root.children do

dist[child]  distance(Query, child.centroid)
end for
for child 2 Root.children sorted by dist[child] do

AddNeighbour(Query, child.centroid, kNeighbours, dist[child])
if dist < kNeighbours.peek()[0] then

kNeighbours.pop()
kNeighbours.push(dist[child],child.centroid)

end if
covdist  dist[child] - child.maxDist
if covdist < kNeighbours.peek()[0] then

QueryCoverTree(Query, child, kNeighbours, K)
end if

end for
end function

2.2.4 Empirical Comparison on Large Benchmark Data

Kibriya and Frank (2007) performed detailed tests with KD-trees, metric trees, and cover

trees on a variety of simulated data types. The results suggest that for dimensionality

� 16, there is usually little to no gain from using these search methods over linear search.

For higher dimensionalities, these results were collected for database sizes up to n = 16000

and dimensionalities up to d = 16. However, databases for search today are typically
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much larger and have more dimensions than this. This leads to very di↵erent behaviour

of search algorithms.

To supplement the conclusions of Kibriya and Frank (2007) for larger data, Figure 2.5

in this section shows performance for varying dataset sizes over the BigANN bench-

mark datasets (Jegou et al., 2011a). The KD-tree and VP-tree algorithms have been

re-implemented according to the description given by Kibriya and Frank (2007), and the

cover tree algorithm has been implemented according to the nearest-ancestor cover tree

forumlation given by Izbicki and Shelton (2015). All code and instructions to reproduce

these experiments is provided at https://github.com/josiahw/SearchTrees.

The BigANN SIFT and GIST datasets consists of one million 128-dimensional and 960-

dimensional image features respectively. These are significantly larger and have sig-

nificantly more dimensions than the dataset benchmarks previously recorded in litera-

ture(Beygelzimer et al., 2006, Izbicki and Shelton, 2015, Kibriya and Frank, 2007). We

note that for the GIST dataset, the KD-tree construction was changed to split on the data

median of the widest dimension, as the sliding-midpoint method resulted in a recursion

overflow error. For the purposes of fair testing, a single-threaded operation is used unless

stated otherwise.

Figure 2.4: Standard deviations of the first few PCA dimensions for the BigANN 1 mil-
lion sized test datasets. The first few dimensions have an outsized importance compared

to others.

https://github.com/josiahw/SearchTrees
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Kibriya and Frank (2007) tested search algorithms on synthetic data, which is not neces-

sarily representative of real-world data. Real-world data often does not exhibit an even

distribution across all dimensions, and in extreme cases can have only a few significant

dimensions in the distribution, despite being represented by high-dimensional vectors of

data. When testing on synthetic data, i.i.d. multivariate Gaussian distributions are usu-

ally used. To equate these tests to real-world data, we talk about intrinsic dimensionality,

which is the approximate dimensionality of the data distribution. This can be di�cult to

determine in practice.

Intrinsic dimensionality can also be di↵erent for the dataset as a global entity compared

to the local distribution of points. An example of this is the Swiss Roll dataset, which is a

spiral extruded into 3 dimensions. The global dataset is 3 dimensional and well distributed,

while the local data points are arranged in a curved 2 dimensional sheet. Recent methods

to measure the local intrinsic dimensionality of data include the work of Amsaleg et al.

(2015). However, for search trees which examine the data at multiple levels of detail as

the data is partitioned, the global intrinsic dimensionality of the data will likely also have

an e↵ect on search cost.

Figure 2.4 shows the variance of the principal components of the BigANN datasets. We

can see that the first few dimensions dominate the data distribution, and so we know that

at a global level the datasets could be intrinsically relatively low-dimensional, but there is

still a significant variance in the other dimensions. This makes it di�cult to quantify how

we should measure the intrinsic dimensionality of the data. The result of these di↵erences

is that algorithms can perform unexpectedly on real-world data compared to synthetic

test predictions.

Figure 2.5 shows how the di↵erence in dimensionality between two datasets can impact

the scalability of search methods. The SIFT data shows a sub-linear scaling with search

database size for metric and cover trees, beating brute force search by a significant mar-

gin. This indicates that the spatial search structures are e↵ective at speeding up queries

compared to brute force search (which scales linearly with dataset size). Testing on the

GIST data, however, shows that search time scales close to linearly for all data structures.

Cover trees achieve some small improvement as dataset sizes increase, but this is only
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Figure 2.5: Search time for 1000 queries on varying database sizes.

slight even at the 1 million scale. Brute force search on the GIST data scales at the same

rate as Metric tree search, and is a littler faster than the Cover tree and KD tree search

(although the sub-linear curve of the Cover tree suggests that at larger scales it may beat

other methods). This data indicates that there is an inherent dimensionality limit in the

e↵ectiveness of current exact nearest neighbour search structures.

2.3 Approximate Nearest-Neighbour Tree Search

To make similarity search even faster, an approximate search with reasonable accuracy is

often used. With approximate search, many of the limitations leading to more expensive

exact search can be waived in exchange for some loss of accuracy. This allows signifi-

cant speed-ups for search, but proving accuracy guarantees can become more di�cult for

approximate algorithms.

An example of a simple approximation method is to limit the number of leaves searched

in the exact search tree structures in section 2.2. Limiting the number of leaves searched

provides significant speedups for KD-trees and metric trees. Cover trees can also benefit,

although due to the large number of children each node can have in a cover tree, the
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Figure 2.6: Search time for 1000 queries with varying number of leaves searched.

benefit is often less significant than for binary trees. Figure 2.6 gives approximate KD-

tree, metric tree and cover tree search times for varying number of leaves searched on the

BigANN datasets. For low numbers of leaves, search times can be very fast. This speedup

comes with an accuracy cost, however. The average accuracy, or recall, of these methods

compared to database size is shown in Figure 2.7. We can see that search results are no

longer exact, and in fact recall is quite low when the number of leaves is low.

The cover tree algorithm gives particularly interesting performance on the GIST dataset

search case. Cover trees are not binary trees, and the average number of children per

tree node for a cover tree increases with the dimensionality of the data. Because of this,

descending each level in a cover tree involves calculating the distance to many items in

the dataset. As the search descends deeper into the tree, The items compared become

closer and closer to the query point. Because of this behaviour, cover trees can have good

approximation performance even when only a single leaf is searched. One problem with

this is illustrated clearly in the BigANN GIST search statistics: using leaf limited search

on cover trees does not always guarantee a smooth recall increase as seen in the KD and

Metric trees. This means that leaf search can be an ine↵ective method for approximate

search on cover trees, although no alternatives have been proposed. This is investigated
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Figure 2.7: Query time for increasing number of leaves searched (for 1000 queries)
compared to resulting average recall.

further in Chapter 5.

2.3.1 Spill-trees

Spill-trees are e�cient approximate search trees which can be implemented over KD-trees

and metric trees (Liu et al., 2005). A spill-tree is searched simply by descending the tree to

the closest leaf to the query point, and can give guarantees on ✏-nearest-neighbour search.

This search method allows O(log n) search time guarantees regardless of the dimensionality

of the data, as long as ✏ is known at the time of search tree construction. Spill trees are

similar to P-Sphere trees (Goldstein and Ramakrishnan, 2000), in which each child node

is allowed to contain overlapping data. By controlling the radius of overlap, spill trees can

trade storage space (in the form of duplicate entries) for search accuracy (since a larger

radius has a higher chance of containing all neighbours).

Figure 2.8 gives the search times for varying recall levels (this is achieved by varying the

overlap factor ✏). The GIST dataset is only shown up to 50% recall, as it encountered

RAM limitations for the test machine. As can be seen, spill-tree search is significantly

faster than exact search.
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Figure 2.8: Spill-tree search time vs Recall as the ✏ parameter is increased.

A spill-tree is constructed very similarly to a KD-tree or metric tree, with the exception

that all data points within ✏ of the decision boundary are added to both children of the

tree node. This ensures that every leaf will include data within a distance of ✏ of the

area it contains. The downside to this is that spill-trees trade higher memory usage for

better search performance, since data within ✏ of decision boundaries is duplicated at every

branch of the decision tree.

Dasgupta and Sinha (2013) analysed spill-trees for the case where the spill points preserved

were defined by a proportion 0 < ↵ < 1

2

of the total range. This is a slightly di↵erent

case to our description and the description of Liu et al. (2005), however it is informative.

For the spill tree definition given by Dasgupta and Sinha (2013), the memory usage is

O(n1/(1�log(1+2↵))). The result bounds spill trees to a polynomial memory usage, which

can be very large for large datasets. We note however that ✏-radius results can not be

guaranteed under defeatist search with this definition as there is no absolute inclusion

radius. The memory usage for spill-trees of arbitrary ✏-accuracy is likely to be higher, as

splits might not be bounded to a proportion of total elements.

Figure 2.9 shows the size increase of spill-trees over exact trees compared to the recall

achieved. The cut-o↵s for each plot indicate the point where a 32gb RAM machine could
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no longer construct the spill-tree in RAM. The implementation used duplicates references

rather than copying feature vectors, so this means each item in the spill-tree only consumed

64 bytes. Even with this memory reduction strategy, the spill trees required orders of

magnitude more memory than an exact search tree. It is interesting to see the di↵erences

in memory performance for the KD spill-tree, which bounds leaf data in an axis-aligned

hyper-rectangle, and the Metric spill-tree, which bounds data in a ball. While the KD

spill-tree keeps SIFT feature data well localised, it does far more poorly for GIST features.

Figure 2.9: Spill-tree size increase vs Recall, relative to original dataset size. To achieve
50% recall for the GIST dataset, metric tree memory usage increases by a factor of over

3000.

Talwalkar et al. (2008) used KD spill-trees to generate a k-nearest-neighbour graph for a

face image dataset of size 20 million. This required a cluster of computers and took several

days to complete. At the time, this was one of the largest results reported for generating

k-nearest-neighbour graphs. Considering the size increase caused by spill-trees in Figure

2.9, it is likely that achieving almost exact recall with spill-trees would need a significant

amount of memory - much more than a single machine can work with e↵ectively.
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2.3.2 Low-dimensional Projections

A second way to approximate search is to project high-dimensional data into a lower set

of representative dimensions and perform search in this reduced space. Unlike the spill-

tree definition which works for all metric spaces, low-dimensional projections only work

for vector spaces. PCA or randomised Gaussian projections are commonly used for this

application.

Low-dimensional projections can lower the dimensional search penalty associated with

exact search tree methods directly. This comes at the cost of precision in the results,

meaning that complexity in searching the tree is traded for a few more false positive

candidates to filter out of the results. If two points are close in the low-dimensional

projection, it is not guaranteed they will be close in the original data. However, if two

points are close in the original data, then it is likely they will be close in the low-dimensional

projection. KD spill-trees with random projections were recommended by Liu et al. (2005)

as one of the fastest large-scale approximate search methods.

2.4 Locality-Sensitive Hashing

An alternative type of approximate nearest-neighbour search with a rigorous analytical

basis has been developed by Indyk and Motwani (1998). This type of search uses spatial

hash functions to detect and match similar items probabilistically. The original LSH work

and proofs from Indyk and Motwani (1998) and Kushilevitz et al. (2000) constructed weak

search partitions that could be concatenated to match similar items with high accuracy.

As hash functions use a flat search structure, rather than the node-based structure of

search trees, lookups for matching items in hash tables can be performed with less logic

and branching overhead than tree-based search.

Indyk and Motwani (1998) define a hash function h(x) as locality-sensitive for a pair of

points x and y of some metric space (X, dist(·, ·)), if there are two probabilities p
1

> p
2
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such that for a given pair of distances r
1

< r
2

:

P (h(x) = h(y)| dist(x, y) < r
1

) � p
1

(2.5)

P (h(x) = h(y)| dist(x, y) > r
2

)  p
2

(2.6)

These conditions ensure that there will always be a greater chance of neighbours within

r
1

being assigned the same hash value than neighbours more distant than r
2

. Obviously,

if this is true for any r
1

< r
2

, then the di↵erence between the two can be reduced to show

that in the limit, any x and y with dist(x, y) > r
1

will have a lower probability of collision.

Additionally, the construction implies that if hash functions with independent collision

probabilities are concatenated, the relative probability of finding a neighbour compared

to a non-neighbour is increased. This means that the number of false positives returned

by LSH can be reduced simply by increasing the length of the hash codes. However, when

code lengths are increased the probability of any collision decreases, which means that

more hash tables are needed in order to retrieve the same number of items. This creates a

computational trade-o↵ between the number of false positives that need to be inspected,

and the number of hash tables used.

Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) has been applied to other measures of similarity, such as

the �2 (Gorisse et al., 2012) distance and the Earth-Mover’s distance (Lv et al., 2004),

and even general metric spaces. It can also be optimised for classification and a variety

of other content measures (Shakhnarovich, 2005). When LSH is used in this way, it is

sometimes classified as an inverted index method. Inverted indices were originally devel-

oped for database and text search (Zobel and Mo↵at, 2006). They map from raw data

to its location in a database, which allows fast search. Using LSH for inverted indices

then probabilistically maps data based on what is similar in the database. One of the

most successful uses of LSH as an inverted index has been its use to speed up machine

vision systems which recognise thousands of categories of objects (Dean et al., 2013). This

speedup is achieved by first performing a fast lookup to determine likely candidate cate-

gories, and then only applying the appropriate (more computationally intensive) category

classifiers to images.

Broadly, LSH methods fall into either a centroid-based or projection-based framework. In
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a centroid-based framework, items are associated with one or more centroids which deter-

mine hash-bit encodings. In a projection-based framework, items are projected (sometimes

non-linearly) into a subspace where they can be quantised and encoded into hash-bits.

Centroid-based hashes usually have the capability to operate on general metric spaces,

but are often at a computation speed disadvantage when compared to projection-based

methods. This is because generating an n-bit code as part of a centroid-based hash-

function requires 2n centroids to be evaluated in the naive case. Recent work partially

addresses these issues (Ge et al., 2014, Jegou et al., 2011b, Kalantidis and Avrithis, 2014).

By comparison, projection-based LSH by definition operates on vector-spaces. Kernelisa-

tion allows us to change the definition of locality within the projection subspace Raginsky

and Lazebnik (2009), allowing a wide range of similarity measures to be used.

Moran et al. (2013) define projection-based hashing as having 2 stages: projection, and

quantisation. The projection stage consists of projections which reduce the original item

data into a 1-dimensional locality-sensitive mapping. This mapping can be either linear

or non-linear in nature, and usually includes a data mean-centring step before projection.

Often, these projections are o↵set from their mean centre by adding a small amount of

noise in order to better guarantee conditional independence and recall. However, the

investigation of Li et al. (2014) showed that random o↵sets are detrimental to overall

search quality, so they are not used in the following work. The quantisation stage reduces

each projection into 1 or more locality-sensitive bits, which can be concatenated to form

hash-codes. The simplest quantisation method is to threshold each projection around zero

(after mean-centring), which roughly divides the data in half for each hash-bit.

2.4.1 LSH Query Methods

In practice, LSH functions are often composed of several independent hash-functions to

produce the desired amount of separation between data items. Increasing the number of

bits in an LSH function has the e↵ect of reducing the average number of candidates found

in an LSH search. The larger the dataset, the more bits are required to reduce the number

candidates to a volume that can be searched within the time limits allowed.
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In order to improve the time and space trade-o↵ of LSH, several methods have been devel-

oped to search within the lookup table for a given LSH hash-code. These methods assume

that the hash-code is decomposable into short sections (usually individual bits) which

each have an independent probability of separating item pairs of interest. Using this as-

sumption, advanced LSH query methods explore the “neighbourhood” of hash codes which

might encode similar items to the query item. Advanced query methods can significantly

improve the accuracy and speed of LSH queries, but are also more di�cult to implement,

especially for arbitrary hash-functions where the query method’s basic assumptions do not

hold.

2.4.1.1 Naive Multi-Table Search

LSH functions are usually constructed so that each function has an independent chance

of retrieving each neighbour for a given query. This lets us query a collection of LSH

functions to improve retrieval performance. In practice, large numbers (even into the

hundreds) of LSH functions are needed to achieve good performance. Storing this many

hash-tables can use a significant amount of memory for large datasets. Calculating many

hash-functions for every query can also slow down the query process.

Figure 2.10: Naive Search for regular square cells. Search area for 5 hash functions
shown, each with random o↵sets.
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Figure 2.10 shows the patches explored by naive search for a collection of 5 grid-based

hash functions. As can be seen, the naive method results in a very tightly localised search.

The overlap in search areas is significant, which can contribute to ine�ciency in the search

process. Naive search can require many hash functions in high-dimensional spaces in order

to adequately cover the locality of a query point.

2.4.1.2 Hamming Ball Search

Naive lookup does not exploit the structure of LSH as it is generally used, because it

regards only a complete match of all bits in the LSH hash as evidence of a possible nearest-

neighbour match. However, as we have noted, LSH functions are usually made up of

multiple, independent locality-sensitive parts. This imposes a measure of di↵erence on the

resulting hash-codes. For example, if each independent hash-function part generates a 1-bit

locality-sensitive identifier, then we can define the distance between two hash-codes h(x)

and h(y) as their Hamming distance, dH(h(x), h(y)). Since each bit encodes probabilistic

closeness between two points, we can then say that the hamming distance and similarity

distance are approximately proportional to each other, or d(x, y) /⇠ dH(h(x), h(y)).

Naive search essentially queries the hash-codes at a Hamming distance of dH(h(x), h(y)) =

0 to look for neighbours. If we want to reduce the number of hash-functions we use

compared to naive search, we can improve retrieval rates by querying at some larger

Hamming distance, so we search for dH(h(x), h(y))  m for some maximum distance m.

Since it queries a radius, and is often used directly on Hamming encodings, this method

is generally called Hamming ball search.

Ball search can be transferred to other hash-part encodings easily, and allows e�cient

querying of hash-tables for similar items. Figure 2.11 shows ball search at radius 1 applied

to a regular grid hashing function as an example. One down-side to ball queries is that

the number of hash-table cells to search increases rapidly with search distance. For a

hash-code of length 32, there are 31 similar cells to search at distance 1, and x similar

cells to search at distance 2. Each of these lookups carries overhead and requires searching

structures that are often large and do not fit into CPU cache, which in turn causes cache
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Figure 2.11: Ball search method on a single 2D grid hash function. Queries expand out
uniformly from the original query cell.

misses and slows the search process. For these reasons, it is best in practice to use small

radius ball searches.

An alternate perspective on Hamming ball search can be derived from the hash-part re-

use strategies employed in some high-performance LSH implementations to improve hash

calculation speed (Sundaram et al., 2013). In this perspective, a ball search of radius m

on a hash-code of length b is equivalent to searching a series of hash-tables with functions

made from all permutations of the b hash-parts for the hash-code length b�m. From this

perspective, ball search is the equivalent of searching a set of lower hash-length hash-tables,

but trades the increased memory use of maintaining many tables for a slightly increased

number of queries on a single hash-table.

This alternate perspective of Hamming ball search highlights a weakness when comparing

with naive search. This weakness is that Hamming ball search is limited in the number

of hash-function parts that are used, and so will probably not provide the same quality

of recall per hash-table query that naive search does with its larger set of independent

hash-function parts. For this reason, Hamming search radius and the number of tables to

search are often tuned together to provide the best performance on a particular dataset.
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2.4.1.3 Multiprobe Search

For projection-based hashing, it is possible to use the information from the projection

phase to improve on Hamming ball search. When each bit of the hash-function is quan-

tised, the remainder (the distance from the quantisation threshold) can be stored. When

expanding the Hamming search, these distances can be used to re-rank search candidates

so that the closest hash-codes to the query are searched first. Lv et al. (2007) gave an

e�cient construction method for this type of search, and showed significant search quality

improvements over Hamming search.

Figure 2.12: Multiprobe Search on a single 2D grid hash function. Cells are searched
in order of distance to the original query.

Figre 2.12 shows multiprobe search for the first 5 cells searched in a grid. Compared to

ball search, multiprobe search prioritises grid cells which are closest to the query point.

This improves the bounds on search error compared to ball search at the cost of a small

overhead, if hash-code distance to the query point is available. As can be seen, Multiprobe

search provides a more accurate exploration of surround cells. However, Multiprobe search

makes some linearity assumptions about the projection and quantisation of data during

hashing. This means that Multiprobe is not an e↵ective general search method for all

hashing techniques.
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Multiprobe search improves results significantly, but increases the implementation com-

plexity of LSH. It also requires careful programming and optimisation techniques to gain

the improvement in search quality without slowing down the search significantly. For these

reasons, Multiprobe search is often not feasible for prototyping solutions. Since Multiprobe

search virtually guarantees improvement in search quality in the Euclidean case, it should

be considered preferable for practical use implementations.

2.4.1.4 LSH Forest Search

Bawa et al. (2005) realised that many LSH hash-codes naturally represent a prefix-tree

structure. In these structures, each hash-bit represents a left- or right-decision in the tree.

These trees can be compacted to give an O(n) memory usage. LSH forests have many

favourable performance characteristics, including the ability to incrementally add to the

search structure e�ciently.

Queries in an LSH forest assume that similarity between two items is the maximum prefix

length that their hash-codes share. Search can then be simplified to ascending the prefix-

tree until a desired number of items have been found. This type of search lacks the ability

to di↵erentiate between near and far quantisation boundaries as Multiprobe search does,

and has not been directly compared to Multiprobe search in literature.

The prefix-tree search examines a strict subset of Hamming ball search, and it is inter-

esting to see that not searching the entire Hamming radius still results in high quality

queries. Figure 2.13 shows an example of LSH forest search on a Morton curve ordered

grid (Morton, 1966). Exploration of new values tends to jump further from the start node

more quickly, but can miss some closer nodes. An advantage of the prefix-tree search is

that the number of nodes to search increases more slowly with radius, and the radius is

fixed by the number of items retrieved.

Figure 2.13 also shows that although less neighbours are explored as the search radius is

increased, accuracy in targeting the query’s neighbourhood is lower compared to Hamming

ball search. An implication of this is that LSH forest queries could need more hash-tables

than Hamming ball queries since the exploration of the Hamming space neighbourhood is
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Figure 2.13: LSH forest search method on a single 2D grid hash function, with search
height 2. Cell addresses for the tree search are given by a Morton space-filling curve.

poorer for LSH forest queries. This leads us to suspect that the advantages of LSH forest

querying over Hamming ball querying will depend critically on the lookup performance of

the hash table and the degree of tuning of LSH parameters.

2.4.2 Query Method Performance Comparison

To establish performance expectations for general LSH search, we test LSH-forest against

Hamming ball search with 32 bit Gaussian random projection hash functions. We use 100

hash tables for each method, and report the recall versus time for various query sizes. A

set of 500 query points are timed and recall is determined for each point at each query size.

The methods are tested on the BigANN SIFT and GIST datasets, plotting time against

recall for increasing Hamming radius searches. All code and instructions for reproducing

these results is available at https://github.com/josiahw/LSH.

Two implementations of Hamming search are used. The first, which we label Hamming-std

in results, uses the standard C library’s unordered map implementation to perform hash

index lookups. The second, labelled Hamming-RH in the results, uses an implementation

https://github.com/josiahw/LSH
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of robin-hood hashing (Celis et al., 1985) with linear probing for its hash table. Robin-

hood hashing seeks to minimise the maximum chain length of hash table lookups required

for all queries. As a result, extra metadata about chain lengths of lookups is stored in

the data structure. This can be helpful in determining whether a hash index exists in

the map or not, as a query which hits a bin with a high chain length only has to inspect

a few cells to determine that the index cannot possibly have been inserted into the data

structure. Fast returns for empty indices are important for LSH, where we have in this

case 232 ⇡ 4 billion possible hash values, and only 1 million values to be hashed, resulting

in an extremely sparse distribution of values.

Figure 2.14: Query time vs recall for Hamming ball search methods with 2 hash map
implementations, and LSH-forest search. Lower is better.

Figure 2.14 shows time and accuracy comparisons for our (reasonably optimised) imple-

mentations of Hamming ball and LSH forest search on the Gaussian random projection

hash family. We can see immediately that LSH-forest achieves far better query times,

especially for high levels of recall on the GIST dataset. This is consistent with previous

findings (Bawa et al., 2005), indicating that LSH-forest can have significant performance

advantages over Hamming ball query methods.

The Hamming ball search methods record queries with each marker indicating an incre-

ment of 1 in the Hamming radius searched. For the SIFT dataset, 4 markers are displayed
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on the Hamming search curves. For the GIST dataset, 6 markers are displayed. We can

see in both the SIFT and GIST graphs that when the Hamming radius is less than 4,

robin-hood hashing achieves a performance very close to that of LSH-forest. However, as

the Hamming radius grows, the search complexity quickly becomes too much. The usual

answer for Hamming radius based search is to simply reduce the number of bits used in

the hash function and re-hash the data, but this leaves us with a brittle data structure

which does not scale well and is only useful for querying within a narrow range of recall

values.

While LSH-forest is a far faster search method, Hamming ball based search is used

more commonly in the literature in reporting results, often in terms of a Precision-Recall

graph (Gong and Lazebnik, 2011, Moran et al., 2013). Additionally, Hamming ball based

search reflects the underlying nature of hash function accuracy better since it does not

miss parts of the data during incremental exploration as LSH-forest does in Figure 2.13.

Therefore, this work defaults to Hamming distance for most performance measurements,

only using LSH-forest search where it is deemed appropriate.

2.4.3 Randomly Constructed Hash Families

The benefits of using multiple LSH functions for improving search accuracy require the

ability to instantiate many such functions. Each function must have independent neighbour

retrieval probabilities so that all the K-nearest-neighbours can be retrieved if a large enough

collection is used. The simplest way to do this is to define a family of randomised hash-

functions. These types of functions can be combined into arbitrarily large collections, and

usually (with the right settings) have reasonable guarantees for retrieving all neighbours.

2.4.3.1 Gaussian Random Projections

One of the earliest LSH functions to be proposed and analysed is Gaussian random projec-

tions (RP) (Kushilevitz et al., 2000). The RP LSH function constructs a low-dimensional

projection matrix with every entry drawn from a uniform Gaussian distribution. The

input dataset is mean-centred and projected into a lower set of dimensions through the
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matrix. After this, a further randomly chosen o↵set is added to each dimension of the

projection. The work of Li et al. (2014) casts doubt on whether this o↵set is necessary. In

testing, adding the o↵set reduced accuracy slightly on all datasets, so the o↵set is removed

in all reported tests. Finally, each of the low-dimensional projections is thresholded at 0

to produce a single bit of the hash-code. These bits are concatenated together to for the

final hash-code.

Kushilevitz et al. (2000) give an analysis of a variation to RP where the projection matrix

is orthonormalised first. It is interesting to note that in this case, the hash-code defines

a Morton code ordering on the data (Morton, 1966). While RP was one of the earliest

LSH algorithms to be developed and analysed, it is one of the simplest LSH functions

to implement, and often has a competitive e↵ectiveness compared to other randomly con-

structed hash-function families. Algorithm x and y give example construction and hashing

functions for RP.

RP essentially treats data as lying around the surface of a n-sphere, and divides up the

sphere into smaller parts using origin-centred hyperplanes. This method is surprisingly

e↵ective on high-dimensional data. The analysis of Aggarwal et al. (2001) gives some

explanation as to why this might be the case. Aggarwal et al. (2001) show that as the

dimensionality of any i.i.d Gaussian dataset increases, the Euclidean l
2

distance of points

from the centre of the distribution converges toward a spherical shell. As discussed in

Section 2.2.4, we regard the i.i.d dimensionality as roughly equivalent to the intrinsic

dimensionality of a real-world dataset, and so we expect the e↵ect to be somewhat lower

per-dimension than the pure synthetic case. As the number of intrinsic dimensions in

the data increase, treating the data as embedded on the surface of a sphere becomes an

increasingly appropriate representation. It is interesting to note that this is equivalent to

stating that for intrinsically high-dimensional data, the mean-centred cosine angle between

two data points is approximately proportional to the Euclidean l
2

distance between them.

2.4.3.2 P-Stable projections

P-stable projections were developed by Datar et al. (2004) and address several shortcom-

ings of RP. P-stable projections alter the thresholding stage of the RP algorithm so that
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each dimension is encoded in multiple bits. This alteration is done through the multipli-

cation and clipping of output dimensions so that when cast to integer values, they give

an m-bit binary value. These multi-bit values are then concatenated together to form the

hash-code.

Unlike RP, P-stable projections can generate more bits of hash-code than the number of

low-dimensional projections used. This makes P-stable projections more computationally

e�cient, leading to faster search times. This also allows orthonormal projections to be

used in the algorithm when the number of input dimensions is less than the required

number of hash-code bits, unlike RP. Algorithm x and y give pseudocode for constructing

and hashing using P-stable projections.

The P-stable projection methodology breaks from the spherical shell distance interpreta-

tion of RP in favour of a more grid-based interpretation. Given the findings of Aggarwal

et al. (2001) about the distribution of high dimensional data, P-stable projections may

be less e↵ective for intrinsically very high-dimensional data. P-stable projections are also

similarly less suited for measuring the cosine distance between two points than RP.

2.4.3.3 Double Hadamard Projections

Dasgupta et al. (2011) showed that a double application of Hadamard matrices could be

used to provide random projections with a much lower computational complexity than

the original RP algorithm. This algorithm, called DHHash, has been demonstrated to be

significantly superior to RP hashing when applied to very high-dimensional data. The

Hadamard matrix is an orthonormal 2m by 2m matrix constructed by the recursive defi-

nition (with a base case of H
0

= 1):

Hm =

2

4Hm�1

Hm�1

Hm�1

�Hm�1

3

5

The dot product of an n by d matrix (where d = 2m) with the Haramard matrix can be

performed in O(nd log(d)) time, as opposed to a complexity of O(nd2) for RP hashing.

The recursive function for calculating the projection is given in Algorithm x.
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The DHHash algorithm itself uses several matrices whose dot products can be e�ciently

computed to provide projections of a similar quality to the RP algorithm, at a lower

computational cost. The DHHash projection formula is defined as:

proj(x) = HGMHDx

Where H is the Hadamard projection matrix; D is a diagonal matrix with values drawn

from the Gaussian distribution; G is a diagonal matrix with values randomly selected from

{1,�1}; and M is a random rearrangement matrix, having a single non-zero value of 1 in

each row and column. The dot products of D, G, and M can be calculated in O(nd) time,

while the dot products of the Hadamard matrix H are calculated in O(nd log(d)) time,

giving an overall complexity of O(nd log(d)) for projecting n items of dimensionality d.

2.4.3.4 Shift Invariant Kernels

Raginsky and Lazebnik (2009) proposed using kernels to perform non-linear projections of

data in order to change the properties of the locality-sensitive embedding. The kernel trick

allows a range of transformations to be applied, many of which change the definition of

distance without a↵ecting the rest of the hashing process. This allows a greater flexibility

in using LSH for alternate spaces, as well as for defining alternate approaches to Euclidean

l
2

distance search.

Raginsky and Lazebnik (2009) apply a cosine function to random projections as an exem-

plar kernel function, before thresholding values at 0 as in RP. This is called Shift-Invariant

Kernel Hashing (SIKH), because the application of the cosine function creates a projection

whose locality-sensitivity is independent of the origin of the data. This means that unlike

RP, DHHash, and P-stable projections, SIKH does not require the data to be mean-centred

before applying the projection function. As a trade-o↵ for this benefit, a scaling factor

for the projections should be chosen so that the wavelength of the cosine function is on a

similar scale to the distance between neighbours in the search phase.

Geometrically, we can visualise SIKH as assigning data to hash-codes based on a regular

grid structure, where a recurring o↵set from a patch is always mapped to the same value.
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This structure is created by the intersection of sinusoidal waves from each projection. As

the number of projections used is increased, the distance between patches that map to the

same value increases. This allows a large enough SIKH hash to distinguish local patches

in very large datasets. Figure x visualises SIKH in two dimensions for several projection

sizes. As can be seen, increasing the number of projections both decreases the number

of patches mapped tot he same value in the area chosen and decreases the area of the

patches, which increases the locality of the overall function.

2.4.4 Data Driven Hash Families

Randomly instantiated hash-function families provide many benefits for unknown or new

data, but cannot take full advantage of the information provided by exemplar or known

data. Fitting the hash function to the distribution of a dataset can improve search per-

formance significantly, but optimising spatial search is a hard problem with somewhat

less obvious techniques than classification based optimisation. LSH methods which fit the

hash-function to the data will be called “data driven hashing” in this work, to indicate

that the characteristics of the data are used in producing the hash-function.

Many approaches have been devised for fitting hash-functions to datasets, leading to a

variety of solutions with di↵ering trade-o↵s. Several solutions aim at producing only a

single, high-performance hash-function (Gong and Lazebnik, 2011, Kong and Li, 2012b).

Others create a set of hash-functions which are conditionally independent (Wang et al.,

2012, Weiss et al., 2009). In this section we examine a variety of data-driven hash families,

including several state-of-the-art algorithms.

2.4.4.1 PCA Hashing with Random Rotations

One of the simplest methods for fitting the projection stage of LSH to a dataset is to use

the most dominant PCA-projected dimensions. PCA selects independent dimensions of

the data in order of decreasing variance from highest to lowest, and so the first b dimensions

naturally contain the highest amount of distance data that we can put into a basis of size

b.
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Once the first b dimensions of the PCA projection are selected, a random rotation is

performed to create variety in the data. The rotation step allows an arbitrary number

of hash-functions to be instantiated with independent neighbour information, so PCA

based hashing with random rotations (PCA-RR) can be used in a similar manner to the

randomly constructed hash-function families.

2.4.4.2 Iterative Quantization

A disadvantage of many projection-based LSH methods is that not all projections are

equally informative. Some provide much more distance information than others, but the

LSH algorithm treats all projections equally. Gong and Lazebnik (2011) developed a

solution to this which iteratively rotates the top PCA projections until all projections

contain equal variance information. This algorithm, called iterative quantisation (ITQ),

has proven very e↵ective in creating a single high-quality LSH function for datasets.

ITQ is often used as a baseline for other single-function methods due to its relative sim-

plicity and near state-of-the-art performance (Ge et al., 2014, Kong and Li, 2012b, Sato

et al., 2013). The idea of equalising the distribution of data in LSH projections is a signif-

icant contribution to the area, and has proven to be a robust optimisation method across

many data types. Alternative methods for performing similar optimisations have since

been been developed with faster construction times (Kong and Li, 2012b), although ITQ

continues to be used as a baseline for newer algorithms.

2.4.4.3 SPLH

Sequential Projection Learning for Hashing (SPLH) was developed by Wang et al. (2012)

to create analytically optimised sets of low-dimensional projections. The core idea of

SPLH is to explicitly optimise each projection sequentially to separate dissimilar data that

other projections haven’t separated. SPLH performs a label-weighted principal component

extraction, which iteratively extracts the eigenvector associated with the greatest label-

weighted variance, and updates the residual error of labels. This corresponds to the
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splitting plane which best reduces the residual classification error between neighbour and

non-neighbour pairs.

SPLH stands out as an interesting example of data driven hashing, since it is both an-

alytical and can generate arbitrary numbers of hash-function projections. While each of

these parts is complementary by design, they are also separable and even a relatively

small number of projections can be combined in many permutations to create a collection

of hash functions. This makes SPLH potentially useful in conjunction with other LSH

optimisation techniques.

2.4.4.4 K-Means Hashing

While many LSH algorithms use projection-based hashing for its e�ciency of calculation

and easy extension, a significant amount of investigation has been made into cluster-based

methods. Paulevé et al. (2010) investigated a variety of methods and concluded that, in

terms of quality of results, K-means based hash-code assignment was the most e↵ective

encoding method.

K-means hashing finds a set of k cluster cluster centres, and assigns a hash-code identifier

to each point based on the closest cluster centre. As cluster centres tend to be in the

middle of denser groupings of data, this gives a fairly high probability of finding most of

the nearest-neighbours within those clusters.

A disadvantage to K-means hashing is that the number of cluster centres chosen needs to

be proportional to the size of the dataset to provide good performance. This often means

slow hash-code evaluation, making K-means hashing unsuitable for high-speed queries.

K-means hashing is also often called vector quantization, as associating each point with a

cluster centroid is equivalent to quantizing it to that centroid. Some variations of this type

of hashing can be performed in general metric spaces as well (Tellez and Chavez, 2010).
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2.4.4.5 Product Quantization

Jegou et al. (2011b) developed the Product Quantization (PQ) algorithm to mitigate the

high computational complexity of K-means hashing. PQ performs K-means hashing with

a small number of clusters on a series of sub-groups of the input dimensions (other low-

dimensional projections can also be used). The final hash-code is then a concatenation,

or product of K-means hash-codes. Since each query is associated with a number of

mutually orthogonal centroids, the search order of similar hash-codes can be determined

by combining the distance from the query to each of the centroids used by the hash-code.

This gives an approximate distance for points contained withi n that hash-code, allowing

a search priority to be followed.

PQ performs well in tests, however parameters for the number of clusters and projections

should be chosen with care. If too much information is provided by each clustering, there

will be little to no variance in the solutions, and the resulting hash-codes will be too similar

to each other to retrieve all neighbours. This essentially breaks the conditional indepen-

dence requirement for hash function collections, since the cluster centroid information is

relatively constant when su�cient data is given (in the form of number of centroids and

number of projections).

An extension of PQ, Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ), aims to provide a single

high-quality hash-code which exploits the high neighbour retrieval accuracy that cluster

centroids provide (Ge et al., 2014). OPQ alternately fits cluster centroids and rotates

the low-dimensional sub-spaces used by the hash function parts jointly to minimize the

true cluster centroid error. This results in a single hash function which is highly fitted to

the data. OPQ provides very high precision results, particularly with large 64-bit hash

functions (Ge et al., 2014). In practice however, large hash functions mean time-consuming

search of neighbouring hash codes to find relevant neighbours.
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2.4.4.6 Boosted Similarity-Sensitive Coding

Boosted Similarity-Sensitive Coding (BSSC) combines decision stumps with a boosting

algorithm to define a series of quantizations which maximize retrieval accuracy and cor-

rectness (Shakhnarovich, 2005). BSSC was originally developed as a generic way of tar-

geting alternative definitions of similarity with locality-sensitive hashing. To achieve this,

BSSC uses supervised learning. This means BSSC requires a training database with la-

belled neighbour and non-neighbour query pairs according to the similarity measure being

targeted.

To create a hash-function, BSSC iteratively chooses a projection and quantization that

optimally reduce the residual pair-wise classification error of the training set. The pro-

jections originally used by Shakhnarovich (2005) were simply sampled dimensions of the

input dataset, but random or even non-linear projections could be used without a↵ecting

the implementation details of the algorithm. BSSC only requires that at each iteration, it

is provided with a pool of projections to choose from. Decision stumps are then trained on

each projection in the pool to minimise the residual training set error. The projection with

the best error minimization is then selected and added to the BSSC function. The residual

error is updated, and the process is repeated until the desired length of hash function is

achieved.

There are two interesting properties of BSSC which make it an e�cient and convenient

method to use. The first is that, in its original implementation, BSSC selected only

quantisations directly on the input data. This means that the hash code calculation step

of BSSC does not depend on the input data dimensionality. Being free of the input data

dimensionality allows BSSC to scale to very high-dimensional data much more e�ciently

than projection-based methods, which is important for high-speed similarity queries.

The second interesting feature of BSSC is that it targets the similarity search error func-

tion directly. Using a training set, error can be directly and exactly minimized, providing

the training data is representative of the overall data. This results in far better perfor-

mance than is achievable through randomised or even distribution-based and unsupervised

hash functions for many applications. However, BSSC is still limited in performance and

accuracy by its training dataset, and the scalability of the training process is limited by
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the complexity of decision stumps and boosting. While these limitations allow BSSC to

perform well for large datasets, boosting in particular can cause memory usage problems

on large training sets.

2.4.4.7 Spectral Hashing and Manifold Methods

Spectral Hashing was developed by Weiss et al. (2009) as an e�cient way to simultane-

ously solve compactness and accuracy constraints for LSH. This is achieved by requiring

all bits to be 1 exactly 50% of the time, and requiring spatial partitioning frequencies

to be approximately equal. These requirements lead the authors to a spectral solution

which leverages the fact that eigenfunctions of uniform distributions can be computed

analytically.

To implement spectral hashing, data is first projected into its PCA dimensions. Once

the data is PCA-aligned, it is assumed that each dimension’s projection is independent

of the others and can be analysed separately. Next, each projected dimension is analysed

to find the splitting modes which have minimal eigenvalues associated with their analytic

eigenfunctions. For b bits, this corresponds to finding the overall minimum b values of

mode
rangei

, where mode indicates the number of splitting planes along the dimension, and

rangei is the range of values for dimension i. This information is then used to create hash

functions by using a sinusoidal kernel similar to SIKH, with mode determining the scaling

factor before the sin of the value is taken.

Overall, Spectral Hashing could be seen as an analytical, data-driven improvement over

Ithe randomised SIKH algorithm, although its basis in development starts from a some-

what di↵erent origin. For some datasets, Spectral Hashing is very e↵ective at exploiting

data structure. However, the number of bits and ordering of bits generated by Spectral

Hashing is still deterministic and aims to create a single, high-performance hash function.

While more bits can be created for more tables, the theory behind the creation of Spectral

Hashing indicates this might degrade performance.

Several other methods have also been proposed for using manifold embeddings in LSH

calculations. Shen et al. (2015) propose a framework for generating highly e�cient LSH
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codes from both parametric and non-parametric embeddings. Shen et al. (2015) also

improve the speed of computing out-of-sample embeddings for new query points. As a

result, this method provides very high accuracy LSH codes for databases where embeddings

can be pre-computed.

2.4.5 Hierarchical Hashing

A recent development in LSH algorithms is the notion of hierarchical, or data-dependent

hashing. This type of hashing acts somewhat similarly to a tree data type, in that it is

represented by several consecutive layers of hash-based decision functions. Hierarchical

hashing combines the greater locality of search trees with the fast, large-scale decision

methods of hashing. Andoni and Razenshteyn (2015) have further shown analytically that

a hash-function can be constructed in this way which achieves a better lower complexity

bound than LSH.

Hierarchical hashing methods complicate the use of some search and optimisation methods

used for LSH. An example of this is the LSH Forest search algorithm, which assumes that

successive bits in a hash code have equal or lower data separational value in order to work.

The multiprobe search algorithm is similarly limited in e↵ectiveness, as the meaning of

distance between bins changes depending on which level in the hierarchical hash the bits are

drawn from. The RDHF hash function optimization algorithm may also have di�culty,

since it optimizes assuming the Hamming distance is directly proportional to the item

distance. This is not necessarily true for hierarchical hash functions.

2.4.5.1 Beyond LSH

Andoni et al. (2014) developed a new approach to constructing LSH functions which

has better theoretical bounds than previous results. This approach recognises that LSH

algorithms generally perform best when the search radius around a query is comparable to

the diameter of the point-set being queried. This generally requires that the dataset being

queried is relatively small. In order to meet these conditions within the LSH framework,
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Andoni et al. (2014) proposed the use of multi-stage LSH algorithms, where each stage

creates datasets of successively smaller diameter to be queried.

This multi-level approach consists of two stages. In the first stage, LSH is used to decom-

pose the data roughly into balls. These balls have their diameters limited purposely during

construction, which allows the proof of stronger bounds on search. The first stage may

be repeated several times to successively decompose large datasets. In the second stage, a

normal application of an LSH function (such as Gaussian random projection LSH) is per-

formed on each decomposed dataset. This second stage has much better error bounds due

to the smaller diameter of the data it is searching on. Overall, these results show better

approximability of search, which should lead to better practical performance in terms of

the recall/precision trade-o↵.

One issue with hierarchical LSH algorithms such as this is that traditional LSH search

methods which are used to reduce the number of hash-tables needed to a manageable size

may not be very e↵ective. As a large part of the hash-function is dependant on earlier

parts of the hash-function, Hamming based search must generally be limited to the second

stage only. Some LSH optimisation methods such as also rely on .

2.4.5.2 Locally Optimized Product Quantization

Locally Optimized Product Quantization (LOPQ) (Kalantidis and Avrithis, 2014) builds

on the results of the OPQ algorithm discussed in Section 2.4.4.5. In the LOPQ framework,

data is hierarchically clustered using OPQ. For each cluster, OPQ is applied a second time,

resulting in a local and more optimized fitting for the data.

LOPQ is intended for very large databases, as there must be enough data in the training

set to allow meaningful cluster fittings for two levels of OPQ hash functions to be trained.

Due to the large data requirements, LOPQ also has a relatively slow construction process

as many clusters are fitted to the data. Using PQ for hash codes also results in slower hash

calculation and search times than many other LSH function families. However, Kalantidis

and Avrithis (2014) report very high precision search results using LOPQ, which may give

it some advantages in situations where this is desirable.
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2.5 Optimizing Approximate Search Collections

A natural progression from collections of stochastic search structures is to create a collec-

tion of search structures with complementary characteristics so that the precision and recall

of the collection can be optimised. Similarity search and especially ranking of queries can

be very hard to optimise however. This has led to several di↵erent approaches to solving

the challenges associated with optimising discrete search for continuous similarity.

A common thread across all approaches has been the use of the boosting framework (Schapire,

2003). The boosting framework is used in classification as a stage-wise greedy algorithm

to minimise the residual error left in classification. With some adaptation, boosting can be

applied to k-neighbour or ✏-neighbour search to provide an error gradient across training

samples. As boosting is stage-wise greedy, this removes the need to consider complemen-

tarity when constructing the collection. The problem can then be reduced to creating a

search structure which minimises the weighted error on a set of training samples. Hash-

functions and search trees create discrete partitions of data to search, so the main challenge

for constructing a complementary search collection within the boosting framework is to

find a way to translate continuous error weights into a discrete partitioning framework.

2.5.0.1 Boosted Search Forests

The Boosted Search Forest (BSF) was developed as a method for constructing approximate

search tree collections (Li et al., 2011). The design of the BSF algorithm is split into

two parts: the boosting part, which optimises for recall and low retrieval cost; and the

tree construction part, which optimises for precision. Jointly, these two aspects create

a collection of search trees with balanced precision and recall. This system naturally

complements the strengths of search trees, which can achieve high precision based on

repeated division of the data. However, the boosting mechanism does not enforce precision

strongly enough to be used e↵ectively for other algorithms such as LSH-based search.

BSF trees are constructed so that the split at each level of the tree lies along an optimally

separating hyperplane determined by the projection of similar and non-similar weighted

candidates. This allows a greedy optimal split to be made for each new node in the tree.
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When a leaf is created, its weighted error value is calculated and used to enqueue into a

max-heap. The next leaf to split is removed from teh top of this max-heap, ensuring that

the maximum error in the tree is reduced at each splitting step. This process helps to

control the precision of the overall tree.

The BSF algorithm is superior to k-means and spectral hashing schemes search, making

it a high performance search algorithm (Li et al., 2011). However, BSF still has several

significant limiting factors. Using the boosting framework for similarity search requires

data samples to be given as labelled pairs, meaning to completely label a dataset of size

n, we need a matrix of n2 labels. This can of course be sampled to reduce complexity

and memory requirements, however as the depth of the tree grows, the number of samples

in each leaf shrinks quickly. This leads to increasingly inaccurate estimates of optimal

splits as the depth of the tree grows. Similarly, if a smaller representative set is used

to construct the BSF, as the tree depth increases the data in the leaves will become

increasingly inaccurate representations of the larger dataset and splits may not be optimal

any more. These limitations mean that in practice, the optimal performance that BSF

aims for sometimes cannot be achieved due to computational and memory constraints.

2.5.0.2 Data-Sensitive Hashing

Gao et al. (2014) developed Data Sensitive Hashing (DSH) as a variation of LSH that

targets the k-neighbour problem directly. This di↵ers from most LSH based approaches,

which inherently target the ✏-neighbour problem. The number of ✏-neighbours for a query

can vary widely, depending on dataset-specific changes in density and the location of the

query. This means that ✏-neighbour based systems such as LSH may be much less accurate

and e�cient at retrieving k-neighbour sets than an equivalent construction targeting k-

neighbour sets directly. DSH addresses this by re-defining the basic probabilities for LSH

collisions in terms of the k-neighbour accuracy rather than the ✏-neighbour accuracy.

DSH uses the Adaboost framework to create near-optimal projections according to its data

sample weight matrix. These projections are then quantised to create hash function bits.

The weight matrix for projection generation is updated after each hash bit is generated.

A collection of hash functions are generated this way, with a global weight matrix being
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updated as each time a new hash-function is added. This helps to ensure hash functions

are complementary in finding neighbours.

While this process sounds very similar to the leaf splitting of BSF, the method of choosing

optimal projections is somewhat di↵erent. The optimisation used by BSF seeks primar-

ily to maximise the negative covariance of non-neighbour and the positive covariance of

neighbour pairs. The decomposition used by DSH seeks to minimise the squared distance

between neighbour pairs while maximising the squared distance between non-neighbour

pairs. A direct comparison of the e↵ectiveness of these di↵erent methods for splitting sim-

ilarity search data may be interesting to determine which method targets true similarity

best.

2.5.0.3 Reciprocal Dominant Hash Functions

The Reciprocal Dominant Hash Function (RDHF) algorithm developed by Liu et al. (2013)

uses a universal approach to hash-bit optimisation. n-bit hash functions are selected from

a pool of generated single-bit hash functions using a process based on a novel solution

to the normalised dominating set graph problem (Pavan and Pelillo, 2007). This allows

any generic hash-function generation technique to be used in conjunction with RDHF to

improve search performance.

Liu et al. (2013) construct a weighted edge-matrix between all remaining single-bit hash

functions in the pool, and select an n-bit sized group of hash functions whose weighted

edges dominate the graph. The weights are carefully constructed to incorporate infor-

mation about redundancy between hash functions, information from the pairwise weight

matrix for the input data, and information about the minimum Hamming distance of

pairs over all the hash functions previously constructed. Once a new hash function is

constructed, the weight matrices and distance measures are updated and the relevant

candidates are removed from the pool.

RDHF is able to optimise over any general collection of single bit hash functions, making it

much more flexible than DSH and BSF. However, there are no other algorithms in the same

class of generic hash function selection to compare it to. Due to this, although RDHF is
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shown to be superior to other high-performance methods, it is not known whether RDHF

itself is particularly high or low performance compared to the class of generic hash function

selection methods. This is investigated further in Chapter 4.

2.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has provided a broad overview of the current state of research in exact

and approximate similarity search. While not every topic has been explored in detail,

a majority of the ideas and contributions driving development of the state-of-the-art in

similarity search today have been covered in some detail. This forms a solid basis to

build on in terms of algorithms, theory, and links between relevant areas of research.

The methods reviewed here inform and in some cases motivate the ideas presented in the

following chapters.



Chapter 3

Subsampling for fast Locality

Sensitive Hashing

This chapter addresses the problem of fast Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) in high-

dimensional datasets. LSH is an approximate similarity search method for large datasets

and high-dimensional spaces. LSH search uses hash functions which are more likely to col-

lide for similar items, so that hash-table lookups can be used to search for likely candidate

matches to a query.

We propose an extremely fast and simple hashing algorithm for high-dimensional data:

Sub-sampled Locality Sensitive Hashing (SLSH). Our method chooses a random subset

of dimensions from the data, rather than constructing a new set of projections for the

data as prior work has done. Unlike prior approaches (Dasgupta et al., 2011, Kushilevitz

et al., 2000), the calculation time for our method does not depend upon the number of

dimensions in the input data. This allows it to scale to high-dimensional datasets without

paying an associated processing penalty for hashing.

We show that our approach out-performs the baseline on several datasets in terms of

construction time and similarity search time. This leads us to the conclusion that for

similarity search in high-dimensional data, sub-sampled hashing can frequently improve

performance over the commonly used baseline locality-sensitive hashing algorithm, and is

much simpler to implement.

56
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Introduction

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) was first proposed as a method for finding similar items

in large datasets (Indyk and Motwani, 1998). Hash-functions are normally used to generate

short codes which represent larger documents or pieces of data. A good hash-function will

have a low likelihood of generating the same code for two di↵erent pieces of data. In

this way, hash-codes can be used to check the integrity and identity of documents or other

pieces of data. If the same hash-code is generated for two di↵erent pieces of data, we call it

a hash collision. In normal usage, hash collisions have negative e↵ects on the performance

and security of the hash-function.

Unlike conventional hashing, LSH functions have a high likelihood of collision between

similar pieces of data. Similarity for LSH search is generally defined by the Euclidean

distance metric, although other measures such as �2 distance have also been used (Gorisse

et al., 2012). LSH functions allow the construction of hash-tables, where a lookup points

to a bin of data items corresponding to that hash code. The aim of LSH is that the data

items in each hash-table bin have a high probability of being similar to each other.

Being able to find similar items through the use of hash-table lookups allows the implemen-

tation of approximate similarity (or nearest-neighbour) queries in sub-linear time. This

result is particularly important for real-time and big data algorithms. In these cases, the

run-time complexity of algorithms has a significant impact on their usefulness.

A naive search involves checking the distance to every item in the dataset to find similar

items. For each query, this gives a run-time on the order of O(n). By comparison, LSH

has performance guarantees in the order of O(log(n)) (Kushilevitz et al., 2000). LSH and

other approximate search methods have been applied in many areas including simultane-

ous localisation and mapping (SLAM) (Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011), medical time series

and sequence data (Buckingham et al., 2014, Woodbridge et al., 2012), non-linear dimen-

sionality reduction (Talwalkar et al., 2008), and approximate nearest neighbour queries in

general (Liu et al., 2005).
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Many applications of LSH utilise a common baseline approach named Gaussian random

projections (Liu et al., 2005, Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011, Woodbridge et al., 2012). Gaus-

sian random projections involve first mean-centering the data, then multiplying by a pro-

jection matrix. The projection matrix transforms input data so that its number of di-

mensions matches the desired hash-code length in bits. This projection matrix is created

by sampling from a Gaussian distribution, which gives the method its name. After the

projection step, each dimension is thresholded at 0 to convert it into a single bit of the

final hash code. The complexity of Gaussian random projections is O(db) for data with

dimensionality d, to generate hash-codes of length b bits.

Gaussian random projections are e↵ective in partitioning both sparse and dense data.

Many LSH algorithms can achieve higher recall and precision values than Gaussian ran-

dom projections, but in general require more complexity in terms of implementation and

tuning parameters. Due to its simplicity, Gaussian random projections is popular as a

first implementation baseline test method. Gaussian random projections is used as a

first implementation to test the e�cacy of LSH in machine learning and robotics appli-

cations (Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011) and also as a baseline test case for improving the

performance of LSH (Gong and Lazebnik, 2011).

This chapter outlines a fast projection method for locality-sensitive hashing. We show ex-

perimentally that this approach is competitive with the commonly used Gaussian random

projections baseline, while having a much lower computational cost. Comparable or su-

perior performance is shown for several datasets. The scaling performance of this method

relative to Gaussian random projections is also investigated, giving a context for when this

new method is most advantageous. The results show that the proposed sub-sampling pro-

jection method achieves superior precision and performance compared to Gaussian random

projection LSH for datasets up to the order of 104 elements.

3.1 Locality-Sensitive Hash Functions

The underlying theory for locality preserving hash functions in high dimensional spaces was

first developed by Indyk and Motwani (1998), who set out several required properties for
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locality sensitive hash functions. We first define a hash function family hi(x) 2 H(x) where

the hash functions hi(x) of H(x) are constructed to give a varied (preferably conditionally

independent) association of hash codes on the data. An extended description of LSH can

be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

Moran et al. (2013) consider most LSH functions to be composed of two steps: first the

high-dimensional data is mapped to a low-dimensional feature set in a projection step;

and then the low-dimensional feature set is mapped onto a binary hash function by a

quantisation step. A natural question stemming from this two-step procedure is whether

we can find a more e↵ective or faster projection method for common use, as projection is

typically the most time-consuming part of hash-function calculation.

A number of hash-functions use Gaussian random projections for their projection step.

These include the baseline Gaussian random-projection LSH (RPLSH), LSH using P-stable

projections, and shift-invariant kernel hashing (SIKH, Raginsky and Lazebnik (2009)).

Due to the simplicity of implementation and relatively good performance, these methods

are often used as baselines.

The DHHash algorithm developed by Dasgupta et al. (2011) shows that an order of mag-

nitude speed-up of the hash function can be achieved when calculating random projections

by using a double application of Hadamard matrices. The retrieval performance is similar

to baseline random projection LSH, however evaluating the hash-function only requires

a complexity of O(d log d) for projection calculations. Even though low-dimensional pro-

jection with DHHash is fast, its calculation time still depends on the number of input

dimensions. This speedup is also dependent on the implementation of a fast-path for

Hadamard matrix multiplication, since faster than usual matrix multiplication (O(d log d)

compared to O(d2)) is a key component in the improved performance of DHHash (Das-

gupta et al., 2011).

Some locality-sensitive hashing methods utilise the original dimensions of the data without

a data projection stage. However, this idea is applied infrequently compared with the

methods reviewed so far, which re-project the data along new axes. Lv et al. (2004)

describe a method of randomly splitting the original data dimensions in order to store

feature data in compact search structures for the earth-mover’s distance. The thresholded
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binary codes produced by repeatedly splitting dimensions are then combined using XOR

to create compact hash codes. As a result of repeatedly thresholding and XORing each

dimension, the run-time complexity of this method still depends linearly on the input data

dimensionality.

Boosted Similarity-Sensitive Coding (BSSC) is another algorithm which uses the original

projections of the input data (Shakhnarovich, 2005). Unlike other algorithms which have

been discussed, BSSC requires labelled training data in order to select the most favourable

dimensions and splits from a pre-generated collection. This advantage allows BSSC to out-

perform randomly constructed algorithms, but extensive fore-knowledge and pre-training

on the dataset is required to do so. The time consumed by constructing and optimising the

hash-functions could in some cases take longer than constructing cheaper hash-functions

and searching the data-set, depending on the number of queries required. An interesting

property of BSSC is that once the hash-function is constructed, it uses at most one dimen-

sion per hash-bit. This makes it possible to calculate BSSC hash-codes with a complexity

of O(b), which is independent of the input data dimensionality (although the hash-function

construction stage of BSSC is not free from this).

3.2 Sub-sampled Locality Sensitive Hashing (SLSH)

The method explored in this thesis is analogous to Gaussian random projections for Eu-

clidean l
2

. We replace the random projection step of the algorithm with a sub-sampling

step, keeping the quantisation stage the same. This reduces hash-code calculation to sam-

pling and mean-thresholding b dimensions for b bits. In practice, this can be performed

using most matrix libraries by creating a matrix sub-view of the b selected dimensions

to threshold. Using sub-views avoids the calculation of a projection matrix. Without a

projection matrix, the computational complexity of calculating a hash code reduces from

db for d dimensions and b bits, to a complexity of b. While this creates faster hash calcula-

tion times, it also has the potential to ignore additional distance information in the input

data, as not all dimensions are considered. Intuitively this should lead to worse distance

estimation performance, however this disadvantage could be o↵set by the faster hashing

calculations for sub-sampling.
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DHHash (Dasgupta et al., 2011) makes use of the properties of the Hadamard projec-

tion matrix to achieve a projection and quantisation complexity of O(d log d), while still

maintaining reasonable guarantees about the randomness of projections. In comparison,

sub-sampling reduces complexity to O(d) in the worst case, but we give up some analytical

performance guarantees in doing so.

Random sub-sampling should have a good chance of capturing the neighbourhood informa-

tion in the source data dimensions for high-dimensional data. As the required number of

sampled dimensions approaches the dimensionality of the data, there may be some perfor-

mance losses associated with correlation and redundancy. The complexity of relationships

in real-world data makes these claims impossible to analyse in the general case, but we

can still experimentally verify the e↵ects on a range of data-sets.

3.2.1 Sub-sampling on Sparse Data

While sub-sampling is a favourable method for dense data, it can fail on sparse data. As

an example, when 80% of input data dimensions are completely 0, SLSH might select only

dimensions which are 0 as projections. This would result in all data items having the same

hash code, as the data SLSH selects is identical in every case. RPLSH and similar methods

use the entire feature vector to obtain projections, allowing this issue to be avoided. To

mitigate this problem for SLSH, we take a sum over several source data dimensions to

generate each hash bit, instead of using only one source dimension per hash bit. This

strategy is di↵erent from other sparse projection schemes (Dasgupta et al., 2011) as no

weights are used, and only enough dimensions are summed to ensure a reasonable amount

of discrimination in the resulting hash-function.

Figure 3.1 shows the mean precision for 32-bit sub-sampled hashes of the sparse TDT-2

dataset as the number of summed dimensions per bit increases. For a small number of

dimensions (less than 10), precision increases relatively quickly. After this the change in

precision slows down. As we are interested in the speed of hashing in this work, a number

of dimensions d = 15 is selected as a reasonable trade-o↵ between precision and minimising

the number of sums required.
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Figure 3.1: Precision for k = 100 vs number of dimensions summed per bit for the
TDT-2 dataset. After the first few dimensions, precision changes only slowly.

In terms of performance, it is expected that the number of sums needed for this method will

be a↵ected by the sparsity of the dataset. Datasets with a higher sparsity will require more

summations to achieve acceptable performance. This means that sparse sub-sampling will

be of a slightly higher complexity than plain sub-sampling, but should still achieve optimal

performance in a complexity that is unrelated to the actual dimensionality of the input

dataset.

3.3 Experimental Protocols

The primary measures of performance used in this investigation are Precision and Re-

call (Manning et al., 2008). Precision and Recall operate on a k-nearest-neighbour query,

where there are k relevant, or correct answers to be returned from the database. In the

following experiments, we set k = 100 as this follows settings reported in LSH litera-

ture (Dasgupta et al., 2011, Kalantidis and Avrithis, 2014, Moran et al., 2013). Precision

measures the fraction of returned items which are relevant (i.e. are the k closest to the

query point), while Recall measures the fraction of relevant items returned (i.e. how many

of the true k closest items to the query are actually returned in the first k results of the
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query). We can also plot these values against one another, to measure the relationship be-

tween Precision, which improves speed, and Recall, which improves accuracy. This curve

measures the relative cost of queries in terms of the number of false positives that will be

processed for a given recall score. The area under this curve can be used as an estimate

of overall performance (Manning et al., 2008).

The performance of SLSH is tested relative to its random projection equivalent, RPLSH,

and also its nearest competitor for fast hashing, DHHash. The Reuters (Moran et al., 2013)

and TDT-2 (Cai et al., 2007) text datasets are used to test sparse data performance. The

CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009) and LabelMe-22k (Russell et al., 2008) datasets are used

to test smaller scale performance on image retrieval. The GIST and SIFT 1 million sized

datasets are used to test large scale, high-dimensional data (Jegou et al., 2011a, Siagian

and Itti, 2007). For each dataset, we report the Precision-Recall curve as Hamming search

radius is increased.

For the SIFT 1 million dataset, the relative area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC)

is plotted as a function of dataset size to understand the performance di↵erences between

SLSH and RPLSH. We also report hash-database construction times and search time

relative to recall for best hash-function configurations of each algorithm to evaluate the

practical performance di↵erences.

3.3.1 Test Data

The datasets tested have been drawn from those used to test other hashing schemes in

prior work, covering datasets of varying dimensionality and size (Gong and Lazebnik,

2011, Kong and Li, 2012a,b, Moran et al., 2013). These datasets allow us to explore the

properties of sub-sampled hashing for a variety of dimensionalities and data sizes.

The LabelMe-22k image dataset contains 22, 019 data points with a dimensionality of 512.

LabelMe (Russell et al., 2008) is encoded as GIST features, which were developed for

image content similarity matching (Siagian and Itti, 2007) and have been used previously

in LSH studies (Gong and Lazebnik, 2011).
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LSH on raw pixel data from CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009) is also tested as it represents

data which is larger than LabelMe, and also the highest-dimensional of the datasets tested.

We use the 60, 000 training samples from the CIFAR-10 dataset for these tests. CIFAR-10

has a dimensionality of 3072, making projections and distances more expensive to compute.

The Reuters-21578 corpus was constructed for testing text categorisation on real-world

data. We use the ModApte version, modified as used to test LSH algorithms by Moran

et al. (2013). It contains 8293 points which consist of 18, 933 dimensional sparse vectors

of word occurrences.

The TDT-2 corpus is a collection of news stories which has been used for LSH and clus-

tering benchmarking (Moran et al., 2013, Xu et al., 2003). We use the top “30 category”

version created by Cai et al. (2007) which contains 11, 201 entries, with sparse word oc-

currence vectors of length 36, 771.

We also use the BigANN 1-million approximate nearest neighbour test data (Jegou et al.,

2011a) using both the 128 dimensional SIFT features and the 960 dimensional GIST

features. These datasets have been created with the purpose of testing approximate nearest

neighbours algorithms.

3.3.2 Test Procedure

To test each dataset, we hold out a set of 500 query points and use the rest to construct

the query database. In the literature, there is no clear standard value for the number of

query results k, however a value of k = 100 is commonly used in recent results (Dasgupta

et al., 2011, Kalantidis and Avrithis, 2014, Moran et al., 2013) and so this value is used

for testing. The l
2

ground-truth for the k points closest to the queries is determined by

a linear scan, which is then used to calculate the recall and precision for testing. For

each query point, we use LSH to find the k = 100 approximate nearest neighbours in the

query database, and calculate the mean precision versus recall as the similarity search is

expanded. We perform this test 10 times, and report the mean precision-recall curve for

each dataset.
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To expand the similarity search using a single hash-function, and report precision values

as recall approaches 100%, we order the dataset by increasing Hamming distance to each

query. Treating binary hash-codes as [0, 1] vectors, Hamming distance is simply the l
1

or

taxi-cab distance between any two hash-codes. These codes can be e�ciently enumerated

in an expanding radius from the original query code, allowing fast querying of a hash-table

for possible neighbours. We calculate the recall and precision for a query at increasing

Hamming distances until 100% recall is reached. These results are presented in graphical

form in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

Figure 3.2: Precision-Recall curves for Reuters and TDT-2 text datasets using 32 and 64
hash-bit sizes, higher is better. For 32 bit hashes, SLSH is similar to or better than RPLSH
and DHHASH. Standard deviation bars shown for RPLSH to indicate the uncertainty in

results.

We also include tables of the mean area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) as used

by Moran et al. (2013) and Kong and Li (2012a). Comparisons of our results in Table 3.1

with those obtained for CIFAR-10 and LabelMe datasets by Kong and Li (2012b) show
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Figure 3.3: Precision-Recall curves for CIFAR-10 raw iomage data and LabelMe image
features using 32 and 64 hash-bit sizes, higher is better. For 32 bit hashes, SLSH is similar
to or better than RPLSH and DHHASH here. Standard deviation bars shown for RPLSH

to indicate the uncertainty in results.

that this corresponds well with mean average precision (mAP) as suggested by Manning

et al. (2008). The AUPRC therefore acts as a useful single number for comparing the

e↵ectiveness of di↵erent hash-functions.

In order to test the speed of SLSH for real-world use, it is important to perform bench-

marks which include the timing of practical elements such as cache misses, branching, and

memory bandwidth limitations. To test this, a simple implementation of LSH was created

using a hash-map indexing into a contiguous array of element indices corresponding to

hash-bins. Candidates are gathered using a unique set, so that multiple hash-tables can

be searched without duplicate entries. Once all candidates are gathered, their distances

to the query point are calculated and the top 100 results are returned. All basic data

structures used come from the C++ standard template library, and math calculations are
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Figure 3.4: Precision-Recall curves for the BigANN 1 million sized datasets using 32
and 64 hash-bit sizes, higher is better. For 32 bit hashes, SLSH performs slithgler worse
than RPLSH and DHHASH on these large datasets. Standard deviation bars shown for

RPLSH to indicate the uncertainty in results.

performed through the Armadillo BLAS library (Sanderson, 2010). The timings reported

will be slightly slower than optimal performance, as they include truth-checking. This cost

can be considered constant, and so does not a↵ect the accuracy of timing comparisons.

In a practical LSH system there are multiple parameters which are optimised for best

performance for a given dataset and hash-function. Each hashing algorithm will have

a di↵erent time-optimal configuration, as the probability of hashes colliding and time

consumed by calculating the hash will be di↵erent. To report performance fairly over

varying recall levels, a grid-search was run over the number of hash-tables to use, the

number of hash-bits per table, and the Hamming search radius to use for each algorithm.

The lower time bound over the whole grid-search is then plotted for 500 queries in Figure

3.6 for fixed increments in recall, resulting in a recall based best-performance plot for
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Table 3.1: Mean Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve (AUPRC) for all tests, best
results bolded. SLSH is competitive on smaller datasets and 32 hash-bit sizes, but does

not maintain performance as the hash and data sizes are increased.

32 Bits 64 Bits

Dataset SLSH RPLSH DHHASH SLSH RPLSH DHHASH

Reuters 0.1383 0.1416 0.1355 0.1527 0.2000 0.2016

LabelMe 0.0501 0.0494 0.0489 0.0789 0.0855 0.0837

TDT2 0.0266 0.0155 0.0158 0.0298 0.0206 0.0212

CIFAR10 0.0199 0.0203 0.0208 0.0282 0.0359 0.0339

BigANN SIFT 0.0031 0.0050 0.0050 0.0077 0.0142 0.0145

BigANN GIST 0.0008 0.0013 0.0011 0.0010 0.0019 0.0015

each algorithm, independent of parameter settings. The corresponding search database

construction times are reported in Figure 3.7 against recall to show the di↵erence in

creation cost for each algorithm. For DHHash on the CIFAR dataset, the number of final

projections was reduced to 1024 to maintain competitive time performance. This approach

was discussed by Dasgupta et al. (2011) as a way of improving speed on high-dimensionality

datasets.

3.4 Precision and Recall Results

The precision-recall graphs for all datasets can be seen in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. Table

3.1 reports the area under these curves for the datasets. Table 3.1 orderes the datasets in

increasing size from smallest to largest. It is interesting to see that for smaller datasets,

SLSH performs similarly to or better than RPLSH and DHHash for 32-bit hash-codes.

DHHash performs similarly to RPLSH in almost every test, indicating a high degree of

functional equivalence.

One trend immediately stands out across Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. We notice that SLSH

does not scale in performance as well as RPLSH and DHHash when the number of bits

is increased. This could be a problem when using SLSH for large datasets, where more

bits are needed to separate data items. It may also make SLSH less suitable for nearest-

neighbour queries with a very low k, where more bits might be used so that neighbours

are much sparser and precisions are higher.
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Figure 3.5: log(dataset size) vs AUPRC (normalised to RPLSH = 1.0) demonstrating
the relationship between dataset size and accuracy of SLSH compared to RPLSH. Each
blue dot represents the mean AUPRC of SLSH at a particular dataset size with a 32 bit
hash function. Higher is better. For small to medium datasets, SLSH is as good as or

better than RPLSH in terms of recall and precision accuracy.

The apparent relationship between dataset size and SLSH performance relative to other

hash functions is particularly interesting. This indicates that SLSH may be more useful for

smaller datasets. In smaller datasets, LSH typically is not used as the cost of hashing data

and building hash-table structures is higher than the search time gains. SLSH however is

much cheaper to calculate, and could have some practical use in this area.

To test the validity of the dataset size relation, the performance of SLSH relative to RPLSH

using the area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) for 32-bit hashes and increasing

query database sizes was calculated for a dataset where SLSH does not perform as well as

the others. Figure 3.5 shows the results for the BigANN SIFT dataset. We cannot draw

too many conclusions from only one dataset, but from our other results it seems likely

that the relative performance trend we see here is common. We can see that for smaller

database sizes, SLSH actually out-performs RPLSH. However, once database sizes grow
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to 104, the relative performance of SLSH is significantly reduced. The CIFAR-10 dataset

is in the range of 104 elements however, and does not show the same relative performance

penalty for SLSH in Table 3.1. This suggests that a part of the performance penalty

observed could be specific to the BigANN dataset.

From the data as a whole it appears that SLSH is generally directly competitive per-bit

and per-hash-function with RPLSH for data-sets up to the range of around 104 elements.

This is a useful property for search on medium-sized datasets (approximately 104 elements)

when fast hash-code construction and evaluation is required. An example of this might

be real-time SLAM keyframe matching, where the goal is to find similar keyframes to

the current viewpoint very quickly (Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011). In this case, database

sizes are appropriately small but hash-codes must be generated quickly in order to be

useful. It is interesting to note here that since applying SLSH does not depend on the

dimensionality of the dataset, it will have a lower computational complexity on large,

high-dimensional datasets than even running a single brute-force query. This is also true

of DHHash to a lesser extent, although DHHash has significant memory requirements for

its hash computation.

3.5 Timed Performance Results

Figure 3.6 shows the speed of best-performance configurations of each hash-function for

500 queries. Each data-point in Figure 3.6 was selected from a grid-search of number

of hash-bits from 8 to 32 in increments of 2; number of hash tables from 10 to 120 in

increments of 10; and radius to search around each hash index from 0 to 2 in increments

of 1. The plotted points indicate the most e�cient configuration for a given recall. This

curve indicates the best-case performance for each hash-function across a range of recall

levels, allowing real-world performance trends to be observed.

Remembering that the time axis of Figure 3.6 is in log-space, SLSH has a fair time ad-

vantage when used on LabelMe and CIFAR, which are smaller datasets with the order

of 104 data elements. Interestingly, the BigANN GIST and SIFT datasets have almost

identical timing under all methods, with SLSH performing equally to the other methods.
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Figure 3.6: Log(search time) vs Recall for dense datasets. Times reported for best
configuration of LSH parameters at each level of recall. SLSH is faster than DHHASH
and RPLOSH on the LabelMe and CIFAR datasets. On the BigANN datasets, SLSH

loses out by a small margin.

In this case, although the precision of SLSH is relatively the worst on this dataset, the

higher dimensionality of the dataset made hash calculation more expensive for DHHash

and RPLSH. Being independent of dimensionality, using SLSH allows a trade-o↵ of less

hash-function calculation time in order to calculate more distance comparisons. Doing

so allows SLSH to compensate for its lower precision while maintaining a similar level of

performance. This results in close performance to the other algorithms.

The results for the CIFAR dataset in 3.6 are also interesting. Given that this is high-

dimensional raw image data, we might expect SLSH to do poorly as it can only capture

information from a small number of dimensions in each hash-function. Instead, SLSH

reports significantly better results than DHHash and RPLSH, even at high levels of recall.
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Figure 3.7: Construction Time (s) vs Recall for best performing configurations. Times
reported for the LSH searches reported in Figure 3.6. The cost of construction for SLSH

is an order of magnitude lower than DHHASH and RPLSH on most datasets.

Overall the results in Figure 3.6 agree with our conclusions based on precision and recall

measurements. On smaller datasets with high dimensionality, SLSH has a clear advantage

over RPLSH and DHHash. As datasets increase in size towards 106 elements, SLSH may

sometimes be at a small disadvantage. However, these results also show that for larger

datasets such as the SIFT dataset, RPLSH is still competitive with the other methods.

This is possibly due to DHHash and SLSH creating a more limited number of projections in

the low-dimensional case, which reduces the variation of the hash functions. A reduction

in variation limits the recall and precision trade-o↵ that can be made, since we are no

longer sampling from an infinite amount of unique hash functions to obtain separation

information.

Figure 3.7 gives the time taken to construct a hash database for the datasets. While
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Figure 3.6 measured the time taken to search the entire dataset, Figure 3.7 measures the

initial cost involved in setting up the search structure to perform e�cient queries. This

is a particularly useful measure when evaluating the amount of set-up time available. In

situations where searches must be performed on changing datasets, a slow construction

time will be a disadvantage.

The time taken to construct the hash database for searching depends on the number of

hash-functions used and the number of bits per hash function. The optimal configuration

for various recall levels can be very di↵erent, and so the graphs in Figure 3.7 exhibit

significant spikes in places where the number of hash-functions or hash-bits per table

increases sharply.

Even considering these spikes as noise, Figure 3.7 shows several clear trends. Due to the

separation between projection complexity and hash-function assembly, both SLSH and

DHHash tend to have smoother curves and less spikes from the changes in the number of

hash-functions or bits per function.

The most notable trend across datasets in Figure 3.7 is how much faster SLSH is for

hash databse construction. As SLSH is not dependent on the dimensionality of the data

for its complexity, this di↵erence becomes larger as the dimensionality of the dataset

increases. For most of the datasets, SLSH is over an order of magnitude faster than the

other algorithms to construct the hash database. The one exception is the SIFT datasets,

which is interesting because it is also the lowest-dimensional dataset. As the number of

projections SLSH can use is quite low in this case, far more hash-functions are required

to achieve enough variation in hash-functions for e↵ective search. State-of-the-art LSH

optimisation algorithms such as the work of Liu et al. (2013) may also be ine↵ective at

optimising multi-level hash-functions e↵ectively, since there is an innate assumption that

all the hash bits have data separation characteristics which are independent of each other.

3.6 Chapter Summary

The reported results are somewhat surprising, as they suggest that the information neces-

sary for competitive locality-sensitive search can typically be recovered from a very small
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number of original data vectors, even when the dimensionality of a problem is quite high.

There are many examples which show this discriminative power of simple sub-sampling -

for example, the use of decision trees where each decision depends on a single feature (Iba

and Langley, 1992). However, these results go beyond selected features and boundaries

to show that an e↵ective discriminative power for similarity search can in many cases be

obtained from completely random input selection and only mean-centred decision bound-

aries.

Further work in this area may benefit from making use of (or adapting) the projection

method proposed by Allen-Zhu et al. (2014). Applying this method could give further

improvements for sparsely summed projections. Using sub-sampling as a low-dimensional

projection method can also be used to create e�cient variations of other existing hash-

functions such as SIKH. Interestingly, these results indicate that often random projections

may not have a significant performance advantage compared to simply sub-sampling the

data. This is useful information from an implementation perspective as sub-sampling is

very simple, and can be performed e�ciently with minimal code. By comparison, RPLSH

and DHHash require the use of a library or specialised implementation for providing fast

projection calculations.

We have demonstrated that SLSH is competitive with RPLSH and DHHash for a range

of datasets and feature types, and is in some cases superior. Additionally, SLSH im-

proves hash-function evaluation times significantly when dealing with high-dimensional

data, which reduces search database construction time by an order or magnitude or more.

Based on the results reported in this investigation, SLSH could improve performance for a

variety of applications including image feature matching, text search, and real-time object

recognition.



Chapter 4

Approximate Boosting for Locality

Sensitive Hashing

In this chapter we introduce a new framework to accelerate boosting for locality-sensitive

hashing (LSH). This involves a new method for approximating boosting weights for nearest-

neighbour problems. Our method improves scalability of the boosting process significantly.

Comparisons with recent work in the area show that our approximate boosting framework

retains precision and recall when working with a range of data-sets and locality-sensitive

functions, while significantly reducing optimisation time and memory requirements. Due

to its scalability advantages, this approach could become critical for large scale similarity

search.

We also present a simple boosting method which allows optimisation over arbitrary approx-

imate search functions and query methods. We show that this simpler boosting method

achieves state-of-the-art performance while using much less time to produce optimised

hash collections when compared to other approaches.

4.1 Introduction

Within the realm of machine learning and information retrieval, it is often the case that we

wish to query a large set of items for those which are similar to some reference item. This

75
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type of query has been termed locality sensitive search, or nearest neighbour search (Indyk

and Motwani, 1998). As the size of data-sets increases, faster methods for locality sensitive

search are required to maintain acceptable performance in real-world scenarios.

A naive exact nearest-neighbour search would examine the distance from every point in the

data-set to the query. As data-sets grow, this quickly becomes prohibitive as a mechanism

for rapidly querying data. E�cient data structures for exact search, such as KD-trees, work

well for problems of lower dimensionality. For KD trees, query time grows logarithmically

with respect to an input of size n (Friedman et al., 1977). However, KD-trees su↵er in

performance as the dimensionality of the data is increased. The expected search complexity

grows exponentially with respect to the dimensionality, d (Friedman et al., 1977). The

dependency on the dimensionality of the input data makes exact KD-trees less useful for

search over documents, images, and other data with high dimensionality.

In order to scale to larger data-sets, approximate solutions to nearest-neighbour search

have been developed to trade o↵ accuracy for execution time. An example of approximate

nearest neighbour search structures is Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH), which has a cer-

tain probability of returning close neighbour points when queried. In order to improve the

number of nearest neighbours returned, a collection of LSH functions are often used.

Examples of machine learning and robotics areas where approximate nearest neighbour

methods are already applied include: localisation systems for mobile robotics (Bonin-Font

et al., 2014, Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011); medical systems (Woodbridge et al., 2012); and

dimensionality reduction for large datasets (Talwalkar et al., 2008). Approximate solutions

have proven to be flexible in terms of data types. They have been used e↵ectively for many

types of high-dimensional data including text features, image features, sparse data, and

dense data. As the amount of data we collect and store increases, there is also an increasing

pressure on the e�ciency and scalability of similarity search. This is due to similarity

search being critical step in commonly used data analysis tools such as clustering (Ester

et al., 1996).

LSH has seen a significant body of research toward improving accuracy and memory us-

age for large-scale search tasks based around text, images, and other high-dimensional

data (Kalantidis and Avrithis, 2014, Lv et al., 2007, Sundaram et al., 2013). Recent results
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have also shown boosting algorithms to be e↵ective in optimising LSH collections (Gao

et al., 2014, Li et al., 2011, Liu et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2012). To apply boosting to LSH,

a set of n items becomes n2 labelled training pairs, indicating whether each pair of points

are nearest-neighbours or not. Training labels quickly become impractical to store as the

data size is increased. Current methods are consequently limited to sparse sampling of

the training set as its size increases. This means a large amount of potentially important

data is necessarily excluded from the optimisation process.

In the following sections, we develop a scalable approach to the complementary optimi-

sation of approximate similarity search structures. To reduce computational and memory

overhead, we propose a method for approximating residual error values as averages. Resid-

ual error values are used in similarity search optimisation algorithms developed by Gao

et al. (2014), Li et al. (2011) and Liu et al. (2013). Approximated residual values are

compared to sparse sampling for the Reciprocal Dominant Hash Function algorithm (Liu

et al., 2016, 2013). We also develop a simple method for optimising arbitrary locality

sensitive search collections based on approximate boosting, and show that this can rival

current state-of-the-art methods while being applicable to more general similarity search

optimisation than previous techniques.

4.2 Related Work

Indyk and Motwani (Indyk and Motwani, 1998) introduced an approximate solution for

nearest-neighbour search based on locality-sensitive hash functions. These hash functions

are constructed in such a way that hash-codes are likely to be equal (that is, they collide)

if items are similar, and unlikely to be equal if they are dissimilar. As a result, collections

of these hash functions give a high likelihood of colliding with most similar items, while

colliding with relatively few dissimilar items. A detailed introduction to LSH can be found

in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.

As hash-codes are discrete, locality-sensitive hash functions e↵ectively divide up the dataset

space into di↵erent sections. If data is well distributed, points can often have neighbours

residing in other nearby sections of the data (and hash-code) space. Hash codes are often
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composed of multiple conditionally independent single-bit hash functions, which jointly

act to improve the chance of finding similar neighbours.

Since the aim is to find as many of the true nearest neighbours as possible, a method

of searching the hash-codes which are nearby in data space is often used to improve

recall. This reduces the number of hash-functions (and hence memory) needed for search

structures. We use two methods in this work, which are outlined briefly in this section.

One of the simplest multiple hash-code query methods is to search hash codes within

an increasing radius from the original query. To do this, each hash-code is treated as a

vector of {0, 1} values for the purposes of distance calculation. Since each bit conditionally

separates neighbours from non-neighbours, querying an increasing distance in hash-code

space corresponds to looking at the hash codes which have the highest probability of

containing more neighbours than non-neighbours. Since the search is radial, and is applied

to the {0, 1} space, it is usually termed Hamming ball search. This type of search fits well

with the distance optimisation criterion used by Gao et al. (2014), as the assumption of

similar hash codes having neighbours is explicitly optimised for.

A more recent query method which has strong performance is LSH-forest (Bawa et al.,

2005). This method defines the maximum prefix of a pair of {0, 1} hash code to be

relative to their similarity, rather than basing similarity on Hamming distance. Within

the framework of single-bit concatenated hash functions, this interpretation is still correct.

However, LSH-forest will only search a subset of the Hamming ball for each radius. Despite

lower search coverage, LSH-forest has been shown to outperform plain Hamming ball search

in terms of practical query speed. A practical comparison of these query methods can be

found in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2. RDHF has not been tested with LSH-forest queries.

Since RDHF minimises the Hamming distance between true neighbours jointly over the

bits in the hash-code, the gains from using RDHF optimisation may have less e↵ect for

this query method.
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4.2.1 Locality-sensitive Hash-Function Families

Various families of locality-sensitive hash-functions have been proposed in the literature.

The most commonly used approach is Gaussian Random Projections (Kushilevitz et al.,

2000). It is often used as a baseline approach for comparison with other methods (Liu

et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2012). In Gaussian Random projections the data is mean-centred

and then projected onto a random axis. The data on this axis is then thresholded at 0 to

produce a single bit of the locality-sensitive hash code. Multiple projections and thresholds

are used to form a multi-bit locality sensitive hash code. Other examples of random hash

function families include Shift-Invariant Kernel Hashing (SIKH Raginsky and Lazebnik

(2009)), and hashing based on P-Stable Distributions (Datar et al., 2004). For these

hash-function families, minimal prior knowledge is required to use them successfully. This

information can usually be gathered quickly from a small sample of the dataset.

More advanced hash function families define projections based on a sampled data distri-

bution, rather than randomly defining projections. These include PCA dimensionality

reduction with Random Rotations (Gong and Lazebnik, 2011), Spectral Hashing (Weiss

et al., 2009), and Product Quantisation (Jegou et al., 2011b).

Recent approaches have also considered locality-sensitive hashing as a classification prob-

lem. In this setting, thresholds and projections for hash functions can be analyzed and

optimised with respect to a sample set of neighbour and non-neighbour pairs of data

items. This allows the hash function to be fitted more exactly to the particular observed

data distribution. Hash-function generation algorithms employing this approach include

Variable Bit Quantisation (Moran et al., 2013) and Boosted Similarity Sensitive Cod-

ing (Shakhnarovich, 2005).

Sequential Projection Learning for Hashing (SPLH) was developed by Wang et al. (2012)

as a method for sequentially learning complementary projections from sample data to con-

struct hash-functions. This results in a hashing algorithm similar to random projection

hashing, with the important di↵erence that projection data is learned from sample neigh-

bour and non-neighbour pairs of training data. A regularisation term composed from a

larger set of unlabelled training data is also used in the optimisation step. The authors
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state that due to the limited number of data pairs that can be processed by sparse sam-

pling of the labelled training data, regularisation using other unlabelled data is necessary

for good performance.

4.2.2 Optimising Locality Sensitive Hash Collections

In addition to applications in generating single hash functions, classification based optimi-

sation also allows boosting approaches to be used. Boosting algorithms can then construct

multiple complementary hash functions by updating the classification weights of data pairs

after including each new hash function. Using boosting allows hash function collections

to retrieve true neighbours with higher e�ciency compared to randomised hash function

collections. This in turn reduces storage space and lookup costs for LSH queries after the

optimisation is completed.

A number of methods for optimising collections of locality sensitive hash functions have re-

cently been developed based on the boosting framework described by Freund et al. (1996)

and Schapire (2003). As boosting is based around classification, locality sensitive search

must then be rephrased as a classification problem in order to use the boosting framework.

In this section we explore how locality sensitive search is related to the classification prob-

lem, and outline previous solutions to the locality sensitive search collection optimisation

problem.

Consider a set Q of queries and a database D of items. Each query Q has some associated

set of k-nearest neighbours in D, which we aim to retrieve. Locality sensitive search can be

posed as a multi-label classification problem with |Q| classes and |D| training examples.

Multi-label classification defines a training label matrix M of size |Q|⇥ |D|. In the label

matrix, Mij = 1 if data item Dj is a k-nearest neighbour of query Qi, and Mij = �1

otherwise.

Given a set of training data D, we can maximise the amount of labelled training data

available by treating every point as both a query and a part of the database to search.

This is done by setting Q = D, giving a label matrix with |D|2 elements. Boosting

normally updates an individual weight for each label in M each time a new classifier
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is constructed. This gives boosting based optimisation a minimum of n2 runtime and

memory consumption for a training set of size n. For small data-sets, this does not pose

much trouble. For locality sensitive search however, even common benchmark datasets

can be of size 1 million, with training sets of 100, 000 or more (Jegou et al., 2011b). Due

to the sizes of training data involved, all methods we review in this section sparsely sample

the label matrix M to keep computation time and memory usage reasonable.

Li et al. (2011) applied this technique to construct boosted search forests (BSF). Under

this scheme, a stage-wise boosting procedure was used to optimise the sample weights

over the collection of trees. A specialised tree-construction algorithm was able to use

the boosting weights to construct each search tree. While the boosting algorithm had a

bias towards higher precision, the tree construction algorithm was designed with a bias

towards recall. As the two algorithms were designed to work together, it is expected that

transferring one to a di↵erent domain (such as non-tree hash functions) without the other

will weaken performance.

Data Sensitive Hashing (DSH), developed by Gao et al. (2014), combines a stage-wise

boosting procedure with a sequential projection learning procedure somewhat similar to

the one developed by Wang et al. (2012). This method outperforms random projection

LSH, and is focused on achieving higher recall per hash-function rather than improving

the precision of hash-functions.

Reciprocal Dominant Hash Functions (RDHF) were proposed by Liu et al. (2013) as a gen-

eral solution for optimising over pre-generated parts of hash functions. Unlike approaches

such as BSF and DSH, RDHF is able to operate on hash parts generated from arbitrary

hash-function families. This provides a more powerful optimisation method as di↵erent

families of LSH functions can potentially be mixed together to improve performance.

RDHF (Liu et al., 2016, 2013) optimises over pair data, attempting to maximise the hash

function Hamming distance of non-neighbour pairs, and minimise the Hamming distance

of neighbour pairs when constructing the hash function collection. The optimisation step

finds the hash function parts which separate the k nearest neighbours of a query by as

small a Hamming distance as possible. At the same time, RDHF attempts to separate

non-neighbours of a query by as large a Hamming distance as possible. A re-weighting
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stage between the selection of each hash function allows the algorithm to focus on un-

retrieved neighbours and minimise false positives over multiple tables. A disadvantage

to this procedure is that the calculations involved require large matrices as the labelled

training set size and number of input hash functions is increased. This can lead to memory

and compute time limitations as the input data sizes are scaled up for large data-sets.

4.3 Approximate Boosting For Hash Function Collections

Exact boosting approach for hash-function collection optimisation requires O(n2) compu-

tation time and memory usage. This is a result of labelling and processing the input data

as a set of all pairs. All of the methods reviewed rely on sparse sampling of the labelled

data pairs to reduce the computation time on larger data-sets. Sparse sampling provides

a good approximation for small data sizes, but can become increasingly inaccurate as the

size of the training database is increased. The objective in this section is to develop a gen-

eral modification to the boosting framework which is capable of using information from all

data pairs in the training set without incurring the O(n2) computation penalty associated

with traditional boosting methods.

As an alternative to the commonly used sparse sampling approach, we propose the use of

summary statistics to model the contribution of the distribution of non-neighbour pairs.

To do this, non-neighbour training pair weights are grouped together under a single rep-

resentational statistical average, w�. This statistic could be calculated per training query,

or as a single value across all queries. In either case, the memory cost of all negative labels

is reduced to a maximum of O(n) in the per-query case. This leaves the remaining data

labels as a sparse matrix M+ which contains only k neighbour entries per row. The mem-

ory usage for M+ and its associated weight matrix W+ is now O(nk). Since the number

of neighbours, k, is usually fixed relatively low (Shahbazi and Zhang, 2011, Tenenbaum

et al., 2000), we can regard the overall memory usage as linear in n. This reduces the

memory cost of boosting from quadratic to linear, allowing much larger datasets to be

considered while still including hash collision information from all training pairs.
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It is important to note that for the purposes of boosting in a classification setting, the

approximation of the negative boosting weights to w� is likely to have some precision

degradation on the results. This is because there is no explicit weighted penalty for the

same point being miss-classified many times. In the case of hash-function collections

however, this has much less impact on the final results. Severe miss-classification of single

points will at worst slightly reduce the e↵ectiveness of some collision counting re-ranking

strategies. Ultimately, when distances are calculated for the final candidates, the severely

miss-classified candidates can be rejected. This stands in contrast to classification-based

boosting, where there is no ground truth “distance test” to determine membership after

the results have been determined.

The performance implications of approximating negative weights are specific to each al-

gorithm, and so an assessment of the potential speedup depends on the structure of the

algorithm. We will examine two common-use optimization strategies which cover ap-

proaches used in literature. The first (and most common) is the calculation of training

weighted data covariances including label data, which is stored in the matrix W (Gao

et al., 2014, Liu et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2012). This generally uses an eigenvector

based decomposition scheme based on a weighted covariance matrix to calculate candi-

dates and/or projections for each successive iteration. Forms of this method are used in

SPLH, DSH, and RDHF (which uses an iterative method rather than eigenvectors). Since

all negative examples always share the same weight, the negative labels of the matrix can

be pre-calculated and simply multiplied by w� and added ot the positive label calculations

for each boosting iteration. Using our proposed approximation reduces computation time

from O(mn2) to O(n2 +mn) for the creation of m complementary hash-functions, saving

a significant multiplier on the least scalable part of the algorithm.

A second interesting potential optimisation concerns boosting general similarity search

algorithms. In the case where the boosting algorithm can only access the hash-function

search results of a query q, only the positive examples need to be tested for specific

weight assignments. This gives weight updates a time complexity of |q| log(k) using a

tree-based set to check for and find the positive examples within the query. Once the

positive examples q+ are found, the negative examples can be counted using the shortcut

|q|�|q+|. There are only k+1 weight updates to perform in the worst case after finding the
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true neighbours, and this will still be upper bounded by |q| log(k). For all training labels,

this results in a complexity of O(n|q| log(k)). Neither |q| nor k are directly proportional

to n, although one could say very roughly that we aim for |q| / log(n) (Indyk and

Motwani, 1998, Kushilevitz et al., 2000). This is interesting, as the computational cost

for a single iteration of boosting a similarity search collection has been decreased from

O(n2) to O(n log(n)) (assuming log(k) is small enough to be considered constant). This

does not include the construction time for the search structures being considered, which in

some cases might make the total execution time greater than the guaranteed optimisation

complexity of O(n log(n)).

The benefit of reduced memory usage and computation time comes at the cost of accuracy

in estimating non-neighbour importance weights. As we have argued, this should have

a minimal e↵ect on LSH-based similarity search due to the nature of the aglorithm. In

the following sections we make concrete measurements of the performance of an existing

algorithm under our approximate boosting framework. We also give a more general approx-

imate boosting algorithm which can be applied over any set of similarity-sensitive search

structures which uses the O(n log(n)) boosting complexity method we have described here.

4.3.1 Approximate Boosting for RDHF

In this section we outline the RDHF algorithm used by Liu et al. (2013). We then ex-

plain the modifications required to use the algorithm in our approximate boosting frame-

work, and compare the pseudocode of Approximate RDHF with the original. This process

demonstrates the ease of adapting existing solutions to use approximate boosting.

Algorithm 8 (Exact RDHF) gives the pseudocode for the RDHF algorithm following the

description of Liu et al. Liu et al. (2013). Blank lines have been left to align Algorithm

8 with the Approximate RDHF pseudocode shown by Algorithm 9.We now discuss the

relevant sections of the RDHF algorithm based on the description given by Liu et al.

(2013) and the adaptation of RDHF to approximate boosting.

RDHF operates on an input data-set of n items with a collection of single-bit hash-

functions represented in the matrix Y. The values yij 2 Y are encoded as 1 if hash
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Algorithm 8 Exact RDHF

Require: Hash-function bit labels: Y, Data labels: M, Target hash bit size: b, Target
hash collection size: s

1: Hashes {}
2: W M
3:

4:

5: for 8aij 2 A : do

6: aij  exp(��
Pyj

yi
p(yi, yj) log

p(yi,yj)
p(yi)p(yj)

)

7: end for
8:

9: for i = 0 . . . s do
10: ⇡  exp(diag(YWYT))
11: Â diagmat(⇡)Adiagmat(⇡)
12: Remove indices in Hashes from Â
13: Hashes GetCandidate(Â, b)
14: for 8dij 2 D : do

15: dij  minh2Hashes
P

k2h
||Yki�Ykj ||

2

16: end for
17:

18: P D�mean(dij where mij 2M > 0)

19: ↵ ln

P
pij

(pijmij<0)

P
pij

(pijmij�0)

20: for 8wij 2W : do
21: wij  wij exp(�↵mijpij)
22: end for
23:

24: end for
25: return Hashes

function i returns 1 for data item j, and �1 if it returns 0. RDHF draws a collection of s

hash functions with b bits in each from Y. This means Y must be at minimum sb⇥ n in

size, although the number of hash functions in Y may be larger to allow better optimisa-

tion possibilities for the algorithm. The use of the hash bit matrix Y also allows RDHF

to optimise over any type of hash-function, giving it great flexibility.

The RDHF algorithm uses a sparse n ⇥ n label matrix M, with the non-empty values

mij 2M having a value of 1 for i and j being a neighbour pair, and �1 otherwise. Each

row of M is sparsely sampled, and has k positive entries and 2k negative entries. The

matrices D and W are sparse with identical entries to M. The value dij 2 D encodes the

minimum Hamming distance between data items i and j over the hash collection which has
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Algorithm 9 Approximate RDHF

Require: Hash-function bit labels: Y, Data labels: M, Target hash bit size: b, Target
hash collection size: s

1: Hashes {}
2: W M
3: V YTY �YMYT

4: wN  1
5: for 8aij 2 A : do

6: aij  exp(��
Pyj

yi
p(yi, yj) log

p(yi,yj)
p(yi)p(yj)

)

7: end for
8:

9: for i = 0 . . . s do
10: ⇡  exp(diag(YWYT � wNV))
11: Â diagmat(⇡)Adiagmat(⇡)
12: Remove indices in Hashes from Â
13: Hashes GetCandidate(Â, b)
14: for 8dij 2 D : do

15: dij  minh2Hashes
P

k2h
||Yki�Ykj ||

2

16: end for
17: P D�meani=1..10(minj=0..n dist(Yij ,Yii))

18: ↵ ln

P
pij

(pijmij<0)

P
pij

(pijmij>0)

19:

20: for 8wij 2W : do
21: wij  wij exp(�↵pij)
22: end for
23: wN  wN exp(↵ ·mean(pij where mij = 0))
24: end for
25: return Hashes

been generated so far. The value wij 2W encodes the importance weight for classifying

the pair correctly in the next boosting iteration.

The square matrix A holds the pairwise mutual information between each of the single-bit

hash-functions in Y. This is combined with the value ⇡ in line 10 of the Algorithm 8. ⇡ is

derived from the W matrix. The combined value, Â, is then treated as a weighted graph

matrix.

Both RDHF and Approximate RDHF solve the bit selection problem using an iterative

solution for the dominating set problem. This is shown in Algorithm 10. This converges

to a solution for the current Â matrix, which is square and the same size as the number of

hash bit functions remaining to be chosen in Y. As the size of arguments in the iterative
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method do not depend directly on the label matrix, this part of the algorithm will not

benefit from approximate boosting. Therefore, if Algorithm 10 dominates the running

time of the algorithm, approximate boosting may not give significant improvements.

Algorithm 10 RDHF Bit Selection

Require: Weighted bit matrix: Â, Target number of bits: b
1: Candidates {}
2: while |Candidates| < b do
3: z

0

 1
4: while zt�1

6= zt do

5: zt+1

 zt
Âzt

zTt Âzt
6: end while
7: Candidates nonzero(zt)
8: Remove nonzero(zt) indices from Â
9: end whilereturn Candidates

In approximate RDHF, the label matrix M is reduced to contain only true-neighbour

pairs, rather than sampling from both neighbours and non-neighbours. The contribution

of the non-neighbour sample distribution V can then be e�ciently pre-calculated using

the expression on line 3 of Algorithm 9. This contribution is also assigned an average

weight value wN = 1. V is applied during the optimization step on line 9 of Algorithm

9, allowing a wN weighted contribution from all non-neighbour terms to influence the

selection of hash-function bits. In contrast with RDHF, we have removed the need to

calculate individual non-neighbour contribution values at each iteration, which removes

a potentially expensive series of matrix multiplications. Additionally, we have included

information from all non-neighbour pairs in the optimisation, rather than only 2k for each

labelled item as in RDHF.

Updating the weight value wN for approximate RDHF requires the estimation of the

average minimum distance of non-neighbour pairs in the current hash function collection.

Assuming that the number of true neighbours for each query is an insignificant portion of

the dataset, the mean non-neighbour distance can be approximated as the mean minimum

Hamming distance of the rest of the training data from a query point. We agerage the

mean Hamming distance over several queries to ensure robustness. For these experiments,

10 queries are used to set the mean non-neighbour distance. The Hamming distances
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calculated are also used to estimate the number of non-neighbours with update weights

larger or smaller than 0 for the calculation of the ↵ update factor in the RDHF algorithm.

An interesting observation about our construction of ARDHF is that the summary negative

example matrix V is similar in form to the regularisation term used by Wang et al.

(2012). The key di↵erence is the introduction of a boosting weight wN for the term V.

Incorporating boosting feedback allows the algorithm to have greater control over the

performance and selection of hash codes, compared to a static regularisation term.

Separating negative examples out as a pre-calculated value also reduces the computation

and memory cost associated with boosting. For approximate RDHF, only positive sample

weights are stored and updated at every boosting step. In comparison, Liu et al. (2013)

use a sparse sampling of k positive samples and 2k negative samples for each query. Ap-

proximate RDHF should therefore give a linear compute time reduction over the sparse

sampling method used in RDHF, but hopefully without an associated performance penalty

as all negative sample weights are still considered during optimisation.

4.3.2 Simple Boosted Hash-Function Collections

While approximation can be applied to existing locality-sensitive boosting algorithms,

there are still some limitations in doing so. The RDHF algorithm should improve in run-

time, and may also generalise better due to the inclusion of more example data. However,

RDHF only targets collections of divisible hash functions. Additionally, the e↵ectiveness

of RDHF is still limited to traditional locality sensitive hashing assumptions. These as-

sumptions are that the value of each bit in the hash is not dependent on other bits, and

that query methods used (such as Hamming ball search) value each hash bit equally in

terms of the division of data. More recent search structures such as data dependent hash-

ing (Andoni and Razenshteyn, 2015) and LSH-forest (Bawa et al., 2005) do not adhere to

these assumptions, and so the performance of RDHF for these methods may su↵er.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Locality Sensitive Search Optimisation Algorithms

Algorithm Search Structure
BSF (Li et al., 2011) Binary trees

DSH (Gao et al., 2014) Single-bit Quantisation Hashing
RDHF (Liu et al., 2013) Any separable Hash-Function
SimpleBoost (Ours) Any Search Collection

To address these issues, we propose a simple boosting algorithm which operates over a

collection of pre-generated approximate locality sensitive search structures. Boosting cal-

culations are based on the performance of query results obtained from each locality sensi-

tive search structure. Including the query mechanism in this way abstracts the underlying

data structures so that the algorithm can work on trees, hash functions, or other approx-

imate search structures. We will label this algorithm SimpleBoost (listed in Algorithm

11). Table 4.1 shows a comparison of hash-function collection optimisation methods and

their abilities. Where previous methods have been applicable to a specific type of search

structure, SimpleBoost requires only a varied collection of approximate search structures

as input.

The SimpleBoost algorithm takes a number of input search structures hi 2 H, and returns

a selection of S ✓ H complementary search structures as a result. These structures are

chosen greedily in an iterative fashion, with each structure trying to decrease the error

score of the previous selections. This method is inspired by the Boosting framework given

by Freund et al. (1996). We detail only the approximated negative weights version of

SimpleBoost here, as it is the most interesting and e�cient.

A weight matrix WP contains the importance weights of the positive examples. As with

approximate RDHF, the negative examples are summarised into a negative weight value

wN . Unlike RDHF and classification other based boosting schemes, SimpleBoost assumes

that returning an item in a query is a definite positive result. This means that an item

only has an impact on recall and precision values the first time it is retrieved in a locality

sensitive collection. Practically, this assumption allows SimpleBoost to set the boosting

importance weights of all items retrieved so far to 0. Setting the weights to 0 informs the

algorithm that retrieving items a second time has no extra benefit or cost. This change to

update steps also means that there is no explicit calculation of the boosting weight update
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Table 4.2: Evaluating SimpleBoost objective functions: normalised area under the
precision-recall curve for SimpleBoost using various objective functions. Larger is better;
standard deviation error is less than ± 5%. Totals are indicative of the best average

performing objective.

Mixture
Type

Weighted
Mean

Harmonic
Mean

Geometric
Mean

Precision:Recall
Ratio 1:2 1:1 2:1 1:2 1:1 2:1 1:2 1:1 2:1

GIST-1M 0.818 0.810 0.835 0.897 0.944 0.964 0.857 0.944 1.0
SIFT-1M 0.678 0.968 1.0 0.530 0.554 0.631 0.482 0.643 0.907
CIFAR-10 1.0 0.954 0.956 0.818 0.883 0.864 0.902 0.913 0.996
LabelMe 0.823 0.801 0.834 0.927 0.985 0.967 0.950 1.0 0.968
Total 3.319 3.533 3.624 3.172 3.367 3.426 3.191 3.5005 3.871

parameter ↵, since weights are either multiplied by 1 or 0 depending on whether they have

been retrieved during the query.

Setting the weights of neighbour items retrieved in WP to 0 is relatively straightforward,

and further optimisations of this could be investigated to reduce computation time by

removing the examples all together. The summary of non-neighbour items retrieved so far,

wN , should be considered as a statistical property of the search function being considered.

To do so, the observed mean error rates of non-neighbour recall are used to update the

importance weight proportionally. Suppose the first locality sensitive search structure, h
1

,

retrieves a fraction p
1

of all non-neighbour items. Then the negative importance weight is

updated to wN  wN (1� p
1

).

In optimising locality sensitive search structures, previous approaches have used several

possible criteria for an objective function. Liu et al. use a Hamming distance error margin

across all pairs, although this can be expensive to compute (Liu et al., 2013). Moran et al.

(2013) use the harmonic mean of precision and recall. Li et al. (2011) optimise recall at

the boosting level of BSF and precision at the tree construction level. A common theme in

many studies is to use a combination of precision and recall for optimising locality sensitive

search structures. Since a variety of optimisation objectives have been proposed and appear

to work in the literature, we test several combinations of precision and recall using various

weighted mean measures. We are aiming to determine a robust target objective which

does not require tuning to achieve good performance across a variety of datasets.
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Weighted versions of the mean, harmonic mean, and geometric mean of recall and precision

were evaluated as boosting objective functions. The area under the precision-recall curve is

given in Table 4.2, with each dataset normalised to the best performing objective function.

The normalisation equalises the contribution of each dataset toward deciding the best

function. The totals at the bottom are indicative of overall performance across the 4

datasets. The parameters used are optimised collections 100 hash functions chosen out of

1000 candidates at 32 bits each, with the area under the curve calculated by the order in

which candidates are retrieved from the LSH collection. Hamming search radius is set to

2. For more details on the datasets and area-under-the-curve evaluation method, see the

descriptions in Section 4.4. Using this method, we determined that the performance of the

2:1 precision:recall weighted geometric mean was the most robust optimisation objective

to changes in dataset. Taking advantage of this, the SimpleBoost error objective was set

to 1� Rec · Prec2 where Rec and Prec are the importance weighted recall and precision

respectively for the current boosting iteration.

Algorithm 11 Approximate SimpleBoost

Require: Candidate functions: H, Initial classification weights: WP , Summary error
weight: wN , Query set: P , Target hash collection size: s

1: H
2

 {}
2: for i = 0 . . . s do
3: Score 1
4: Candidate 0
5: for hj 2 H do
6: cScore GetScore(hj ,W, P )
7: if cScore > Score then
8: Score cScore
9: Candidate j

10: end if
11: end for
12: H

2

 hCandidate

13: TP , FP , TN , FN  Classify(hCandidate, P )
14: Divisor  

P
w2 WP [FN ]

w + |TN | · wN

15: Wp[TP ] 0
16: Wp[FN ] 1

Divisor

17: wN  |TN |· wN
TotalNegExamples· Divisor

18: end for
19: return H

2

For SimpleBoost, there are two parameters governing overall performance: the number of
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LSH function candidates to select from; and the number of labelled training examples to

use. Other hash-function related parameters such as number of bits and query radius can

be chosen by finding suitable parameters for random hash-function collections and using

those. When compared to DSH, RDHF, and BSF, SimpleBoost does not have any extra

parameters requiring tuning for good performance.

The cost of this simplicity is that SimpleBoost does not optimise below the whole hash-

function level. With such coarse optimisation, SimpleBoost may require many more hash

function candidates than RDHF in order to achieve the same performance. For this reason,

SimpleBoost can have worse performance than RDHF on hash function families that are

expensive to instantiate, such as Locally Optimized Product Quantization (Kalantidis and

Avrithis, 2014).

4.4 Methodology

This section describes the protocols for evaluating performance of SimpleBoost and Ap-

proximate RDHF. Random hash-function collections and RDHF optimized collections are

used as baseline algorithms for comparison. All data shown is the average performance

over 10 experiments. In order to represent real-world results, large image data-sets of one

million elements are first tested. These have a dimensionality of between 128 and 960.

An extended image data-set of eighty million images and a dimensionality of 384 is then

tested to examine the scalability of both solutions. This allows us to test the performance

and generalisation of the SimpleBoost and RDHF algorithms as data size increases.

Li et al. (2011) state that when training on small sample sizes there is a risk of over-fitting

and reducing search performance. To investigate this problem, we also test SimpleBoost

with varying training data sizes. These results will be used to establish whether over-fitting

is present and what amount of sample data might be needed to achieve good generalisation.

Both algorithms are tested using PCA-RR (PCA with random rotations (Gong and Lazeb-

nik, 2011)) and RPLSH (random projections (Kushilevitz et al., 2000)). For the orthog-

onally constrained PCA-RR hash family, it is expected that SimpleBoost may be more

competitive as there is a higher chance of generating suitable hash-functions. As RDHF is
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able to optimise on a per-bit level, it is expected to have much better boosting performance

from RDHF than SimpleBoost on less constrained hash families such as RPLSH. As the

size of training data grows, SimpleBoost should be more time e�cient than RDHF.

Candidate hash function collections are constructed for each data-set randomly. The GIST

and SIFT one million size BigANN data-sets are used for evaluation (Jegou et al., 2011b,

Siagian and Itti, 2007). These data-sets are 960 dimensions and 128 dimensions respec-

tively, providing a challenge for compressed representations of data such as hashing. The

BigANN data-sets have been created as a common benchmark for state-of-the-art locality

sensitive search algorithms, and allow a standard comparison of the relative performance

of algorithms for large-scale search. These datasets provide testing sets with ground-truth

neighbours for the Euclidean distance measure, which we use here.

A collection of 50 32-bit hash functions are generated using each method. A fixed-radius

Hamming ball search is used to query the closest 2000 distinct items in the hash function

collection for 1000 test queries which are held out of the main dataset. Both SimpleBoost

and RDHF use a training dataset of 100,000 points, with true neighbours labelled for

20,000 queries. RDHF uses 2,000 candidate bits to generate its hash functions, while

SimpleBoost selects from a pool of 1000 randomly generated hash functions. The SIFT-

1M dataset is queried with a Hamming radius of 2, while the GIST-1M dataset is queried

with a Hamming radius of 3. The parameters for RDHF are fixed to the same as those

used by Liu et al. (2013).

For all experiments, ktest = 100 nearest neighbours are used as the testing ground truth.

LSH is designed to solve the ✏-nearest neighbour problem however (Indyk and Motwani,

1998). This variation defines the true nearest neighbours as those within a ball of size ✏

around the query point. To ensure that the LSH algorithms are optimised according to

the underlying assumptions of the LSH algorithm, the radius ✏ is calculated as the average

distance to the furthest neighbour for sampled queries in the testing set. The number of

training neighbours, ktrain is then selected to match the ✏ radius as closely as possible.

As an example, the BigANN SIFT 1M dataset uses ktrain = 98, meaning that the 98th

training neighbour and the 100th testing neighbour are on average a similar distance from
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any given query point. This method respects the definition of searching within a specific

✏ radius, even when the training data is much smaller in scale than the testing data.

RDHF and SimpleBoost were implemented in C++, with attention paid to optimising the

performance of both methods. The implementation of RDHF was verified by comparing

results using the original settings of Liu et al. (2013). The true neighbour definitions

used in the original RDHF experiments are significantly more relaxed compared to those

commonly used in reporting LSH performance (Kalantidis and Avrithis, 2014, Liu et al.,

2013, Moran et al., 2013). As a result, there may be some deviation from the original

reported performance with the more restricted number of nearest neighbours used in these

experiments.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 E↵ects of Training Data Size

Before testing on larger data-sets, we evaluate the impact of training data size on the

SIFT-1M data-set using varying numbers of training queries. Figure 4.1 shows the e↵ect of

increasing the proportion of hash function candidates. As more candidates are considered,

we can see that performance improves to noticeably better than without training, even

though the number of candidates considered is only a very small amount more than the

minimum required.

Figure 4.1 also shows the impact of considering a larger number of hash-functions at

each optimisation step. We can see that there is an “overfit” region where performance

drops below that of the random baseline approach. However as more hash-functions are

considered, relative performance gains reduce until there is little noticeable improvement.

At this point much more data is required for very small gains. In fact, the majority of

accuracy gains are achieved in the first 500 or so labels. This could be a useful property

as it allows good performance to be gained from a very cheap optimisation step.
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Figure 4.1: Recall vs parameter settings for Sift-1M using RPLSH and PCA-RR, for
varying numbers of hash cnadidates and labelled data queries. Higher recall is better.

4.5.2 Comparative Performance

Figure 4.2 shows relative performances on the Sift-1M task. The results show that Sim-

pleBoost has somewhat worse recall than RDHF and ARDHF below query sizes of 2000.

However at a query size of 2000, SimpleBoost achieves similar recall levels to RDHF and

ARDHF. This likely reflects the simplified optimisation method of SimpleBoost. Where

RDHF and ARDHF selectively combine function bits to produce hash functions, Simple-

Boost selects from a pool of randomly generated hash functions to maximise search within

the given query parameters (in this case, a query size of 2000). RDHF and ARDHF in
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Figure 4.2: Recall and Precision curves vs max query size for Sift-1M using RPLSH and
PCA-RR. Collections are created randomly (Random), by our boosting method (Simple-

Boost) or using RDHF. All Y axes are to the same scale.

Figure 4.2 have very similar performance, indicating that although ARDHF is faster, there

is little performance di↵erence between the two.

The recalls in Figure 4.3 are significantly lower than for the SIFT dataset. Even under these

conditions, SimpleBoost is able to improve results over the random projections baseline to

a similar level to RDHF at 2000 neighbours. The precision values in Figures 4.2 and 4.3

show little di↵erence between the di↵erent methods. This is possibly an indication that

the precision achievable is more related to the individual hash function expressiveness than

the optimisation algorithm ability.
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Figure 4.3: Recall and Precision curves vs max query size for Gist-1M using RPLSH and
PCA-RR. Collections are created randomly (Random), by our boosting method (Simple-

Boost) or using RDHF. All Y axes are to the same scale.

Table 4.3 shows mean execution times for each algorithm and data-set, performed on an

Intel Xeon E5-2643 with 128gb of RAM. Both RDHF and SimpleBoost are implemented

within the same C++ framework to minimize disparities, and both methods have been

optimised heavily. When the query performance of the search structure is e�cient, Sim-

pleBoost is much faster. This di↵erence is apparent in Table 4.3 with the jump in time for

SimpleBoost from the SIFT dataset (Hamming distance 2 queries) to the GIST dataset

(Hamming distance 3 queries). SimpleBoost also has the advantage of being able to be ap-

plied directly to LSH-forest query methods. Given the performance of LSH-forest at high

recall levels, SimpleBoost may result in even larger performance gains for this method.
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Table 4.3: LSH optimisation runtimes (in seconds)

Optimisation
method SimpleBoost RDHF ARDHF Random
Sift-1M 62s 398s 299s 0.4s
Gist-1M 443s 435s 304s 4s

4.6 Chapter Summary

We have presented a novel approximate boosting framework for reducing the time and

memory cost of boosting for locality sensitive search. We have demonstrated that this

reduced cost does not impede the resulting performance of the boosted locality sensitive

search collection. As a result, boosting can be performed over larger training datasets,

and boosted collections can be constructed in less time.

Approximate boosting also provides possibilities for further investigation, including com-

bining with other existing algorithms to improve scalability. In particular, SPLH (Wang

et al., 2012) is a good candidate as approximate boosting can be used instead of its regu-

larisation term.

We have also presented a simple, generalised approximate search boosting algorithm, Sim-

pleBoost (Algorithm 11). We have demonstrated that it is able to compete with the

state-of-the-art in terms of precision and recall at the levels it is optimised for. We have

demonstrated that SimpleBoost can have practical advantages in settings where fast opti-

misation is required, as it produces positive results from very small numbers of candidates.

By comparison, RDHF has a larger associated set-up cost, but produces somewhat better

hash functions.

The SimpleBoost algorithm is also compatible with to other locality sensitive search struc-

tures such as random forests. Further investigation is required to assess the possible ad-

vantage of boosting other locality sensitive algorithms.



Chapter 5

Improved Approximate Euclidean

Search with Cover Trees

Cover trees for exact KNN graph search already provide strong results as a baseline to

compare approximate methods against. Given this strength, it is natural to consider using

an approximate method for cover tree search. When considering the practical use of ap-

proximate search, control over the trade-o↵ between accuracy and time is often important

in bounding the overall error of an algorithm.

Popular methods for approximate search on spatial trees are generally variations on leaf-

limited or limited backtracking search (Auclair et al., 2007). The nature of cover trees in

particular is to use a high branching factor with data points being evaluated at each tree

node. Due to these properties, limiting the leaves search or the backtracking steps only

provides a very coarse approximation with significant variance in performance.

A 1+✏ approximate search for a single nearest neighbour was suggested by the original au-

thors of the cover tree algorithm (Beygelzimer et al., 2006) This consists of a descent down

the cover tree until an early bailout approximation criterion is reached. This method guar-

antees approximate closeness, but not approximate queries for exact k nearest neighbours.

Another alternative approximate search method is defeatist search (Liu et al., 2005) which

is the most restrictive form of leaf and backtrack limited search (Auclair et al., 2007). De-

featist search involves descending the tree until the first leaf is encountered. This type

99
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of search has no parameters, and so the trade-o↵ between accuracy and query time can-

not be changed. It is quite e↵ective for 1-nearest-neighbour search, however the accuracy

quickly drops when more neighbours are considered, to the point where many more leaves

need to be searched in order to find the relevant neighbours. The reason for lower recall

as the number of neighbours are increased is that only a limited number of most-similar

nodes are explored during the initial descent, which limits the number of close-neighbours

encountered to those few which are most similar.

By contrast, approximate search algorithms such as Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) have

several parameters which can be tuned to change the accuracy of queries with much more

control. Some of these parameters have been explored in Chapters 3 and 4. However,

tuning multiple parameters can make finding the most e�cient combination more com-

plicated. E↵orts have been made to characterise and control these trade-o↵s in an easier

way (Dong et al., 2008), resulting in a more robust approximate search algorithm.

In this chapter, we develop an approximate l
2

Euclidean search method for cover trees

which has easy, precise control over the trade-o↵ between search time and accuracy. We

show that our method performs significantly better than leaf-limited approximate search

on cover trees. Our method also has a sound theoretical basis which can be used as a rough

predictor of performance when tuning search accuracy. To achieve this we bound search

accuracy by a scaling factor related to the probability of missing relevant data. This

method allows performance bounds to be established, and provides exact and smooth

control over the approximation trade-o↵s compared to leaf or back-track limiting. It is

also easy to implement within the established cover tree query framework and creates little

to no overhead compared to exact cover tree queries.

5.1 s-Approximate Cover Tree Search

Cover trees di↵er from other spatial tree search structures as each non-terminal tree node

contains a set of children which aim to provide a uniform covering of the tree node’s

volume (Beygelzimer et al., 2006). This can be regarded as an approximately uniform

distribution across the parent node’s volume. This means that dividing an intersection
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volume by the parent node’s volume gives a probability estimate of encountering a child

of the parent inside that intersection volume. We can use this interpretation to estimate

the probability of finding a relevant child for a query.

Suppose we wish to calculate the probability of finding a child, given a query point q and

query radius r. We calculate the volume of the intersection between the d-dimensional

hypersphere at q with radius r and the d-dimensional cover tree node hypersphere which

contains all children (see Figure 5.2 for an illustration of this). We then divide this volume

by the total volume of the current tree node to obtain a probability P (c | q, r, node) of

finding a child c within r in the cover tree node. In order to ensure that exploration of

the tree is performed fairly from a probabilistic point of view, at this point exploration

should descend into the child node with probability P (c | q, r, node) to give a guaranteed

behaviour over the various probabilities in the tree. However, this approach can slow down

search because many extra random numbers must be generated in the course of searching

the tree. At the risk of some systematic error, we use a rejection threshold P
0

instead of

a randomised number. In circumstances where all neighbours lie within low-probability

query intersections of cover tree nodes this will fail to give good results, because the low-

probability nodes will never be explored under our thresholding simplification. However,

in general we find thresholding works well. To use simple thresholding we set a parameter

P
0

, and then if the probability P is larger than P
0

, then we descend into that cover tree

node and evaluate the children.

In order to provide a lower bound estimate for approximate search on cover trees, Two

requirements must be met. First, we must establish that there is indeed an approximately

uniform distribution of children for each cover tree node. Second, we also need to simplify

the estimation of P (c | q, r, node) in order to compute it e�ciently at run-time.

5.1.1 Children within the Cover Tree are Approximately Uniformly Dis-

tributed

The first assumption we make is that the distribution of child nodes within any cover tree

node is approximately uniform. This is an important first step in establishing an estimated

probability of finding relevant items. From an intuitive level, the approximate uniformity
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of a cover is obvious as there are minimum and maximum separation bounds for the child

nodes (Beygelzimer et al., 2006). More specifically, we can calculate a maximal deviation

from uniformly distributed points and show that it is relatively small.

Given a child-node covering of radius ✏, cover trees are created so that no two nodes

are closer than ✏ value to each other. Additionally, assuming the data is well-distributed

throughout the volume and there are enough samples, the resultant covering should have

no holes. In other words, every point within the parent node’s radius should be within ✏ of

a child node. This places an e↵ective upper limit on the separation of any two nodes since

the furthest point in a cover can be at most ✏ from a child node centre. Because there

are limits on the spacing of nodes, it is possible to calculate the minimum and maximum

possible regular density for a cover tree node.

Figure 5.1: Most-dense and Least-dense ✏ cover configurations in 2 dimsnions.

Figure 5.1 illustrates the variation in density between the most-dense and least-dense

regular packings possible for the cover. In the most-dense case, all nodes are at a distance

of ✏ from their neighbours. In the least-dense case, every point is just within the covering

and the nodes are more distant. These regular packings can be generalised to a covering

in d dimensions, where the child node centres form the vertices of a regular n-simplex.

The arrangement of nodes in Figure 5.1 results in an equilateral triangle between node

centroids, so the spacing between nodes can be determined using trigonometric identities
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as twice the base length of the right angle triangle with hypotenuse ✏, and right angle

corner bisecting the edge from one node centre to another:

2✏

 p
3

2

!
= ✏
p
3 (5.1)

To find the maximum factor of variation in density from a uniform distribution, we divide

this value by ✏, giving a maximum error factor of
p
3 ⇡ 1.73. In d dimensions, the

geometric properties of the regular n-simplex (Stein, 1966) can be used to generalise the

density variance equation as:

max(�Density) = 2 sin

✓
1

2
cos�1

✓
�1
d

◆◆
(5.2)

For a given dimensionality d. The worst-case variation in density that we have calculated

is relatively low, and decreases even further as dimensionality increases. Therefore, this

should not significantly a↵ect results since cover tree child nodes are chosen with a random

distribution. However, as we can compute the worst-case di↵erence in density for any given

dimensionality, this can be used to calculate more accurate lower bounds on expected

performance when intersection probabilities are found.

5.1.2 A Spherical Cap Bounds Intersection Volume

In order to bound the probability of finding a child in the intersection between a query

search and cover tree node, we first find the upper bound of P (c | q, r, node) for all q and

r. Figure 5.2 illustrates the intersection between a query, and a cover tree node. The

intersection between the tree node and the query q with radius r is a lense-shaped region,

with volume and shape dependent on both the tree node’s radius, and the query’s location

and radius.

As the radius of the query r approaches infinity (with the intersection depth staying the

same), the curve of the intersected disk flattens and approaches the line b in Figure 5.2. So

the value of P (c | q, r, node) can be simplified to estimating the volume of the spherical cap

cut o↵ at line b. If we normalise the cover tree node volume, we can replace P (c | q, r, node)

with the conservative estimate P (c | s) � P (c | q, r, node) where s is the distance from
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Figure 5.2: Approximate cover tree search for 1-nearest-neighbour: predicted lower
bound for recall compared to actual recall for values of s.

the cover node centre to the line b, divided by the cover node radius. This means that for

each value s 2 [0, 1], there is a fixed probability P
0

of finding a child within the intersected

volume.. In addition, for any pair of s values s
1

, s
2

, we can say that if s
1

> s
2

, then

P (c | s
2

) > P (c | s
1

) (this follows from the di↵erence in spherical cap volumes). This

gives a direct relationship such that we can scale the cover tree node’s radius by some s
0

to obtain a rejection rate of its related P
0

. More precisely, this establishes a mathematical

relationship:

P (c | s) > P
0

() s < s
0

(5.3)

This relationship means that decreasing the value of s increases the rejection rate of

nearest-neighbour candidates monotonically. The monotonic recall property makes s an

ideal parameter for tuning approximation and speed trade-o↵s, since it establishes a pre-

dictable direction of change when s is changed. To derive an exact relationship between s

and P (c | s), we use the simplified spherical cap equation given by Li (2011). This defines

the volume of the spherical cap as:

Vcap =
1

2
V
0

I
sin

2 ✓

✓
d+ 1

2
,
1

2

◆
(5.4)
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where ✓ is the half-angle of the cap from the centre of the hypersphere, A
0

is the volume of

the hypersphere, d is the dimensionality of the hypersphere, and Ix(y, z) is the regularised

incomplete Beta function (Pearson, 1968). We note that we have assumed a normalised

volume, so the volume of the full hypersphere A
0

can be divided out of this equation

immediately. Secondly, we note that since s is normalised by dividing by cover tree node

radius, s = cos(✓). The value sin2(✓) can then be derived from s as sin2(✓) = 1 � s2.

Substituting this value in and simplifying gives the equation:

P (c | s) = 1

2
I
1�s2

✓
d+ 1

2
,
1

2

◆
(5.5)

Since this is a conservative upper bound on the true probability of encountering a rele-

vant child within the spherical cap volume, this estimation of P should ensure that for

a given value of s and dimensionality d, query accuracy is at least P , given a uniform

distribution within the cover tree node. Factoring in the possible non-uniformity value of

2 sin
�
1

2

cos�1

��1

d

��
which we derived, we can define the final worst-case probability bound

by allowing the cap to be denser than the rest of the distribution by the worst-case factor.

Renormalizing the probabilities allowing for the di↵erence in density between the cap and

the remainder of the sphere gives:

Pworst(c | s, d) = �Density · P (c | s)/ (�Density · P (c | s) + (1� P (c | s))

= 2 sin

✓
1

2
cos�1

✓
�1
d

◆◆
P (c | s)

1 + (2 sin
�
1

2

cos�1

��1

d

��
� 1)P (c | s)

(5.6)

So far, analysis has been done for a single cover tree node case, to Pworst(c | s, d) - the

worst-case probability of ignoring a relevant child within the cover tree node. To extend

this to a lower-bound prediction of overall behaviour, the probability of not ignoring the

relevant data at each level of the cover tree must be considered. This can be calculated

simply as the probability chain of the opposite event:

Pfound(c | s, d) = (1� Pworst(c|s, d))m (5.7)

where m is the depth of the cover tree node containing the relevant item. This formula

calculates the odds of consecutively selecting each relevant child node consecutively to
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reach a nearest-neighbour at a depth in the cover tree of m. To approximate the search

depth practically, we set m to be the mean tree depth over all the search data:

m =
1

n

X

c2data
node depth(c) (5.8)

5.1.3 Local Intrinsic Dimensionality Matters

So far we have assumed that the dimensionality of child distributions within cover tree

nodes is uniform. In many datasets, this is not the case. An example of this is the Swiss

Roll dataset, developed for testing manifold learning algorithms (Tenenbaum et al., 2000).

This dataset is embedded into 3 dimensions, and is relatively well-distributed (A further

discussion of this can be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4). However, at smaller scales,

the local intrinsic dimensionality of this dataset is only 2 dimensions. This means the root

node of the cover tree will have children distributed in 3 dimensions, while nodes towards

the leaves of the cover tree will have children distributed predominantly in a 2 dimensional

plane. This change of dimensionality at di↵erent scales will a↵ect the properties of our

approximate search method, since we can expect nodes higher in the cover tree to contain

children in a 3-dimensional distribution, while nodes lower in the cover tree contain children

in an approximately 2-dimensional distribution.

This becomes a particular problem for the calculation of the probability Pfound of finding

a child, as it relies on the dimensionality of the distribution within the cover tree node.

This means for a set s, Pfound can be di↵erent at di↵erent scales, due to the changes in

the intrinsic dimensionality of the child node distribution. Fortunately, lower-dimensional

calculations of Pfound will lower-bound higher-dimensional values for Pfound. This can

be easily seen as increasing dimensionality directly increases the first argument of the

incomplete Beta function. Using this, we can say that the lowest intrinsic dimensionality

encountered will be a lower bound for the performance of our approximation on any

particular dataset.

Practically, it will su�ce to choose the minimum between local intrinsic dimensionality

as a lower-bounded estimate of Pfound, since it will give a more conservative estimate

on the likelihood of ignoring data. Amsaleg et al. (2015) provide robust methods and
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estimates for local intrinsic dimensionality across a range of datasets. These methods rely

on distributional data around local neighbours for each point to estimate the number of

important orthogonal dimensions in local areas of the data.

5.2 s-Approximate Cover Tree Search

In this section, the changes necessary for approximate search on a cover tree are outlined.

As will be seen, these changes are exceedingly simple in practice, as the use of s as a

surrogate for the probability of finding results simplifies the implementation significantly.

We base our search algorithm on the cover tree search method given by Izbicki and Shelton

(2015), with one small change: children are inspected by order of distance from the query,

rather than distance from the cover node centroid.

Algorithm 12 shows pseudocode for k-nearest-neighbour search on a cover tree, based on

the description given by Izbicki and Shelton (2015). At each level, the distance from the

query to each child node is found, and then children are inspected in increasing order of

distance. If the sum of the maximum query radius and the child node radius is larger than

this distance, then the child node’s sub-tree is searched. The child node radius is defined

as the distance of the child’s furthest descendant in its sub-tree, to ensure all descendants

are considered. Any centroids that are within the query radius are added to the query

results, and if there are more than k results, the one with the largest distance is removed.

Algorithm 13 shows the pseudocode for s-approximate k-nearest-neighbour search on a

cover tree, with the line of code a↵ected by s underlined. In comparison with Algorithm

12, the only change is to scale each child’s covering radius by s when checking whether to

search its sub-tree. This is the only change required to introduce controllable approximate

search based on our proposed method. As the modification is so small, it can readily

be integrated into exact search code and provides the option of faster search at a small

accuracy penalty. This can still be used for exact search, as using s = 1.0 will result in

normal exact cover tree search.
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Algorithm 12 k-NN cover tree search.

Require: Query: The query to be processed by this search.
Require: Root: The root node for the currently explored sub-tree.
Require: kNeighbours: A distance ordered max-heap of neighbour candidates.
Require: K: The number of neighbours to find.
function QueryCoverTree(Query, Root, kNeighbours, K)

if Root.parent == NULL then
//Do this once when we first start the query at the real root.
kNeighbours  K copies of {1, NULL}
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)
kNeighbours.pop()
kNeighbours.push(dist,Root.centroid)

end if
dist  {}
for child 2 Root.children do

dist[child]  distance(Query, child.centroid)
end for
for child 2 Root.children sorted by dist[child] do

AddNeighbour(Query, child.centroid, kNeighbours, dist[child])
if dist < kNeighbours.peek()[0] then

kNeighbours.pop()
kNeighbours.push(dist[child],child.centroid)

end if
covdist  dist[child] - child.maxDist
if covdist < kNeighbours.peek()[0] then

QueryCoverTree(Query, child, kNeighbours, K)
end if

end for
end function

5.3 Experimental Results

In this section, s-approximate cover trees are tested and compared to our theoretical

worst-case predictions. As our model only really predicts finding a single relevant item

in the cover tree with this search implementation, we also compare the performance of

approximation as the k number of neighbours is increased. Finally, we compare search

performance to locality-sensitive hash based approximate search in order to establish a

relative e�ciency measure against another popular approximate search method.

The cover tree implementations are nearest-ancestor cover trees based on the descriptions

given by Izbicki and Shelton (2015). These are implemented in C++, using the Armadillo

linear algebra library for vector calculations. The cover size scaling factor used to construct
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Algorithm 13 s-Approximate k-NN cover tree search.

Require: Query: The query to be processed by this search.
Require: Root: The root node for the currently explored sub-tree.
Require: kNeighbours: A distance ordered max-heap of neighbour candidates.
Require: k: The number of neighbours to find.
Require: s: The scaling factor for approximation.
function QueryCoverTree(Query, Root, kNeighbours, k, s)

if Root.parent == NULL then
//Do this once when we first start the query at the real root.
kNeighbours  k copies of {1, NULL}
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)
kNeighbours.pop()
kNeighbours.push(dist,Root.centroid)

end if
dist  {}
for child 2 Root.children do

dist[child]  distance(Query, child.centroid)
end for
for child 2 Root.children sorted by dist[child] do

AddNeighbour(Query, child.centroid, kNeighbours, dist[child])
if dist < kNeighbours.peek()[0] then

kNeighbours.pop()
kNeighbours.push(dist[child],child.centroid)

end if
covdist  dist[child] - child.maxDist·s
if covdist < kNeighbours.peek()[0] then

QueryCoverTree(Query, child, kNeighbours, K)
end if

end for
end function

all cover trees is 1.3. The LSH based methods are similarly implemented in C++ using

the Armadillo library. The performance per query is reported as the mean over a batch of

1000 sample queries.

All timing results are reported on a machine with an intel i7 4820k processor and 32GB

of RAM. When performance is measured, the mean number of distance comparisons per

query is also reported to give an architecture-independent measure of search e�ciency.
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5.3.1 Comparison to Theoretical Results

In this section, we check the predicted conservative recall values for Pfound(c | s, d,m)

(using equations 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7) against the actual recall for 1-nearest-neighbour search on

two datasets with known intrinsic dimensionality. Amsaleg et al. (2015) provide estimates

of local intrinsic dimensionality for several datasets, including MNIST and BigANN SIFT.

We use these intrinsic dimensionality values for d in the calculation of Pfound, and compare

Pfound(c | s, d,m) to actual search results for the MNIST and BigANN SIFT datasets.

Figure 5.3: Approximate cover tree search for 1-nearest-neighbour: predicted lower
bound for recall compared to actual recall for values of s.

Figure 5.3 shows s-approximate cover tree recall for varying values of s on the MNIST

digit dataset (Lecun et al., 1998). The local intrinsic dimensionality calculated by Amsaleg

et al. (2015) for this dataset is d = 6.3, and the average depth of data items within the tree

is m = 5.16. The predicted lower bound for recall is significantly conservative compared

to real performance, but since our calculations assume the worst-case for search misses,

this might be expected. The fit of Pfound(c|s, d,m) still e↵ectively lower-bounds the real

average performance and the profile of the curve is quite similar to the real result.

Figure 5.4 shows s-approximate cover tree recall for varying values of s on the BigANN

SIFT 1 million dataset (Jegou et al., 2011a). The fit for this curve is much closer than
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Figure 5.4: Approximate cover tree search for 1-nearest-neighbour: predicted lower
bound for recall compared to actual recall for values of s.

that for Figure 5.3. Our predictions still lower bound the recall curve in all places, but

are a much more accurate prediction of the true recall for values of s than in the MNIST

case. While the model for these predictions might be improved to more accurately re-

flect the data, results show that our model e↵ectively lower-bounds the average recall for

approximate 1-NN queries. This allows conservative predictions to be made about per-

formance based on the characteristics of the dataset, even when there is no ground-truth

value available.

It is interesting to see that both datasets have an extended region of values of s which

correspond to 100% accuracy, far more so than is predicted by our model. This indicates

that exact results (or so close to exact as makes no practical di↵erence) can be obtained

with far tighter cover tree node boundaries than the conservative furthest-descendant

estimate used for exact cover trees.
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5.3.2 Performance for Varying Values of k

In this section we examine the scalability of s-approximate cover tree search to larger values

of k. The performance of s-approximate cover trees are measured for k = 1, 10, 100 on

the LabelMe (Russell et al., 2008), CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009), and BigANN SIFT and

GIST datasets (Jegou et al., 2011a, Siagian and Itti, 2007). We compare the performance

of search for di↵erence values of k with varying values of s to examine the e↵ects of the

search parameter on larger neighbour sets. The timed performance of approximate search

with varying values of k is also given in order to compare the performance impact of

searching for a larger number of neighbours. Time reported as the mean single-threaded

query execution time over a set of 1000 queries, measured against the mean recall achieved

on those queries.

Figure 5.5: Performance of s-approximate cover tree search on the LabelMe dataset.
Recall shown compared to both the value of s, and the time taken to execute search. In

both graphs, higher is better.

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show results for the smaller LabelMe and CIFAR-10 datasets. These

both have a number of elements on the order of 104, compared to 106 for the BigANN

datasets. It is interesting that the patterns seen in the performance curves between the

two datasets are very similar. This could indicate that the performance characteristics of

our approximate search are linked strongly to the size of the dataset.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of s-approximate cover tree search on the CIFAR-10 dataset.
Recall shown compared to both the value of s, and the time taken to execute search. In

both graphs, higher is better.

In both figures (5.5 and 5.6), we see that the baseline performance at s = �1 is much

higher for k = 10 and k = 100 search. This is due to the search bounds being looser, as

the kth element is used to bound node search. As s increases towards 0, the recall for

k = 1 increases sharply and overtakes the recalls for k = 10 and k = 100. This is expected

if the cover tree is well arranged, as the closest neighbours should be found first. The

result of this can be seen in the timing graphs, where the speed of queries for k = 1 is

approximately an order of magnitude better at recall levels of 0.99.

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show results for the BigANN 1 million sized datasets. In comparison

with the smaller graphs, the performance in figure 5.7 with changing s behaves much

more predictably. As the k number of neighbours is increased, recall at the same setting

of s increases smoothly for the BigANN SIFT dataset. Figure 5.8 shows a similar trend,

although at higher levels of recall the k = 1 curve eventually overtakes the other curves.

Interestingly, for large datasets the k number of neighbours barely a↵ects query running

times on either dataset.

These results demonstrate a good scalability for s-approximate search when retrieving

larger numbers of neighbours. This scalability appears to be better on larger datasets,
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Figure 5.7: Performance of s-approximate cover tree search on the BigANN SIFT 1
Million dataset. Recall shown compared to both the value of s, and the time taken to

execute search. In both graphs, higher is better.

Figure 5.8: Performance of s-approximate cover tree search on the BigANN GIST 1
Million dataset. Recall shown compared to both the value of s, and the time taken to

execute search. In both graphs, higher is better.

which is a particular advantages for large data processing and search. Some further inves-

tigation into the reasons for changes in approximate search performance as k is increased

might give insights into the search process that allow us to improve the construction of

cover trees. This could be a direction for future investigation.
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5.3.3 Comparison to Locality-sensitive Hashing and Leaf-search

s-Approximate cover tree search allows smooth variation in the number of candidates

inspected when searching for nearest neighbours. This provides an objective measure of

the e�ciency of the cover tree data structure in organising and searching through data.

We can compare the e�ciency of various approximate methods in terms of number of

candidates inspected to achieve a certain performance. This e�ciency value does not

include the cost of traversing storage structures, but if the data used is high-dimensional

enough, distance comparisons will dominate search time.

Using the number of candidates inspected compared to recall as a measure of e�ciency, we

compare the e�ciency of random projection Locality-Sensitive-Hashing (LSH) (Kushilevitz

et al., 2000) to s-approximate cover trees. This could be considered a comparison of the

organisational e�ciency of these search structures, since a lower number of candidates

returned for the same recall value indicates that less data was searched to arrive at the

same answer. We also include a comparison of leaf-limited search on cover trees. For

leaf-limited search, the tree search process is terminated once a certain number of leaf

nodes are encountered.

LSH, s-approximate cover tree search, and cover tree leaf search are compared using a

precision-recall graph, where precision indicates the proportion of candidates returned

that match the ground-truth results, and recall indicates the proportion of the actual

ground-truth results returned in the candidate queries. The precision-recall curve can be

read in a similar manner to ROC curves, where the area under the curve can be used as

an indicator of the overall quality of search performance (Manning et al., 2008).

For random projection LSH, the following formula determines the value of a hash code h

of a given query vector q:

hi(q) =

8
><

>:

1, if q · ri � 0

0, otherwise

Where hi is ith bit of the hash code, and ri are a set of random projections which uniquely

define the hash function. To measure LSH performance, we compare single hash-functions

of 32 and 64 bits and use Hamming ball search (search sorted by l
1

distance) to expand the
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candidate set. This orders candidates by decreasing similarity for a given LSH hash-code.

Each hash-code distance cut-o↵ is measured in terms of recall and precision and plotted.

The ground truth nearest neighbours as set to k = 100, and results are averaged over

1000 randomly chosen queries held out from the dataset. For both LSH and cover tree

search, the precision is calculated as the mean number of true neighbours found per query

divided by the mean number of distance tests made per query. Results are averaged over

10 randomly generated LSH hash functions.

The LSH and cover tree construction methods used do not take into account any special

details of the data distribution. Cover trees are randomised in the sense that the first

candidate found for a new child for a node is always chosen, and so no attention is given

to the overall structure of the tree or data. LSH is randomised in the sense that its bits

are set based on random hyper-planes, with no bias towards a particular structure. There

exist high-performance methods for fitting LSH to data distributions (Gong and Lazebnik,

2011), but equivalent fitting methods have not yet been developed for cover trees. It is

therefore interesting to compare the baseline e�ciency of approximate cover tree search

and projection based LSH.

Figure 5.9 shows LSH compared to s-approximate cover trees for the LabelMe (Russell

et al., 2008), CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009), and BigANN SIFT and GIST datasets (Jegou

et al., 2011a, Siagian and Itti, 2007). As has been observed, s-approximate search has a

minimum recall level for larger values of k, and so does not scale to very low recall levels.

LSH is able to achieve high precision rates for very low levels of recall, but its level of

precision falls o↵ quickly as recall increases. This leads to remarkably better precision

for approximate cover tree search at higher recall levels. This result is slightly surprising,

as we know that cover trees must navigate and make distance comparisons on multiple

levels of a highly branching tree structure (where most comparisons are to irrelevant data)

in order to find a small number of relevant candidates. A second interesting but not

particularly surprising result is that s-approximate cover tree search achieves a much

better precision than leaf-limited search across a wide range of recall levels. This is a

result of s-approximate search ignoring nodes which have very low chances of contributing

useful data to the query. As more nodes are searched, the precision di↵erence between
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Figure 5.9: Precision-Recall performance of s-approximate and leaf-limited cover tree
searches compared to LSH. Higher precision values indicate more e�cient performance at

a given recall level.

s-approximate search and leaf limited search increases, due to leaf limited search exploring

these low-gain nodes.

The gap between LSH and cover tree precision becomes particularly noticeable at recall

levels of 0.8 and above. At recall = 0.8, cover tree search is more than a factor of 2 higher

in precision across all datasets. This means that s-approximate cover trees are processing

only half of the number of candidates that LSH would for the same level of recall. Even

if we assume that there will be a higher performance penalty for the branching nature of

tree algorithms compared to the flat lookup policy of hash tables, this cover trees are at

a significant performance advantage for high recall approximate search. This is especially
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true for high-dimensional data, as the distance calculations (and therefore the number of

candidates retrieved) will dominate the overall query evaluation time.

It is important to remember that there are several other design considerations when using

cover trees or LSH search. LSH search uses a significant amount of memory, as it in-

stantiates a collection of hash-functions in order to improve precision during search. The

hash functions and associated tables can be generated quickly, but use a lot of memory

in doing so. In comparison, cover trees use a much smaller amount of memory which is

constant in regards to the input dataset. Cover trees can take a significant amount of time

to construct, although recently parallel construction algorithms have been given (Izbicki

and Shelton, 2015). This means that although approximate cover tree search may have

superior performance when executing queries, time constraints on the construction and

maintenance of the cover tree search structure might limit its use. However, for applica-

tions where large datasets may need to be searched frequently with high levels of recall,

s-approximate cover tree search provides a significant improvement over LSH and previous

cover tree approximate search methods in these tests.

5.4 Chapter Summary

A controlled method with a theoretical basis for approximating search based on cover

trees has been demonstrated. The soundness of the method has been verified through

tests on a range of datasets, and some interesting connections to intrinsic dimensionality

have been been explored. There is a possibility that the relation of the search bounds to

intrinsic dimensionality could be used for further refinement to the approximate search

process. This would allow more exact control over the accuracy of results, independently

of the dataset being queried. Such a result would remove the dependency on parameter

tuning for fast approximate search. This means that the parameter s could be modified

to guarantee a certain accuracy across all datasets without any tuning needed.

s-Approximate cover tree search has been compared to LSH, using precision and recall

as key measures of performance so that the two approximate search algorithms can be
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accurately compared. We have demonstrated that s-approximate cover tree search per-

forms significantly better than the baseline random projections LSH method. An area for

further work is to develop better data-fitting constructions for cover trees and compare

s-approximate cover trees to more advanced LSH algorithms.

The tests performed show that our method for approximate search on cover trees can

reduce query time by a large factor over exact search, while maintaining very high accuracy

in results. Combined with the simplicity of its implementation, these characteristics make

s-approximate cover tree search highly e↵ective for approximate search on large databases.

We have also shown that s-approximate search has superior performance when compared

to leaf-limited search, making it a superior option for approximate search on cover trees.



Chapter 6

Creating Large-Scale Incremental

K-Nearest-Neighbour Graphs

While many machine learning and data analysis problems involve the computation of a

static k-nearest-neighbour (KNN) graph, there exist several algorithms which expect in-

cremental updates to the neighbourhood graph as new data becomes available. These

include the instantaneous topological map (Jockusch and Ritter, 1999), and newer incre-

mental Isomap algorithms (Gao and Liang, 2015, Shi et al., 2005).

The Instantaneous Topological Map (ITM) is an e�cient, incremental algorithm for build-

ing a navigable Delaunay mesh from streaming incoming data (Jockusch and Ritter, 1999).

ITM is used for robotic navigation and mapping algorithms such as SLAM (Laugier et al.,

2008), biological modeling (Jockusch and Ritter, 1999), and reinforcement learning algo-

rithms (Hafez and Loo, 2015). While the ITM algorithm itself is e�cient, ITM includes a

nearest-neighbour finding step in its update phase which will slow down the system as it

scales to large KNN graphs.

Isomap is a nonlinear manifold based dimensionality-reduction technique based around

KNN graphs (Tenenbaum et al., 2000). The Isomap algorithm consists of first creating

a KNN graph of all data, then finding the shortest paths through the graph for all data

120
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pairs (a representative subset can be used for large datasets), and finally using multi-

dimensional scaling (MDS, Torgerson (1958)) to embed the resultant graph into a lower-

dimensional space. More recently, several incremental versions of the Isomap algorithm

have been developed, with e�cient update methods for the graph paths and incremental

MDS calculation (Gao and Liang, 2015, Shi et al., 2005). These methods have not focused

on improving the KNN-graph update portion of the algorithm however, perhaps because

tests concentrate on relatively small input datasets.

Incremental Isomap has already been applied to real-time X-ray monitoring of breathing

patterns (Fischer et al., 2014), with the results showing a very high accuracy. The Isomap

algorithm itself was originally designed with the intent of uncovering the intrinsic degrees

of freedom of a dataset through embedding in a low-dimensional space (Tenenbaum et al.,

2000). In a series of X-ray images of the lungs and diaphragm, the breathing movements

become a natural degree of freedom in the dataset. Due to this, the manifold embedding

of the data greatly improves estimation of the diaphragm movements both in size and

regularity over linear methods such as PCA, even when embedding into a single dimension.

The incremental nature of the Isomap algorithm used meant that estimation could be

started from a very small number of images, and could adapt as new data was acquired.

The nearest-neighbour finding part of both ITM and incremental Isomap will have a

complexity of O(n2) running over streams of data, as each new candidate is compared to all

previously accepted candidates when running an update. This poses a particular problem

for applications such as robot navigation and classifying image streams, as these algorithms

will need to run in real-time to be useful. In order to scale both ITM and incremental

Isomap to larger datasets, the nearest-neighbour finding part of these algorithms will need

to be improved.

There is relatively little previous work in the area of non-static KNN search, since historic

memory limitations mean it has not been a common use-case for large-scale data analysis.

Prior work includes the development of Sphere-tree based incremental search (Yu et al.,

2010), and HDR-tree based incremental search (Yang et al., 2014). These search struc-

tures are variations of Euclidean spatial trees, limiting applications to lp-space distance

measures. Yu et al. (2010) introduce the notion of a reverse k-NN (RKNN) query, which
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aims to find all existing nodes which would include a new query point as a part of their

k-NN set. Separately upon insertion, the k-NN set for the query point is found by again

querying the search structure in the opposite direction.

The HDR-Tree approach of Yu et al. (2010) uses a PCA-transformation of the data to

create an information-based ordering on the dimensions of the data. The fan-out of the

tree, or number of children per node L is a parameter that can be set to some number � 2.

The root node clusters data in the first PCA dimension only using the K-means algorithm,

which each cluster becoming a child centroid. This ensures good locality of the child data.

At each successive level of the tree, an extra PCA dimension is added before the means

are calculated for the next level of the tree, up to a maximum of L dimensions, or until

the number of points in the node is less than the maximum leaf size ✓. The reduction

of dimensions using PCA gives cheap but informative low-dimensional comparisons while

searching the tree for neighbours. Extra data is stored on each tree node which allows the

reverse checking of queries with existing graph points to see if the query will become a

new nearest neighbour for that point. Two separate query methods are then defined: one

to find the k nearest neighbours; and one to find if the query belongs in the “reverse” k

nearest neighbours for points already in the graph.

As shown by the methods of Yu et al. (2010) and Yang et al. (2014), incremental KNN

graph is more complex to update than simple KNN queries. The KNN graph not only

considers the k-nearest-neighbours of the query as graph additions, but also whether the

query is closer than the existing k-nearest-neighbours of any other graph node. Due to this,

existing KNN query methods will not work as-is to construct the KNN graph accurately.

In applications such as incremental Isomap, brute force search has been used to solve this

problem, since it is simple and satisfies both conditions at the same time (Gao and Liang,

2015, Shi et al., 2005). However, this limits the size of dataset that can be processed by

the algorithm.

In this chapter, a unified query and insertion methodology is developed for fast, incremen-

tal KNN graph construction. Using this query methodology, we show that KNN graph

properties can be used to bound neighbourhood search e�ciently for spatial trees, allow-

ing e�cient and scalable incremental KNN graph construction and search. We apply our
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query method to cover trees to create a construction which supports general metric spaces,

is more memory e�cient than previous structures, and is significantly faster than previous

methods.

6.1 Constructing k-NN Graphs Incrementally Using max(✏, k)-

NN queries

Since KNN graph updates can a↵ect not only the immediate query point but also the larger

structure of the graph, we need to ensure that queries are aware of the global graph limits

as well as the KNN search requirements when performing a search. To first satisfy the

KNN graph requirements for the query, we simply need to perform a k-nearest-neighbour

query using some accelerated search structure.

When the query point is added to the graph, it may also become one of the k-nearest-

neighbours for a point which is not a k-nearest-neighbour of the query. We can imagine a

ball existing around each vertex in the KNN graph with radius equal to the vertex’s longest

edge. When a new point is added to the graph, each ball that it lies inside indicates the

new point will become one of the new k-nearest-neighbours of that ball’s parent vertex.

This gives an exact spatial bound on search distance for each particular vertex. We can

upper-bound the search radii for the entire graph by taking the maximum ball radius

for the entire graph. This is equivalent to the longest edge in the graph. Assuming we

know the length of the longest graph edge, the ball-search definition means an ✏-nearest-

neighbour search with ✏ = length will return all possible vertex candidates for checking

updates against. Using this, an ✏-NN search with any generic search algorithm will yield

the same results as the RKNN query described by Yu et al. (2010), even if it does not

support reverse neighbour ball lookups as the data structures of Yang et al. (2014) and

Yu et al. (2010) do.

Figure 6.1 gives an illustration of this bounding method. Given a KNN graph, the longest

edge in the existing graph defines ✏ when querying for KNN graph insertion. Once the

k neighbours of the query point are found, the search radius expands to ✏ searching for

vertices whose longest edge is longer than dist(query, vertex). When a longer edge is
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Figure 6.1: Using the longest graph edge for max(✏, k)-NN search with global ✏.

found, it is removed (indicated by dashed gray lines) and new outgoing edges are created

from the vertex to the query point. The global longest-edge value of ✏ guarantees that no

matter where in the graph the query is located, all existing vertices that need updating

when inserting into the graph are found.

The k-nearest-neighbour and ✏-nearest-neighbour queries can be combined into a single

operation, which we call max(✏, k)-NN search. In max(✏, k)-NN search, the largest answer

set out of the two conditional queries are returned. Since both k and ✏ find a set of nearest

neighbours, the smaller of the two sets will always be a subset of the larger, since if the

k neighbour set is larger then it must include the ✏ neighbours, and vice versa. Because

of this, only a single search operation needs to be performed which returns the larger

set for checking. This type of search operation can be applied to bound the number of

comparisons (although not the number of distance checks) that even a brute force search

performs. The max(✏, k)-NN query e�ciently combines the separate forward and reverse

k-NN query steps performed by Yu et al. (2010) and Yang et al. (2014).
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6.2 Incremental k-NN Graphs with Cover Trees

Any spatial tree structure can be easily adapted for KNN graph search. Since we are

particularly concerned with the ability to e�ciently handle high-dimensional data (as

in the incremental Isomap use-case) and fast data point insertion to minimize overall

processing time, we choose the simplified cover tree search structure described by Izbicki

and Shelton (2015). Simplified cover trees are a type of metric tree where each level of the

tree reduces the tree node’s covering radii by a fixed factor (usually divided by a factor of

1.3 as a good practical value). In higher dimensions, this approach is particularly e↵ective

as its search time grows according to the growth constant of the dataset rather than its

dimensionality (Beygelzimer et al., 2006). Cover trees have also shown some of the highest

e�ciency exact k-nearest-neighbour search properties to date (Beygelzimer et al., 2006,

Izbicki and Shelton, 2015, Kumar and K.Ramareddy, 2010). The memory requirements for

simplified cover trees are always linear in the dataset size, allowing in-memory scalability

into the millions of elements, even on an average desktop machine.

Algorithm 14 gives pseudocode for insertion of a data-point into a simplified cover tree.

Unlike the original algorithm given by Izbicki and Shelton (2015), a maximum terminal

leaf size is used in this code. This can help somewhat with insertion times, and also

reduces the amount of conditional logic in search when the remaining sub-tree is small. In

experiments, the leaf size is set to 10.

A second change made to the cover tree insertion algorithm is that maximum node dis-

tances are calculated from the leaf up to the parent after determining the insertion point.

This adds a logarithmic (in n) number of distance calculations to insertion, but allows us

to supply a node lower down in the tree as the “root node” for insertion purposes with-

out losing node distance information. This node can be found while querying for nearest

neighbours, removing the need to start at the top of the tree when finding an insertion

point.

Most spatial search structures are capable of supporting both ✏-NN and k-NN queries.

These queries find all neighbours within ✏ of the query point, and the closest k neighbours

to the query point respectively. A small modification of the search algorithm allows us to
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Algorithm 14 Simplified cover tree insertion.

Require: Query: The dataset to be processed by this node.
Require: Root: The cover tree root node.
Require: LeafSize: The maximum leaf size.
function CoverTreeInsert(Query, Root, LeafSize)

if Root == NULL then
Root  new node with Query as centroid and cover size 1.0; return

end if
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)
if size(Root.children) > 0 then

while dist > Root.coversize do
Remove a leaf point from the cover tree
Create a new Root with the leaf point, set new coversize to 1.3·Root.coversize
Insert old Root as a child of the new Root
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)

end while
else

Root.coversize  dist
end if
current  Root
while dist < current.coversize and size(current.children) > 0 do

current  child in Root.children with min. distance to Query
dist  distance(Query, current.centroid)

end while
if dist > current.coversize then

current  current.parent
Add new node to current.children with Query as centroid
Set new tree node coversize to current.coversize/1.3

else
if size(current.leafdata) � LeafSize then

Add new tree node to current.children with Query as centroid
Set new tree node coversize to current.coversize/1.3
for point 2 current.leafdata do

CoverTreeInsert(point,current,LeafSize)
end for
Set current.leafdata to empty

else
Add Query to current.leafdata

end if
end if
while current 6= NULL do

current.maxDist  max(current.maxDist,distance(current.centroid,Query))
current  current.parent

end while
end function
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implement max(✏, k)-NN search e�ciently in a single query. Algorithm 15 gives pseudocode

for the modified max(✏, k)-NN search for cover trees, using the support AddNeighbour

function listed in Algorithm 16. We note that the query point is used to represent both

its spatial data and its vertex reference in the KNN graph. The major search change from

normal k-nearest-neighbour queries is the use of two inclusion criteria for the search, in

order to satisfy both k and ✏. We also include logic during search to locate the position

the query point should be inserted at, and return it as insertcandidate. This reduces the

number of distance comparisons used during insertion significantly. The only complexity

added by calculating insertcandidate is a single check and assignment for each child

during traversal, to return the candidate value of the appropriate child for insertion.

To update the global ✏ value at each step, we first check whether the newly inserted vertex

has longer edges than the current longest edge. If so, the longest edge length can be

updated with this information. If not, we check whether the vertex with the longest edge

has been updated with a shorter edge. If so, all vertices in the graph must be searched to

find the new longest edge. In practice, this is fast to check and occurs less frequently as

the graph grows. The longest edges for vertices could be kept in a heap-like data structure,

however the updates from each new change to non-longest nodes will likely create more

bookkeeping overhead than is saved. Therefore we opt for the simpler implementation.

Previous methods show that spatial tree search can improve the global ✏ bound of max(✏, k)-

NN search even further by exploiting the hierarchical nature of the search tree (Yang et al.,

2014, Yu et al., 2010). For each spatial sub-tree, search can be e↵ectively pruned to local

graph data by assigning ✏ to the maximum KNN edge length of the sub-tree. This adapts

the search to the density of the data, which allows tighter pruning bounds in dense regions.

The only extra information that needs to be added to a spatial tree in order to do this, is

for the new maximum edge length to be propagated up the tree and stored on tree nodes

when changes to neighbour lists occur.

Figure 6.2 shows this hierarchical situation. Instead of a global setting, the ✏ search value

is set by the maximum edge length of the KNN graph points covered by the current spatial

tree node. The global longest edge length is likely to belong to an outlier data point, where

the graph is least dense. This means it will be much larger than the required value for
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Algorithm 15 max(✏, k)-NN search cover tree search.

Require: Query: The query to be processed by this search.
Require: Root: The root node for the currently explored sub-tree.
Require: KnnGraph: A list of edge max-heaps for all nodes in the graph.
Require: K: The number of neighbours per node.
Require: ✏: The length of the longest edge in the current KNN graph.
function QueryKNNGraph(Query, Root, KnnGraph, K, ✏)

if Root.parent == NULL then
//Do this once when we first start the query at the real root.
KnnGraph[Query]  K copies of {1, NULL}
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)
AddNeighbour(Query, Root.centroid, KnnGraph, dist)

end if
mindist  1
insertcandidate  NULL
if size(Root.children) == 0 then

for point 2 Root.leafdata do
dist  distance(Query, Root.centroid)
AddNeighbour(Query, point, KnnGraph, dist)

end for
else

for child 2 Root.children do
dist  distance(Query, child.centroid)
AddNeighbour(Query, child.centroid, KnnGraph, dist)
covdist  dist - child.maxDist
if covdist < max(KnnGraph[Query].peek()[0], ✏) then

tmpcand  QueryKNNGraph(Query, child, KnnGraph, K, ✏)
end if
if dist < mindist then

dist  mindist
if tmpcand == NULL then

insertcandidate  child
else

insertcandidate  tmpcand
end if

end if
end for

end if
return insertcandidate

end function

most areas in the graph. Using a locally defined ✏ allows dense areas of the KNN graph

with short connections to be searched more e�ciently, without using the global longest

edge length.
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Algorithm 16 Add a potential neighbour to the KNN graph.

Require: Query: The new query point.
Require: Vertex: The existing vertex to check against.
Require: KnnGraph: A list of edge max-heaps for all nodes in the graph.
Require: Dist: The distance from Query to Vertex.
function AddNeighbour(Query, Vertex, KnnGraph, Dist)

if KnnGraph[Query].peak()[0] > Dist then
KnnGraph[Query].pop()
KnnGraph[Query].push({Dist, Vertex})

end if
if KnnGraph[Vertex].peak()[0] > Dist then

KnnGraph[Vertex].pop()
KnnGraph[Vertex].push({Dist, Query})

end if
end function

Figure 6.2: Using the longest local graph edge to perform a max(✏, k)-NN search with
local ✏. The longest graph edge within the spatial tree node is used as ✏. Compared to

global ✏ search, the ✏ search radius is significantly reduced.

The changes for local ✏ search are relatively straightforward. When inserting, the maximum

k-NN graph edge value for the query is propagated up the graph nodes at the same time

as the maximum covering distance at the end of the algorithm. When querying, the

current node will have an attached ✏ value which is used in place of the global ✏ argument.

When adding neighbours to the graph, any changes in maximum edge length need to be
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Algorithm 17 Add a potential neighbour to the KNN graph and propagate local ✏.

Require: Query: The new query point.
Require: Vertex: The existing vertex to check against.
Require: KnnGraph: A list of edge max-heaps for all nodes in the graph.
Require: Dist: The distance from Query to Vertex.
function AddNeighbour2(Query, Vertex, KnnGraph, Dist)

if KnnGraph[Query].peak()[0] > Dist then
KnnGraph[Query].pop()
KnnGraph[Query].push({Dist, Vertex})

end if
if KnnGraph[Vertex].peak()[0] > Dist then

maxedge  KnnGraph[Vertex].peek()[0]
KnnGraph[Vertex].pop()
KnnGraph[Vertex].push({Dist, Query})
parent  Vertex.parent
while parent.✏ == maxEdge do

if size(parent.children) == 0 then
parent.✏ max(KnnGraph[point].peek()[0] for point 2 parent.leafdata)

else
parent.✏ max(child.✏ for child 2 parent.children)

end if
parent.✏ max(parent.✏, KnnGraph[Vertex].peek()[0])
parent  parent.parent

end while
end if

end function

propagated upwards through the graph. This is detailed in a new AddNeighbour function,

Algorithm 17. In this new function, V ertex.parent references the cover tree node which

V ertex is attached to. In general, the complexity will be no worse than the equivalent

checks for the global ✏ version of the algorithm, and is likely to be much better as the

whole dataset does not need to be checked when the longest edge length is reduced.

6.2.1 Complexity

It is important to examine the complexity of a method when scaling to very large datasets.

In ths case of this algorithm, queries inherit the O(c12 log(n)) (Beygelzimer et al., 2006)

complexity guarantees of cover trees, where c is a dataset-specific spatial doubling constant.

Insertions similarly cost O(c6 log(n)) (Beygelzimer et al., 2006), although our method

retrieves the relevant neighbour at query time, reducing the insert complexity to O(log(n)).
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These ✏-based methods insert and query on an incrementally increased database, giving

an upper complexity bound of:

O(c12
nX

i=1

log(i))  O(c12n log(n))

These results show that the performance of ✏-nearest-neighbour methods will be upper-

bounded by static KNN construction and query using cover trees. This is also an indicator

that ✏-based methods will scale at a similar rate as normal cover tree search, so the speedup

factor will be roughly constant.

6.2.2 Experimental Results

To test the performance of the proposed online KNN graph methods, we report the time to

insert and build streaming Euclidean 10�NN graphs on a variety of datasets datasets. We

compare results for online global ✏ cover trees, local ✏ cover trees, HDR-Trees (Yu et al.,

2010), and brute-force search. For HDR-trees, the parameters were hand-tuned for best

performance. A fan-out factor of 6 with a maximum leaf size of 120 was selected. This is

similar to the best performance values given by Yu et al. (2010). All tests are performed

in an optimised C++ framework with the number of threads set to one for the purposes

of benchmarking. An Intel 4820k CPU with 32 gigabytes of RAM is used for the timing

tests. Times are reported as an average of the most recent 10, 000 updates, as individual

updates can vary based on cover tree traversal.

We use the LabelMe (Russell et al., 2008), CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, 2009) datasets to test

the performance of incremental KNN graph construction at a size where total runtime

can be compared for all methods. This data ranges in dimensionality from 512 to 3072

respectively, and in size from 22019 to 50000 respectively. The high dimensionalities in

particular give a good picture of how this approach scales as the dimensionality of data

increases. This is particularly important for Isomap-based tasks, as the datasets used are

often very high-dimensional.

The SIFT and GIST one million Big-ANN datasets are tested as base cases for large

graphs. The TinyImages dataset is streamed up to the first twenty million elements as a
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scalability test. The results in Figures 6.3, 6.4, and x show that local KNN graph search

based on cover trees maintains a reasonable performance even for very large data sizes.

Figure 6.3: Mean update time per element for the KNN graph of the BigANN SIFT
dataset. Local and Global ✏ refer to the cover tree implementations.

Figure 6.3 shows the time taken and the number of items searched for each algorithm on the

SIFT 1M dataset. The brute force search was terminated early due to long running times.

Compared to brute force, all 3 incremental KNN graph algorithms are quite e↵ective. The

global ✏ cover tree shows frequent variations in search time as it scales, which are less

noticeable in the other two algorithms. These are likely points where the maximum edge

length of the graph was increased - this could be from an outlier point being added to

the data. Using local edge length data embedded in the cover tree results in significantly

less variability, and nearly halves running time compared to the global ✏ version. When

exploration descends with a selective maximum edge length, tightly clustered areas that

will slow down search and produce no graph updates can be e�ciently avoided. At 1

million elements, the local ✏ cover tree still takes under 20 milliseconds per update, which

is faster than the brute force method on a dataset only 10% of the size.
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Figure 6.4: Mean update time per element for the KNN graph of the BigANN GIST
dataset. Local and Global ✏ refer to the cover tree implementations.

Figure 6.4 shows the time taken and the number of items searched for each algorithm on

the GIST 1M dataset. This is a higher-dimensional dataset than the SIFT data, with 960

features. In the GIST dataset, the relative penalty for global ✏ cover trees is much higher,

and was terminated at only 300, 000 data points. The HDR-Tree method out-performs

the global ✏ search here as it has superior locality bounds for edges, but still cannot

compete with the local ✏ cover tree method. This still outperformed brute force searching

significantly. By comparison, local ✏ search keeps a relatively low run-time, still taking

an average of less than 60 milliseconds per update at 1 million elements. The relative

improvement shown here on higher-dimensional data demonstrates that incremental KNN

graphs can be updated e�ciently even on large and complex datasets.

Table 6.1 compares the total running time in seconds for incremental graph search com-

pared to KNN graph generation using a nearest-ancestor cover tree, as performed by

Izbicki and Shelton (2015). The times are recorded for single-threaded search. Across all
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Table 6.1: Comparison of single-threaded running times (in seconds) for incremental
k-NN Algorithms, with best time for each dataset bolded.

⇤ Values are predicted based on sampling the first 60, 000 queries.
+ Test terminated after 120, 000 elements and can’t be predicted.

Dataset Global ✏ Local ✏ HDR-Tree
Nearest-ancestor

cover tree
Naive
search

LabelMe 128s 19s 108s 46s 192s
CIFAR-10 1111s 408s 1819s 1020s 5819s

BigANN SIFT 19447s 9502s 50244s 34076s⇤ 119798s⇤

BigANN GIST 42295s+ 33394s 40489s+ 73477s⇤ 812526s⇤

datasets, local ✏ cover tree search achieves a consistent speed-up of between 2.2 and 3.6

times over static cover tree search. The HDR-Tree algorithm shows a significant speedup

over naive search, particularly for small datasets. However, it is much less e↵ective than

cover trees as the data size grows. It should be noted that the nearest-ancestor and naive

search methods can be processed in parallel to reduce the total running time significantly,

although we have not included construction time for the nearest-ancestor cover trees in

these comparisons. The proposed ✏-based method currently lacks multi-threading ability,

but does not require pre-search tree construction. Parallel processing might a promising

area for further work, either by coordinating batch insertions or by creating a parallel

search and insertion structure.

However, in terms of real CPU time, local ✏ based search is significantly faster than all

other algorithms in every test. The streaming search methods also construct a KNN graph

incrementally, which is valid after the insertion of every element. This means that for a

dataset of size n, the streaming methods produce n valid KNN graphs containing the data

up to each of the n points in the dataset. By comparison, nearest-ancestor and parallel

naive search methods produce only a single KNN graph of size n.

6.3 Chapter Summary

An e�cient incremental KNN graph update algorithm has been proposed and tested across

a variety of datasets. Compared to previous algorithms, we provide several key improve-

ments over the state-of-the-art, including: support of metric distance measures; reduced
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memory usage; and far better performance and scalability; and guaranteed complexity

bounds.

Experiments show that using our method, incremental KNN graphs can scale orders of

magnitude beyond previous methods while retaining speedy performance, and is more

e�cient in terms of total CPU time than current KNN graph construction of a set size.

This result will directly improve the performance of several algorithms such as incremental

Isomap, and provides a basis for e�cient implementation of others, such as ITM.

The cover tree search implementation is not as optimised as it could be, and speeds

could benefit from further refinements to the code and algorithm. Additionally, it may be

possible to improve the update procedure in order to take advantage of multicore systems.

This could be implemented as batch-parallel updates of multiple elements, in which case a

thread-aware cover tree insertion method is needed. Alternatively, it could be implemented

as a parallel cover tree descent for a single element. In this case a low contention, thread-

aware KNN heap for the query KNN heap will be required. Another possibility is to adapt

the cover tree merging algorithm given by Izbicki and Shelton (2015) in order to e�ciently

construct and merge batches of points.
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Conclusion

In a world where data storage, search, and processing needs are growing faster than ever,

the development of highly e�cient similarity search methods is increasingly relevant. Re-

quirements for similarity search include the ability to index large datasets quickly for

search; improve search indices based on the distribution of the data; control the trade-o↵

between recall and query speed easily; and e�ciently build and modify large similarity

search based structures such as k-nearest-neighbour graphs. This thesis presents a series

of investigations into these areas with a particular focus on improving the performance

of large-scale similarity search. In each investigation, a new method for addressing this

area has been proposed and thoroughly tested. This has resulted in the development of

several similarity search based algorithms which give state-of-the-art performance in their

intended context.

7.1 Subsampled Locality-Sensitive Hashing (Chapter 3)

Investigating a dimensionality-free hashing technique for similarity search on high-dimensional

data resulted in Subsampled LSH. This technique is simple and e�cient, reducing hash-

table construction times by over an order of magnitude in many cases. Although SLSH

does not scale as well to large datasets or high bit-sizes as random projection based LSH,

this disadvantage is practically o↵-set by its faster hashing method. The main advantages

136
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of SLSH are its extremely fast construction and evaluation times. These make SLSH most

useful for either ad-hoc or very high dimensional searches.

A promising path of investigation which may improve the performance of SLSH while

maintaining high e�ciency is the work of Allen-Zhu et al. (2014). This work gives an

e�cient method for creating controlled sparse sign-consistent projections which are opti-

mised to reduce reconstruction error. The method is very similar to the sparse solution

that has been given for SLSH, although the choice of dimensions can be directly optimised

for higher performance. Several challenges including how to instantiate an entire hash

family from this method remain to be solved, however it may give better performance

guarantees at a similar computational cos to SLSH.

7.2 Subsampled Locality-Sensitive Hashing (Chapter 4)

Motivated to improve the performance of SLSH, hash function collection optimisation

strategies were examined. The most general and suitable algorithm, RDHF, had limi-

tations when applied to SLSH as hash-bits could not be re-used. This both makes the

calculation of RDHF generated hash functions potentially more expensive and limits the

use of RDHF on SLSH to very high-dimensional data only (that is, for 100 tables at

32 bits, data must be at least 3200-dimensional). A secondary concern against RDHF

and all boosting-inspired LSH optimisation algorithms is the potentially quadratic cost of

accurately optimising LSH function collections for improved search.

These problems were addressed by the development of an approximate boosting framework,

which reduces the computation time of RDHF significantly; and a simplified boosting

baseline for collections of randomised similarity search structures, which out-performs

RDHF, especially at lower levels of Hamming distance search. This gives a simple, robust

baseline for universal similarity search optimisation to compare against, and is e�cient

enough that the cost of performing the optimisation is less than the performance gains

made even with a relatively small number of searches.
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Future work incorporating and comparing techniques from DSH (Gao et al., 2014), SPLSH

(Wang et al., 2012), and BSF (Li et al., 2011) could result in large performance improve-

ments for these methods. The newer work of Liu et al. (2016) adds advanced complemen-

tary query methods to RDHF which might also provide further improvements in other

cases. Another direction which would be very useful is the continued development of

simple algorithms and heuristics which approach the performance of more sophisticated

methods. The development of simpler algorithms enables better standard baselines and

easier implementation of solutions which are close to state-of-the-art.

7.3 Approximate Cover Tree Search (Chapter 5)

The development of a simple extension to cover tree search which gives controlled, approx-

imate results in exchange for much faster query speeds is a significant contribution to the

literature surrounding cover trees, which are one of the highest performance methods for

exact high-dimensional search. The recall and precision results for approximate cover tree

search show it to be extremely e�cient at high recall levels, even compared to previous

methods for approximate search on the same cover tree data structure. This combined

with the linear memory requirements for cover trees makes approximate cover tree search

an attractive method for fast large-scale data retrieval and search.

The model presented for approximate cover tree search is very coarse and does not even

properly sample the rejection probabilities for exploring cover tree. There is likely a sig-

nificant amount of progress which can be made in terms of finding the most e↵ective

stochastic query methods and simulating multiple stochastic queries. Improving the prob-

abilistic model of recall with regards to s is also an important topic, as the results given

provide a sometimes very ine�cient lower bound for guiding search settings.

7.4 Incremental k-NN Graph Construction (Chapter 6)

Motivated by the recent development of incremental Isomap methods for manifold learn-

ing (Gao and Liang, 2015), and the challenges for incremental k-nearest-neighbour based
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learning and navigation algorithms (Hafez and Loo, 2015, Laugier et al., 2008), a method

for performing e�cient k-NN graph updates has been developed. This method bounds

search to relevant local parts of the graph, allowing fast and e�cient sequential updates

of the k-NN graph even when the graph size is 1 million nodes or more. Our method

outperforms previous state-of-the-art algorithms by a large margin, leading to the possi-

bility of real-time graph updates even when the numbers of neighbours are in the millions.

Our method also supports any metric distance measure, where previous algorithms only

support vector spaces.

While the method developed is much more e�cient than brute force and more simplistic

ideas, there is still a significant amount of structure within both the graph and the cover

tree which can be exploited. Furthermore, since the updates are processed sequentially,

this algorithm cannot be easily parallelised in its current state, which means that less

e�cient update methods with the same upper bound complexity are likely win on highly

parallel systems. Addressing these issues could result in a new best-in-class KNN graph

construction algorithm for large scale data.

7.5 Further Work

This work only touches on a few areas of large-scale similarity search, which is a quickly

advancing field with many sub-topics and specialty areas. However, the methods presented

in this thesis are often complementary to new state-of-the-art approaches (for example,

more advanced LSH query mechanisms). As such, the work done on reducing boosting

complexity for similarity search optimisation can also form a useful component to combine

with newer methods to produce even more e�cient search performance. Additionally, the

work presented here can be used to create new, scalable versions of algorithms that are

commonly used for data processing and analysis.

The development of a controlled approximate query method for Euclidean search on cover

trees gave suprisingly good results when compared to other approximate methods. This

area has many possibilities left to investigate in terms of approximate search, and so has

the potential to become very competitive with state-of-the-art algorithms. Another very
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promising development of this could be even faster incremental k-NN graph algorithms

using approximation to improve update speeds. Results have shown that query time can

be halved at less than a 2% cost to recall for approximate cover tree search, so this could

translate into similarly large performance improvements in incremental k-NN graphs.

The introduction of incremental k-NN graph algorithms is also significant in the field. This

development, mainly inspired by the introduction of incremental Isomap methods (Gao and

Liang, 2015), has the potential to be used to create a range of other incremental algorithms

which might be of interest. One example could be the development of an incremental

DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al., 1996), which would provide real-time, iteratively revised

clustering results for very large databases.

7.6 Final Remarks

This thesis has presented a series of algorithms for similarity search, and has achieved

best-in-class results in several cases. These algorithms provide e�cient and simple building

blocks for use in advanced machine learning algorithms. The pursuit of better scalability

in machine learning algorithms has motivated much of this work, leading to solutions with

strengths tailored to match the needs of machine learning algorithms.

Subsampled LSH presents a hashing mechanism which is algorithmically faster than others,

since it has a hashing complexity of O(b) compared to a complexity of O(b log(d)) for its

fastest competitor (where b is the number of bits and d is the dimensionality). This change

leads to a large improvement in search structure construction times, to the point where

construction time is similar to search time in some cases.

Approximate boosting makes an algorithmic step towards reducing the number of opera-

tions required for optimisation by removing the need to update individual negative exam-

ples. SimpleBoost takes this a step further, and reduces the cost of boosting O(n log(n))

compared to O(n2) for competitors.
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s-Approximate cover tree search uses a probabilistic estimate to prune low-return tree

nodes during search, resulting in significantly less nodes being checked compared to back-

tracking search at the same recall level. The gains for approximate search at high recall

levels are often almost an order of magnitude speed-up compared to exact search, making

this a very practical and memory e�cient search method.

Since cover trees are known to be highly e�cient data structures, the reverse k-NN method

of Yu et al. (2010) is applied to create streaming k-NN graphs. The query and insert

methods are then combined to reduce the number of distance calculations needed required

when adding values to the graph. This results in an incremental graph building algorithm

which is far faster than previous results, and can scale across many orders of magnitude

without losing its performance edge.

These solutions provide important, e�cient building blocks to aid in solving larger machine

learning and robotics problems. With more e�cient similarity search, these systems and

algorithms have an increased access to recorded memory while running. This can be used

improve the scalability and speed of many machine learning and data analysis algorithms.
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Additional Publications During

PhD Candidacy

Over the course of my candidacy, I was involved in and contributed to several works which

are not directly related to the main body of my thesis. These are listed here with a brief

description of the topic and my contribution.

In Houliston et al. (2016), a new domain-specific language (DSL) for message passing

systems in robots was presented, along with an architecture for competitive robotics using

this DSL. I was a part of the ideas generation process and design of several key parts of

the architecture, as well as a significant contributor to the content of the article.

In Walker and Chalup (2015) the primary results from my honours thesis were presented.

These consisted of an investigation into using non-linear parameters for reinforcement

algorithms for learning music.

In Fountain et al. (2014), a reinforcement learning method for humanoid robot head ac-

tuation was presented. This used motivated reinforcement learning to improve robot

localisation by strategically targeting important landmarks. I contributed ideas for the

design of the algorithms, as well as the experiments performed.

In Budden et al. (2013), a non-gradient direct policy learning algorithm is presented.

It is then applied to optimising robot walk parameters for humanoid robots. The new
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algorithm is demonstrated to be significantly more e↵ective than prior work in the area.

I contributed the algorithm design and code, and contributed to the testing methodology

and experiments of the system.

In Budden et al. (2012), a simple and robust ball-finding algorithm for Robocup soccer

environments is presented. It is demonstrated to provide more accurate estimates of ball

position and size than previous methods. I contributed to the implementation and testing

setup for the experiments performed.
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